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FOREWORD . '

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has developed a "Community Noise

Assessment Manual" to provide local governments detailed guidelines in developing

o comprehensive noise control program. This manual includes the following documents:

• AcousHcal Survey

• Soc'ial Survey Workbook

• Community Noise Strategy Guidelines

This specific document - the second referenced above - is a workbook which provides

specific instruction for the design and admlnlstratlon of" a social survey of community

attitudes toward noise. The reader is referred to the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency's Office of Noise Abatement and Control for assistance in analysis and

interpretaHon of fhls survey data and for informoHon concerning the other referenced

publications.
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C HAPTER 1

Introduction

In order For local government officials to effectively design and administer

o comprehensive noise management programr they must be equipped with o complete

,. inventory of dec_sian-maklng tools. These tools include physical monitoring surveys,

complaint activity recordsr public hearingst and available criteria For noise effects

on people. This document provides an additional and extremely vltal tool_ a procedure

For implementing a survey of people's att;tbdes toward noise.

Community attitudes regarding no_se will vary widely among communities

and a soclo[ survey is the means for obtaining a balanced and reliable estimate of

these attitudes. In contrast to complaint activity and public hearings which provide

city personnel with only a llmited picture of public opinion! o social survey can be

structured to ensure the gathering of apin_ans which ore representative of the entire

community.

An attitudinal assessmentof community noise has seldom been Fully utll i=ed

by local government off_elals due_ in part_ to the lack of a comprehensive questionnaire

and implementation program. To fill this void, the U,S. Environmental Protection

Agency has sponsored the development of this "Social Survey Workbook" For use by

local governments in developing a comprehensive noise abatement'program. This

workbook provides complete detailed instructions For the design and implementation of
)-_v,Te._'-sc_,le.., .Sodsel4clq I _r)_'-ev'_',_tu s_,,_'_/,

a4se4,k_l-_ur-vey_ There are two separately bound v61umes to the workbook. The First

volume provides detailed instructions For survey design and management. The second

volume _sa set of appendices providing forms and special handbooks for Field and office

nnel who will administer the survey.
The workbook is designed to be utilized by oFflc_als From many local government

ep rtm_ntst including elected off;elals_ admlnlstratorst planners_ enforcement officers,

environmental personnel, health personnel! Financial managers and public informaHon
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personnel. This workbook establishes a program that is totally seIf-admlnlstered by

the local government1 thus permitting the development of" a program uniquely tailored

to a clty_s own needs.

The "heart" of"the workbook is an attitudinal questionnaire to be admiMstered

1'o city residents, it was developed through a detailed study of virtually all previous

social surveys of noise related atHtudes. In order to meet the diverse needs of these

potential users_ the questionnaire is designed to provide a brief and straightforward

Tnstrument for gauging a variety of noise related attitudes and responses in the community.

The major subject areas investigated by the social survey are:

e Perceptions of urban and environmental problems.

• Evaluation el: public services and environmental programs,

including noise control.

• The effects of noise on residents_ health and we{fare.

e IdentificaHon of" the specific problem sources or noise in th=_communlty.

• ]dentiflcaHon of" measures tQken to reduce noise _n the community.

e Support For noise control in the communHy.

The information obtained through implementation of Ihls survey will permit

an assessment o_:needs for the citizens and a basis Fordesign of a no_se abatement

program. Fundamental areas encompassed by this assessment include:

Tdenti(ieaHon of Specific Needs- The social survey will assessthe impact

of noise on residents' home environment. Byasking individuals what types of noise

impact them and what effect this has on them1 it becomes possible to _dentiFy specific

needs of various sections of: the aommunity, An analysis of e elty_s noise envlranment

based on physical data - noise measurement_t traffic projecHonst and buildFng construc-

tion- does not truly identify the _mpect of no_seon individual citizens.
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Identify Priorities for Action - The design of a noise abatement program is

directed toward improving the health and welfare of a city's residents. This requires

a knowledge of the severlty of a city's noise environment and the nature of the specific

noise sources which comprise this environment. Based on data obtained Froma social

- survey, these sources can be identified and their severity ranked accordingly. Using

this and supporting information gained through noise measurements, prlerltles for

nolse abatement action will be established.

Establish a Basisfor Noise Abatement Action -The social survey will identify

what types of noise sources are not acceptable in the community and, therefore, should

be'abated. In addlfion, a survey will indicate the extent of public support for a noise

control program. If is essential for the city admlnistratlon to know that the public is

behind them in proposing any kind of legislation or other noise control action• In

addltlon, a survey will establish the community's willingness to pay for noise reduction.

Without a survey, ff is very difficult for municipal officials to know that they have a

"constituency" which will support such actions.

Obtain Addltlonal Informa'tlon Fromt.he Survey- The survey also allows

for the identification of: major environmental problems in addition to noise, inc)udlng a

limited evaluation of public services. Thls information is useful for all types of community

planning and will serve as the basisFor developing o general set of urban priorities.

The survey will allow the clty to place noise in a broader context of urban growth and

change. Generally, noise as a problem is related to the development of other problems:

• *Otraffic congest, n, deterioration of neighborhoods, high unemployment rates, air

pollution, and so forth. It becomes important to understand these relationships and to

see the reduction of noise as part of a broader urban strategy. The questlonnaire and

the analysis methods focus on some of these interrelationships and allow city officials

to gain a unique perspective into the operation of the city and the manner tn which

residents are impacted.

Thls workbook- including questlonnaire, administrative procedures, training

procedures and survey data analysis techniques- was field tested in Allentown,

Pennsylvania, during 1977 and 1978. This program was admlnlstered by the Allentown
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Community Development Deportment w_th consulting assistance provided by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Utilizing the workbook proeedurest a survey

team prepared a social sample carefully designed to represent an unbiased cross-sect_on

of the community and administered the questionnaire to city residents. Survey data

were subsequently analyzed by computer methods and used as a basis in developing

a comprehensive noise abatement program. Following the survey, revisions were made

to the workbook reflectfng this F_eld experience. Thus, the methodology represents ,'

the culmination of extensive research and practical experience on the type of data

required for a comprehensive community noise survey.

Implementatlon of the social survey set forth in this workbook will involve a

detailed examination of the city and the intricate patterns of residential development.

Areas within a city dlffer from one another in terms of income levels, type of housing,

end types of people who live there. As this social survey study is enacted, the city

research team w_ll become aware of the subtle differences that differentiate areas of

the city from one another, and the manner in which these differences influence noise

impact.

The research team should approach this project in a spirit of dlscovery, For

the process of examination and understanding underlies any solutions to practical

problems. No_se, after all1 is produced by people as they llve their Hves and is

intrinsically interwoven in the patterns of: their lives. Studying no_se, therefore, is

a way of understanding the city and its people. This is the basic premise which has

guided the production of this workbook.
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CHAPTER 2

The Social Survey Deslgn

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of thls workbook is to provlde o standardized survey technlque for

assessingcommunity attitudes toward noise. The survey is a seIF-contalned operation;

" however_ it is designed to be compatible with noise survey procedures described in tbe

Community Noise Assessment Manual for Acoustical Surveys. The survey will give

feedback to the community and its leaders on the impact of noise and the publla

willingness to support a noi'se control program.

The procedures outllned in this manual have been designed to standardize

survey implementation and data analysis between communities. Careful adherence to

the instructions will assure the eventual correlation of survey results among alties. In

thls way, the data will not only be useful for your cltyr but will add to a general

pool of knowledge about community attltudes toward no_se.

2.1 Guldellnes for Survey Administration

Administration of"a social survey is a complex technical operationt involving

interaction wlth many people and the execution of delailed procedures. Howeverr

clty personnel will gain professional experience and develop new insights into the

oommunlty in the implementotlon of this program.

Survey implementation is guided by two basic values of objectivity and ethical

responsibility. Objectivity is ensured by conducting the survey in a sclentific and

unbiased manner. _:thlcal responslbillty, on the other handr guarantees the rights of

the individuals interviewed in the study, the respondents, to confidentiality and to

respectful and prcf:esslonal treatment. These ethical issuesare discussed in more

detail in Section 4.3.1 and are the guiding prlnolples of survey administration.
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]mplementatlon eF a social survey is an exercise in management, in addition

to Following the rules and guidelines in the manual, city officials must exerclse judgment and

"common sense." It is impossible to deflne every procedure that will be used to implement a

study For many different tasks and complex human interactions are involved. Be

Flexible in responding to the various sltuationst and be prepared te think out problems

as they appear. Assume an alert management role at all tlmes to ensure that the survey

is carried out correctly and clulckly, This will guarantee that the results will be as

accurate and as useful as possible.

2.2 Procedural Overvlew

There are two major stages te the study: (1) Sample Selectlen, and (2) Survey

Implementation. The following procedures will be carried out:

I. Sample Selection

a. Stratification: Nolse Zones and Areas

b. Cluster Selection

o. Listing Households

d. Household Selection

e. Preparation of Cluster Kits and Letters of Intreductlon

2. Implementation Ol _ the Survey

a. Selection of Field Personnel

b. Tralnlng ef Field Personnel

e. Sending of introductory Letters to Selected Households

d. Allocating Household Assignments to Interviewers

e. Management of Field Operations (record keeping, intervlewer
instruetiens_ etc.)

F. Sorting of Questionnaires For Editing and Coding

g. Editing of Questlennalres

h. Validating ef Questionnaires

1. Ceding of Questionnalres

J. Preparation of Data for Keypunchingn
e
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In this ahaptert an overview of these procedures is presented. Nexh the

major planning considerations ere disaussed. F:inallyr a complete list of the materials

required to conduct the study is given. Chapter 3 of the manual provides the detailed

instruatlons For sample selection1 while Chapter 4 autllnes the implementation of the

survey.

2.3 Overv;ew of Sample Selection

2.3.1 Accuracy of the Sample

A sample is a selecHon of individuals From a larger population. A sample is

selected because canvassing everyone _n the population would be very expensive end

time-consumlng. A relatively small number of households - 700 (and one adult From

each) - will be selected. Since surveys involve a degree of" "non-response1 " thls sample

size is expected to provide at least 500 completed interviews. The logic of the sample is

that the selected households collectively will represent the population as a whole. Each

household in the pcpulatian has an equal chance or pra_b[lity of being chosen for

intervlewing. Atsor by taking care to geographically disperse the sample over the alty,

the dlstributlen of household choracterlstlos in the sample will approximate the dlstrlbutlon

of the characteristics in the population as a whole. That is_ the sampled households will

"more or less" represent the entlre population for ma_ar characteristics such as_ For exampler

race or the percentage of apartment dwellers. The phrase "more or less" is used because r

in practicer the actual d_stribuHon of" indlvlduals in the sample will rarely Fit exactly

the distribution of individuals in the populctionr but the overall discrepancy will be

small. In thls deslgnr the sample should give only about a 5 percent dlsarepanay. That

ist you will know with a :1:5percent range what your community as a whole Feelsabout noise.

2.3.2 The Sample Design

Stratification is the First step of the sample design. It is e procedure which

divides the population into relatively internally homogeneous groups in order to reduce

sampling error. In thls sample design_ the population of the city will _ strotefled twice:

firstr accordlng to noise zones, which roughly define homogeneous noise environments; and

second# according to geogrephlaal areasr which reflect similar social and residential patterns.
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The second step of the sample design is cluster sampling. This refers to the selecHon

of city blocks. We call them clusters because each block is actually a cluster el:

households. The third step of the sample design is the listing of: each and every house-

hold in the selected clusters. The Fourtfl step of the sample design is household

selection. Approximately seven households From each of the sampled clusters will be

chosen For interviewing using the technique of systematic random selection. _Fore

sending interviewers into the Field to adm_nlster questlonna_res, a "kit" of materials

must be prepared Foreach of:the selected clusters. F_nallyr an introductory letter

will be prepared Formailing to each of the selected households. This will gNe

advance notice to the residents that an interviewer will contact the household.

2.4 .Overview of Survey Implementatic:n

Survey administration _sthe process of interviewing the respondents who have

been selected by the sample. While this soundsslmple, it actually involves a great

deal of adminlstraHon and management. F;rst, Freid personnel must be selected. There

are two types: _nterviewers, and office personne|. Secondt these personnel must be

trained _n the use of the questionnalrer _Fthey ere interv_ewers_ and the appropriate

off_ce procedures, if they are office personnel. Thlrd/ the _nterv[ewers will be assigned

to households at which they will try to obtain interviews From selected respondents.

Fourthr this whole procedure must be managed throughout the duration of the study,

F_Fthr as the completed questionnaires are returned_ a record-keeplng (Iogglng) procedure

is enacted so that there _saccurate information about the completions in each cJusterl

and an accurate inventory of each interviewer's assignments. Next, the questlonno[res

are then sorted Far ediHng and codrng. They are then edited to assesswhether the

correct respondent has been interviewed. Same of these questionnaires are then

chosen For validation in order to maintain a high quality of interv_ewlng. Then all

edited questlonno_res are ccded_ using a standardized cod_ng system _norder to prepare

the questionnaires For keypunching. F_nallyt the completed data deck is analyzed using

o standardized computer program available FromEPA.

2-4
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2.5 Planning for the Survey

As can be seen_ administering a survey involves both time and effort.

However, lePs start at the beginning. The First task in successfully carrying out the

survey is planning. This is o critical part of an effective survey implementation1 and

• it involves several _0olnts: the timing of'the survey, the organlzaHan of resources

and senior staff, and the setting up of a timetable.

2.5.1 Timing of the Survey

Choosing an appropriate time of:the year to implement the survey is an

important decision. The First consideration is weather. Bad weather can considerably

slow down the program as was demonstrated in the first test of the survey in Allentownt

Pennsylvania. Because the study was conducted in the winter in AIlentownt H took at

least 1 month longer to complete the interviewing process. The costs of extending a

survey can be cons[derables so avoid the winter season. On the other hand, conducting

a survey in the summercon pose other problems. Because many people are vaca_'ionlng

during this season_ more contact attempts are needed in order to reach respondents.

This may also mean considerable time as well as economic costs. Thereforet the ideal

time to implement the survey would be the early fall or the late spring.

There are, howevert two additional considerations. The first _sholiday seasons.

Responserates will be low during these times since people feel rushed and busy. It is

best not to schedule the survey around these times. The second factor is noise impact.

Noise ffself varies throughout the year, depending on the weather conditions of an area.

For example, in colder areas, there is generally less noise impact on residents Tn winter

since they tend to sleep wrth windows shut. As a general rule_ the wormer periods are

better for assessingthe impact of noise.
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2.5.2 Organizing Resources: Space and Budget

To have sufflcient space For handling the survey operaHons, obtaln

two large rooms_ or three or four small rooms. It Will be necessary to comfortably

house the staff to perform editing, valldating, and coding operations all at. the

same time. It is even a good idea to have enough space to give all the members of the staff

. places to keep their materials. Enough space should be available For storing quesHonnalres

and for keeping them organized as they proceed througk the operations. A system for

storing whlch proved efficient during the test in Allentown was to use envelopes and

large boxes. The questionnaires were first kept in envelopes, grouped by clusters.

As they were returned and passedthrough the various office procedures, they would be

moved from one large box to another. Finally, they were returned to the original

envelopes. You will need storage For all the other materials as well. Remember that

for reasons of confidentialityr you should ensure the security of some of the survey itemsr

and so be able to lock them upat night.

You should also have access to at least two telephones. One of these phones must

be kept open for contact with interviewers and for use by the Field Director, while the

other will be used far validation. Access to any addlHcnal phones would be useful.

Besides space and telephone ccsts_ there will be the following expenses.

First, there are printing costs for most of the formsr labels, as well as the quesHonnalresr

which are contained in the Appendices. Second, there are funds for llsters and inter-

viewers. In some cases_ you will be able to abtaln volunteers For these jobs_ but in

other cases, you will hove to hire workers. In either case, since both these jobs

involve travel, a car is almost a neeesslty and you will have to budget travel costs.

Thlrd_ there are costs for stationery_ postage, and secretarial help. Finally_ there may

be unforeseen expenses for special stationery cos,st special maps, photocopylngt extra

travel expenses_ eta.
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2.5.3 Organizing Senior Staff

The personnel available will vary from community to community. Therefore_

the discussion of allocating staff and defining roles will be o general one and the

organization will be left to you,

]t is strongly recommended that two senior staff be responslble For implementing

the survey and that they be given assistants. One of the senior staff should be the Field

Director and the other should be the Coding Director. The Field Director should be

responsible for all f_eld operations - sample selection_ the preparation of questionnaires_

the training of listers, the administration of the listing operat_ons_ the training of

interviewers_ the assignlng of interviewers to clusters and the administration of field

proeedures_ the logging of returned questlonnalres_ the editing of questionnairest

and the val|dation of'some questionnaires. The Coding Director shou{d

be responsible For all coding operations - the logging of edited questionnoiresr

the training of coders_ the supervision of coders1 quality control of

codlngt and the preparation for keypunching. Inpracfice_ hawever_ Ihese two roles

are not so clearly distinguished. It is essential that both senior staff work closely with

one anotber_ know each other's taskst and maintain a high degree cf coordination.

Continual communication between these staff members will make operations more

effeotlve and efficient.

The people selected as senior staff should have certain qualities. Firstt they

should enjoy handling complex tasks since the survey includes a multitude of different tasks

being carried out simultaneously. Secondt they should be capable of handling unexpected

situations. These are bound to occur despite the definitlon of systematic rules and

procedures. Thlrdr both senior staff should enjoy managing people. Much of the survey

operatlon is a task in effective management- coord_natlng people and their responslbilities

and _nterven[ng when difficulties arlse. Heneer experience in management is o good

prerequ|sffe.

Assistants to the senior staff will be extremely helpful during the first few

weeks of intervlewlng when it will be necessary to coordinate multiple tasks, Assistants
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will also be helpful dur[ng the periods When the staff are preparing kits For Iisters or

far interviewers. Having assistants will make operations more efflcient_ keep

mlstakes at a minlmumr and prevent a backlog From developing. These are crucial

issues for maintaining tight control and ensuring a high quality of informatlon-gathering.

2.5.4 Setting U..pe T_metable

Once you have read through the manual and organized the various resources

and personnel that are available, try to envision what each of the tasks involves and

determine a tentative timetable oF operations. This will make it easier to be prepared

when the Hme comes to begin the next task. Far example, personnel must be ready to

do their workt whieh means they must be adequately tralnedr and eff'_cient training

sessions require planning and preparation of materials. By using the timetable as a

gu_de_ it is possible to anticipate the upcoming tasks and be fully equipped and staffed

to carry them out.

flgure 2.5-1 presents a model timetable. In the model, the entire survey

operation takes 5 months. Hawevert you may find that some tasks will take less time

while others wHI take more. As far as organlz_ng materials, the sample selection items

should be obtained immedlatelyt and next the materials for the listers. The questionnaires

and other materials For Field operotlens should be prepared while the sample is being

token. After organizing a senior stafft the next personnel consideraHon is organizing a

pool of about five llsters who will be needed for about 2 weeks of work. Since [t takes

time to recruff interviewers, begin the process as soon as possible. A pool of"30 to 40

should make it posslble to finish the operations within 8 to 10 weeks. The edltort

valldator_ and coders can be chosen from this pool. Be sure to have secretarial assZstance

available.

A timetable will help you adjust the flow of operations as well as glve a sense

of structure end control over the research system. However, it will certainly be

necessary to operate with a large measure of flexibility since survey work involves

many unforeseen situations.
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NUMBER OF WEEKS

18 19 2O 21 22
I I

_.oo_s=p,°=.o;,oS"°'"'°°"°°°__'°°=_ooo, _""Jr:"_'_{"_'_I
3. Sample; Clutter Selection .._r_.

4. Sample: Household Listing -=_._--_'-_-

5. Sample; Household Seleclion ..=-.._

6, Print & Prepar¢_Questionnaires &

7. Selecl & Train Field Personnel ,__,,; _, _- .._ ,;._ ,,=r_

8. Allocate H_useholds to Inlerv]ewers ,--..:f.t--..=*._........._.* _ ..=_-_ _ _. ,.=p-_

i1_ 9. Field /V_nogem_nt oF lnlervlawing , _= ,..=*-.=:, ; -.=P-, , , ,,_._'_ _',
",o

I0. Editin9 of Questlonnair=l ,-___ ,_-. _-,=.-. _-_-. -_u-. ,.4.-. _-._,-, -.a-._
I

I I • Vali_otlon of Qucstlonnaire$ _-.=_ . P._v r-_,. L,_._.

 o,o0o,ooe,,ioooo,,o, 22122......... ,
13, Final Ch=ck of All Ou=_llonn_ires I

14. K_ypunc_in_o[CamputerCards : _._._

15. Cards (;ubmilled rot AnolylJs l

Figure 2.5-I. A Model Timetable For Survey Operations



2.6 Checkllst of Materials Far Sample Selection and Survey Implementation

The following provides a checklist of the data, farms, and work materials

which are required ta carry out the study. The data are discussed in detail in Section 3.1.

Copies of all Forms- A through M- are contained in the Appendices, Appendix B

contains the forms For sample selection - Forms A through I, and a Letter of Introduction to

Selected Households. Appendix E contalns the Listing Handbook. Appendlx F contains

the questionnaire materials which must be assembled in the cluster kits. Appendix G

contains the Interviewer Handbook. Appendix H contains the FormsFor Field manage-

ment- Forms ,J through Mr and an Interviewer Application Form. Appendix I contains

the Coding Handbook.

A. Materials For Sample Selection

1. Stratification

-- Census Tract Maps

- Detailed Street Map and/or Aerial Photo

- Land Use Data

- Central City Data

- Population Density Data

- Highway Traffic Data

- Construction and Demolition Data at Block Level

- Railroad Operations Data (if relevant)

- Airport Noise Data (if relevant)

- Stationary Noise Source Data (optional)

- Planning and Development Data

- Population Data

-- Socioeconomic Data

- Housing Data

- Topographical and Ecological Data

- Work Materials: colored pencils, rulert #2 pencils, erasers,
paper, etc.
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2. Cluster Selection

- Census Block Statisflas

- Residential Construction and Demolition Data

- 150 copies Farm A

- 2 copies Form B (including continuatlon pages)

- 2 copies Form C (including continuation pages)

3. Listing Households

- 120 copies Form D

- 120 coples Form E

- 120 copies Form F (F-I through F-7)

- 50 copies Farm F (F-8 through F-14)

- 2 copies Form G (including continuation pages)

- 10 coples Listing Handbook

- Work Materials: cl_pboardsr pencils, eta.

4-. Household Selection

- 120 coples Farm H (including continuation pages)

5. Preparatlon of' Kits and Letters of" Introduction

- 120 copies Form 1

- 1000 Questlonnalres

-- .50 sets of Respondent Handcards

- 1000 gummed Respondent Selection Labels

- 1000 Informed Consent Statements

- 1000 Call-Back Cards

- 1000 Thank-You Cards

- 800 Letters of lntroductlon to Selected Households

- Work Materials: clipboards, pencils, etc.
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B. Materials for Survey ImplementaHon

I. Selection oF Field Personne[

- 75 Interviewer Appl[catlons

2. Training of Field Personnel

- 60 Interviewer Handbooks

3. Allocating Household Assignments ,to Interviewers

- 150 copies Form J

- 150 copies Form K

4. Validating oF Questionnaires

- 500 copies Form L

5. Coding oF QuesHonno ires

_- 150 copies FormM

- 8 Coding Handbooks
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CHAPTER3

Sample Selection

3.0 ]NTRODUCTION

Th_schapteroutlines the detailed proceduresfor selecting a sampleof

• approximately 700 householdsfrom the cornmunlty. The sampleprocedureshave been

designed to servea city w_tha population size varying between 50t 000 and ]50,000

people. IFthe population of the city issmaller than 501000 or much greater than

150t000t then this designwill have to be modified. Contact your regional No_se

Abatement andControl Office of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for further

guidance. Appendix A lists the reglanal offices.

Tomakethe best useof thlschaptert first skim itentirely. Thencarefully

read each sectlon in order.

3.1 InformaHonRequiredfor SampleSelection

Thissection lists the information required for the sampledesign and suggestshaw

to obtain it. Make every effort to gather complete and accurate data; otherwise, you will

be unable to take the sample correctly. Haw to use the information is dTscussed_nthe

subsequentsectlons.

g. 1.1 Datefor Defining Noise Zones

1. Maps- Obtain censustract maps from the mostrecent census. See

Section 3.103 for a discussionof haw to obtain data from the Census

Bureau. More detailed street mapsas well asaerial photos will be

helpful.

2. Land UseData - Th_swill normally take the formof mapsof exlstlng

land usewhich are usuallyavailable from municipal or county planning or

englneer_ngoffloes. The information shoulddescribe the existing land use_nall

porHonsof the city. (Note that while land usezoning mapsmay be used

as guides, they may not reflect actual land usesince some areasmay

have undergonedevelopmentor zoning changes.)
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3. Central City Data - Contact local sources for general information

about land use, land valuesr activities, business _nterests, public

transportation systemsr and public services in the central area of

the city. Discuss the characteristics of the central area with members

of local offices to help distinguish a Central BusinessDistrict From

peripheral areas.

4. Population Density Data - Prom the local urban planning office, obtain

asdetailed _nformatioa as possible far population densities throughout

the clty. The data should _ndlaote density as the number of people per

square mile (or per square kilometer or per acre), if this numerical

population data is not availablet try to obtain _nformation based on

qualltative statements af densltyt such as "low, " "medium," eta.

This type of information may be prepared _n map form.

5. Itlghway Traffla Data - OBtain Average Daily Traffic IADT) counts For

all roadways and [imlted access highways in the city. (ADT is the

overage number of vehicles that pass a given point traveling either

direction in one day.) This data is typlcal]y available in map Form

and Figure 3.2-8 (Section 3.2) illustrates an example. ADT counts ore

usually availobie for all types of roads from municipal transportation,

highway, engineering or planning offices. If: these sources do not have

the data_ contact similar county or state departments. (Note that ADT

counts ore usually not conducted for all streets with traffic flows less than

6,000 vehlcies per day. Far the purposes of this survey_ however, it

Will only be necessary to identify those streets in this range For which

ADT data are available.)

6. Construction and Demolition Data - From the plannlng office obtaln the

most complete data on construction and demoHtlon, ineludlng information

about new blocks and about housing changes within a block. The data

should refer to industrial end aommerclal areast any previously vacant

areas, and to resldentiat areas.
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7. Railroad Operations Data (required for communities with railroads)-

For each local through-route in the cityl obtain the average number

of' day and night operations; that is, the average number of tlmes trains

travel on a route in the daytime (7AM to 10PM) and in the nighttime

(10PM to 7AM). This information is usually available From the railroad

company Linemastert Dispatoher_ Superintendent o6 Line Operotionst or

Englneering Department. (Information about operations at railroad yards

is discussed in item 9. below.)

8. Airport Noise Data (requlred for communities with e_rparts)- Obtain

noise level contours for local military_ commereial_ and general aviation

alrparts. This may include alrparts located near but net actually within

the city if there is noise influence extending into the community. The

contours may be in terms of any of the Four common metheds_ Hsted below_

for describing the levels of noise that resu(t from alrport

operations.

Day-Night Average Sound Level (Ldn)

Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF)

Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL_ used only in California)

Composite Noise P,ating (CNR).

If more than one system of contours is available 6or an airport_ the Ldn
contours are preferred_ Followed by NEF and CNEL. Use CNR contours

only if' these are the only ones available 6ora particular airport. The

same system need nat be used for all airports influencing the study erea.

Noise contours will be available for any airport which has been required

by the Federal Government to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS). Contours will not be available for somesmall general aviation

airports for which an EIS has not been required. These small airports

will have minimal noise influence and it will not be necessary to obtain

noise data for them. Airport noise contours for civil airports con usually
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be obtained From airport plannlng agencies, airport managers,

municipal planning departments_ or regional Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) offices. Contours For military airports are

normally available through the office of the Facility commander.

A typical set of airport noise contours is shown in Figure 3.2-2

(Section 3.2).

9. Stationary Noise Source Data (optional)- Obtain inFormatlon that

will allow you to identify and list stationary noise sources which have

a significant noise influence in a residential area. Examples of such

sources are: refineries, power plants, major construction sites, sewage

plants, race tracks, sportsstadiums, or railroad yards. A minlmum of

a Few blocks must be affected by the noise source and it must be a more

or less permanent one - that is, in the area for approximately a 1-year

period. Municipal law enforcement, environment or health and safety

departments, newspapers, or citizens groups may have information on

stationary noise sources which have these eharactarlstles.

3.1.2 Data for Defining Areas

1. Maps - Obtain censustract mapsFrom the most recent census.

2. Planning and Development Data - Contact the planning office or

community development office to determine whether various geographical

areas have been dellneated as part of o planning or development program.

IF such areas have been establlshedt you will probably want to incorporate

them into the sample design, in which case the data described in items 3.

through 6. be(ow may not be required.

3. Population Data - Besldes information on population density, gather data

about the distribution of different ethnlc or racial graups, as well as

dumographic groupings of age, sex, and marital status.
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4. SocioeconomicData- Obtain informationabout the distribution of

high versuslow _ncomegroupstof different educational groups_and

of occupational groups.

5. HousingData - Obtain information which describesthe land use

patterns in residentialareas. Thisshould indicate whether areas

are owner-occupied versusrenter-oaeupied_ and whether single

or multiple dwellingspredominate.

6. Topographlcal and Ecological Data - Obtain aerial photosand

detailed maps of the city which alearly dellneate the natural

characterlst_csof the community_such as lakest riverst hilly areast

etc. Suchphotosere typically available from municipal or county

engineering departments.

3.1.3 Data for Cluster Sampling

1. CensusData -- Obtain CensusBlack Statisticsand censustract maps

from the mostrecent census. The Block Statistics _nformatlon is printed

for all cit;es which had populationsover 50,000 in 1970. Table 3.1-1

lists all cities far which the data are available and the report number

for the particular book.

(Note that _Fa community_snot listedt there stil? may be census

data available. Thereportscover "urbanized areas" and henceoften

include small cities around e large urban center. Add[tlonally_ the

,Selected Areas" reportsmay include data for your community.) The

CensusBureaucan give more detailed informationabout what is

available. Table 3.1-2 lisls the regional offices of the U.S. Census

Bureauand how to contact them.

2. _sidential Constructionand Demolition Data - The Block Statistics

report glves the numberof housingunits or householdson every city

block at the time thecensuswas taken. This information ;s crucial
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T.able 3.1-1

List of HC(3) B#ock Statistics Reports*

Report Report kea Reportnumber Area number number Area
ALABAJ_A COLORADO GEORGIA

i Birmingham 30 Colorado Springs 55 Albany
2 Gadsden 31 Denver .56 Atlanta
3 Huntsville 32 Pueblo 57 Augusta
4 /v_bile 33 Selected Areas .58 Columbus

5 Montgomery 59 /v_can
6 Tuscaloosa CONNECTICUT 60 5ovannah
7 Selected Areas 61 Selected Areas

34' Bridgeport

ALASKA 35 Bristol HAWAII
36 Hartford

B Selected Areas 37 6_riden 62 Honolulu
3B New Britain 63 Selected Areas

ARIZONA 39 New kk_ven
40 Norwalk IDAHO

9 Phoenix
)0 Tucson 41 5tamtord
I I 5alected Ar_:as 42 Waterbury 64 Be?soC|ly

,_KANSA5 DELAWARE ILLINOIS

12 Forl Smith _ Wilmington 65 Aurora-Elgin
12 Little Rock-North Little Rock 66 Bloomington-Normal
14 Pine Bluff DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 67 Champalgn-Urbana

68 Chlcago-Northwostern h_,,:h_na
15 Selected Areas 44 Washington 69 Decatur

70 Joliet
CALIFORNIA FLORIDA 71 Peoria

16 Bakersfield 45 Fort Lauderdale.Hollywood 72 Rockford
17 Fresno 46 dacksonv_lle" 73 SpHnglield
Ig Los Angeles-Long Beach 47 M|aml I 74 Selected Areas
19 Oxnard-Ventura-Thousand Oaks 48 Orlando
20 Sacramento 49 Pensacola _ INDIANA

21 Salines 50 S_. Petersburg 7,5 Anderson
22 San Bernardino-Riverside 51 Tallohass_.e 76 Evansville
23 San Diego 52 Tomp_
24 San Franchco-Oakland 53 West Palm Beach 77 Fort Wayne
25 San dose 54 " Selected Areas 78 IndlanapolTs

79 l_Fayette-West Lafayette
26 Sonfo Barbara 80 Muncle
27 Bimi Valley 81 South Bend
2B Stockton 82 Tcrre Hauta
29 SelectedAreal B3 Selected Arens

Dole From U.5. Burq.,auof"the Cam,us

The specific names listed below each State refer to urbanized areas; "Selected Areas" refer to
other areas of the State which have contracted with the Census Bureau to provide block statistics.

a
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Table 3.1'1 - Continued

Report Report Report Area
number P,'ea _umber Area umber

IOWA MASSACHUSETTS MISSOURI

84 Cedar Rapids 108 Restart 135 KansasCity
85 Davenport-Rock Island-Mollne 109 Brockton 136 St, Joseph
86 Des Moines 110 Fall River 137 St. Louis
87 Dubuque 111 Fitchburg-Leorn;nster 13B SpringField
88 Sioux Cily 112 Lawrence-Haverhill 139 Salecled Areas
89 Waterloo 113 Lowell
90 Selected Areas 114 New Bedford MONTANA

115 PHtsfletd 140 Billlngs
KANSAS 116 Springfield-ChicoFee-Holyoke 141 Greol Foils

91 Topeka 117 Worcester 142 Selected Areas

92 Wichffa MICHIGAN
93 Selected Areas NEBRASKA

118 .Ann Arbor 143 Lincoln
KENTUCKY 119 Bay City 144 Omaha

120 Detroit 145 Selected Areas
94 Lexington 121 Flint

95 Louisville 122 Grand Rapids NEVADA
96 S_[acl,_d Areas 123 Jackson

124 Kalamazoo 146 LasVegas
LOUISIANA 125 LansLng 147 Reno

97 Baton Rouge 126 Muskegon-Muskegon Heights
98 Lalayette 127 Saginaw NEW HA.MPSH/RE

99 Monro,_ 128 Selected J_'eas 148 Manchester
100 Monroe 149 Selected Areas
101 New Orleans MINNESOTA

102 Shreveport 129 Duluth-Superior NEW JERSEY

i30 Minneopol;s-St: Paul 150 Atlantic Cily
MAINE 131 Selected Areas 151 Trenton

103 Lewiston-Auburn 152 Vinelond-M[ll'evHle
104 Portland MISSISSIPPI 153 Selected Areas

lOS Selected Areas 132 Blloxi-Gulfpcrt
133 -Jackson NEW MEXICO

MARYLAND 134 Selected Areas 154 Albuquerque
:06 Baltimore 155 Selucted Areas
107 Selecled Areas
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Table 3.1- I - Continued

Repart Repotf Area Repartnum_r Area number number A_'ea

NEW YORK 183 Lorain-ElyHa SOUTH CAROLINA
156 Albany- Schenoctady.Tray 184 Mansfield 212 Chatloston
157 (lln0harnton 185 Sprlngfi_ld 213 Columbia
15L1 Bu,r_lo 186 5_ube_v_Jle-Weltto_ 2]4 Greenville
159 New ¥ork-Nartheastern 187 Toledo 215 Selected Areas

HQw .J_rsey 188 ¥oungstown-Worron ¸
Part I - New York City 189 Setected A*eas SOUTH DAKOTA

Part 2 - New York Portian 216 S_u_ Fails
Outsid_ New York City OKLAHOMA 217 Selected Ar_as

Part 3- Northeastern Now _klrse_,
16Q Rachester 190 Lawton

igl Okfahomo C_ly TF.NNESSEE
161 Syracuse 192 Tulsa
162 UIica-Rome 218 ChottQn_ooa
163 Soleclad Areas 193 S_l_cted A,'eas 2_9 Knoxvillo

HORTH CAROLINA OREGON 220 MetaphOr221 Nashville- Oav(dson

16_ Asl_evi(l_ ]94 Eu_n_ 222 S_J_¢_ Areas
_65 Charlotte 195 P_rrlan_
1_ 0url_n 196 Salem '_EXAS
167 I_oyenevi_le 197 SeSe_te_/_'ea_ 223 Abilan_
_6_ Gree_sbora 224 AmariH_
1,:,9 High Point PENNSYLVANIA 225 Austin
170 RafQigh 19B Allent own-DelhIehem-East on 226 D_aumont
171 Wilmi_g_arl 199 Ahaan_ 227 _rown_ville
172 Winston-Sat_m ,200 Eri_ 228 Corpus Chrlsti
173 SeI_ctod A_az 201 H_rrlsburg 229 D_llas

20_ Jo{_nsfown 230 El Po_a
NORTH D_\KOTA 203 Lancaster 231 Fort W_rlh

174 Farga-_o_h_ad 204 PhilQdeIphla 232 ' Galveston205 P_ftsbur_ 233 H_rllnQan-_n _J_to

OFff(3 206 Reading 234 H_u_ton
207 Scrar_ton 235 L_r©do

|75 Akron 208 Wi lke_-L_rro 236 - tubbock
176 C_nt,_n 209 YoJ-k 237 Mc,ClJen-Pharr-E_Jinbur_
177 CInclnnQt| 210 Sulfated A_a_ 23B Midland
17B Cleveland 239 Odessa
/7_ Calumbus RHODE 15LA_D 2,40 Po_t Arthur

100 Doy_an 2! Z Pravid_nc_-Pav_tuck_t-Wa_wick 241 San Ang_Io
181 HamiJlon 242 San Antonio
_2 I.{ma 243 Sherm_n-O_nl_o_l
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Table 3.1-1 - Cor'rtinued

Report Area
Report Area umber
number TEXAS (Continued) WISCONSIN

244 Texarkana 268 Green gay
245 Texas Cily-La h_rciue 269 Kenosha
246 Tyler 270 JV,ad[son
247 Wa¢o 271 Milwaukee
248 Wichila Foils 272 Ruclne '
249 Selected Areas 273 Selucled Area_"

UTAlt WYOMING

250 Ogden 274 S==lectedkeas
251 Provo-Orem

252 Salt Lake City PUERTO RICO

VERMONT 275 Muyoo'_o_
276 Ponce

253 Selecled Areas. 277 San Juan
278 Selected Areas

V1RGINIA

254 kynchburg
255 Nowport News-Hampton
256 Norfolk-Portsmaulh
257 Richmond
258 Roanoke
259 Selected Areas

WASHINGTON

260' Seattle-Everett

261 Spokane.
262 Tacoma
263 Selected Areas --

WEST VIRGINIA

264 Charleston
265 Huntington- Ashland
266 Wheeling
267 S_lectcd Areas
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Table 3.1-2

U.S. Bureau oFthe Census
Field Data User Services Offices

(July 1977)

O 1365 Peachtree St., N.E., Room 625 • Federal Bldg., U.S. Courthouse
Atlanta, Georg{a 30309 231 W. Lafayette, Room 565

Telephone: (404) 881-2274 Detro_t, Michigan 48226
Telephone: (313) 226-4675

• 441 Stuart St., 10th FToor • One Gateway Center
Boston, Massachusetts 02116 4th & State Streets

Telephone: (617) 223-0668 Kansas C|ty_ Kansas 66101
Telephone: (816) 374-4601

• 230 So. Tyron St., Suite 800 • 11777 SanVicente Blvd., Room 810
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202 Los An.qeles, CaliFornia 90049

Telephone: (704)372-071 I, ext. 351 Telephone: (213)824-7291

• Federal OfFice Bldg., Room 4102
• 55 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite 1304 26 Federal Pla=a

Chicago, [lllnois 60604 New York, blew York 10007

Telephone: (312) 353-0980 Telephone: (212) 264-3870

• William J. Green, Jr. Federal Bldg.
• 1100 Commerce St.,. Room 3C54 600 Arch Street, Room 9244

Dallas, Texas 75242 Ph[ladeI.p.hia, Pennsylvania 19106

Telephone: (214) 749-2394 Telephone: (215) 597-8314

= Lake Union Bldg.
• 575 Union Blvd. 1700 Westlake Avenue North

P.O. Box 25207 Seattle, Washington 98109
Denver, Colorado 80225

Telephone: (206) 442-7080
Telephone: (303) 234-5825
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For the sample design and, therefore, must be as up-to-date as

possible. Obtain data on any' changes in the number of households

on a block that have occurred since the most recent census by

gathering information about housing startst demolition, consfrucHon

of new blocks, consolidation of blocks, and so forth. Often current

information may be obtained from a regional planning office, city

engineer or tax assessor. Utility companies may be able to provide

information about utility installations. It may even be necessary to

vlslt some areas bf file city in order to count changes in buildings

and households. Use initiative to gather complete data. The more

accurate the information obtained beforehand, the less correeHon

will need to be made.
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3.2 Stratification: Noise Zones and Areas

This section gives instructions for dividing the city _nto two strata: first,

into nolse zones; and second, into areas. The naise zones are defined on the basis of"

a predominance of activitles with distinctive noise characteristics. The areas are defined

on the basis of"population, social r ecological and environmental characteristics.

Although many of the noise zones are not residentlal zones, we nevertheless expect that

there will be households in every zone. Furthermore, the sample is designed to select

households from each zone as well as From eaah area.

3.2.1 Def_nltion af Noise Zones

Noise Zones

In this sample design, as many as 16 basic noise zones can be defined,

although there will probably be fewer. The zones are listed in Table 3.2-I. While

16 types of' zones are given_ many communities wl]l not have all types. Some aitles,

for example_ will not hove on airport or a railroad. It is also very unlikely that

communities with population sizes appropriate for this study will have any residential

sections with very h_gh densities ("Very High Density" is defined in STEP12).

The names of the no_se zones reflect the type of aotlvffy or land use For that

area. For example, a railroad noise zone will consistof a strip of"land alongside a

railroad frock, an area assumedto be influenced by train noise. However, there may be

three or four railroad routes crossing a city. In this case_ there is only one railroad

no_sezone but it is mode up of three or four strips of land alongside each of the routes.

51milarly, f`or the other zones, all areas which have the qualities of`a partlcular zone

type will be considered as a single zone. Thus_ most of the "noise zones" will

actually conslst of many small indlv(dual areas located throughout the clty. Figure 3.2-1

illustrates this concept. Each Stationary Source Noise Zone is considered separate since

the concept of acoustic homogeneity within a zone must be malntalned and each stationary

source may exhibit quite different noise characteristics.
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Table 3.2=1

Recommended Noise Zones

Code
NoiseZone Number

Stationary Source Noise Zone (Optional) 16

Airport Noise Zone A 15

Airport No_se Z0ne B 14

Railroad Noise Zone 13

Central BusinessDistrict Noise Zone 12

Major Roadway Noise Zone A 11

Minor Roadway Noise Zone - High Volume 10

Highway Noise Zone 09

Minor Roadway Noise Zone - Low Volume 08

Major Roadway Noise Zone B 07

Commercial Noise Zone 06

Industrial Noise Zone 05

Residential Noise Zone - Very High Density 04

Residential Noise Zone - High Density 03

Residential Noise Zone - Medium Density 02

Residential Noise Zone - Low Density 01
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Commercial Nelse Zone

Airport Noise Zone

I :':: ] M_nor Roadway Noise Zone - Low Volume

Residential Noise Zone- Medium Density

I

i
N--

Figure 3o2-1. Example Noise Zones Plotted on a Portion of a City Map
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It is important to realize that the noise zones which will be defined according

to the procedures in this section are quite approximate. The definltlons based on

estimates of noise influence have been simplified far presentation in thls workbook, but

they are adequate for the sample deslgn. The nolse zones do not accurately define

specific noise level contours or regions (with the exception of airport noise zones), and

should nat be used exclusively as a sharp geographlcal basis for community planning or

the expenditure of public funds for relief from noise. In cases where accurate geographlaal

delineations are required, qualified acousticians should be consulted.

Procedures Far Plotting Noise Zones

STEP 1 - Obtain the Census Map of the City

Obtain the censustract maps of"the city which were described in Section 3. I. 1.

While the noise zone boundaries will be plotted on these maps, any other detailed maps

and/or aerlal photos will be useful for defining zones.

STEP 2 - Review Data

All the data listed in Section 3.1.1 will be utilized in STEPS3 through 12

to define noise zone boundaries. At each stept the information will have to be studied

carefully.

Two types of: datat howevert are dlscussedin order to provide definltions

about the information which they contain:

a. Airport Noise Data - A typical set of airport nolse contours is shown

in Figure 3.2-2. The contour marks the boundary of an area with a

certain level of: nolse exposure. Within the NEF 40 contour in Figure

3.2-2_ for example, there is one level of noise exposure. Between that

line and the NEF 30 contour_ there is a different (lower) level of

nolse exposure.
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b. Highway Traffic Data- Many times Average Daily Traffic (ADT)

counts are indlcoted on a road map with ADT values given for polnts

along the roadway. An example of such a map is presented in

Figure 3°2-3° In the map of Torrance_ Callfornia in this figure,

Crenshaw Boulevard represents an actlve street. From the northern-

most point to the southernmost palnb the ADT counts are as follows:

29_400; 33,700; 43,400; 46,700; 34_ 100; 40_900; 25,700; 30_700;

26t700; 19,700. These traffic flow counts were taken at varlous

places on Crenshaw Boulevard and are indicated on the map.

STEP 3 - Update the City Map(s)

Using the data on land user construetiant and demolition, pinpoint areas

of the city which have undergone recent construction changes- both new building and

demolition. You may need to refer to the data about these areas when plotting the

noise zone boundaries.

STEP 4- Consider Nolse Zone Codes

Code numbers have been assigned to the nolsa zones and ere listed in

Table 3.2-1. These numbersrepresent a very approximate ranking of assumednoise

levels for the zones such that the lowest code number represents H_equietest zone and the

highest number represents the noisiest zone. The noise environment in each noise zone

will be influenced by a variety of noise sources. However_ any household in the city can

be assigned to only one :cone. Loglcally_ thenr the type of nolse saurce that hasbeen

assumed to have I'he greatest noise impact determines the definltlon

of the zone. Par example¢ a railroad through-route may crossa minor roadway. The

households adjacent to the roadway and railroad are exposed to both types of noise;

howevert since the railroad (code 13) isassumedto have a greater noise impact than

the roadway (code 08 or I0)_ then the area will be plotted as a railroad zone.
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The logical way to plot zones, then, would be to plot the noisiest zone

flrstt the next noisiest second_ and so Forth1 through the quietest. Generallyr the

instructions For deflnlng zones follow this logic in STEPS5 through 12 below. However,

in the cases of' roadway and airport zones1 explanations are given For plotting the same

types of zones in a single step (i .e., all roadway zones - Major A and B, Minor Low

Volume and High Volume_ and Highways- in one step; both alrport zones - A and B -

in one step). The instructions are presented in thls manner because if is the easiest

method of explanation. However, once you have a general idea For plotting the zones,

you con proceed to do this most logically; i.e. _ defining zones in order From noisiest

to quietest.

|n addition to having a unique code humbert each noise zone must be

assigned a unique color code. It might become dif'f'lcult to establish as many as 16

unique colors. Theref'oret you might consider obtaining a large set of' colored pencils_

or using a comblnatlon of' materials (e.g.t crayons, pencils, felt pens_ etc.).

STEP 5 - Estimate and Plot Stationary Source Noise Zones

The def.lnltlon of. any stationary source noise zone Tsoptional and therefore

should only be considered if. the investigation of. a particular noise environment is very

important. Examples of' noise sources which may be the basls of a stationary source nolse

zone ore: reflneriest power plants, major construction sites, sewage plants, race tracks,

sports stadlumsl or railroad yards. A minimum of o few res_dentlal blocks must be

affected by the noise source and it must be o more or less permanent one; that is, in

the area for approximately a 1-year period. If such a source exists, however1 do not

automatically deFinea nolse zone around it. Only if the source is assumed to have an

impact on a residential area, and the community is interested _nassessing this impact,

then consider it a noise zone.

If a stationary source noise zone is to be established, define it by establishing

on area of. influence around the noise source. Plot the noise zone(s) an the census maps

by estimating the boundaries according to the following procedures:
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a. On the map, locate the stationary noise source(s) which will be

considered.

b. Determine the noise zone boundary by making a site visit to

identii_y the approximate area of audible influence. Starting

from several po_ntsaround the noise source perimeterr walk or

travel directly away From the source into the affected surrounding

areas until the soundsFromthe source appear to be masked about

half the time by sounds produced in the area such as traffic in

localstreets, children at play_ etc. The location where this

occurs marks one po_nt on the noise zone boundary. Perform

an adequate number of these "walk-away" tests (normally, between

four end eight) to sufficiently def{ne a smooth noise zone boundary

for the source. All tests should be performed over a short period of

timer during nonpeak traffic hours and normal weather canditionsw

and when the noise source is audible to at bast a normal degree.

NOTE: It is possible that during a "walk-away" testt a roadway or

highway noise zone will be encountered wffhin which sounds From

the stationary source are completely drowned out. If this accurs_ be

sure to continue the test an the Far s_de of the roadway noise ::one to

check whether the noise From the stationary source becomes dominant

once again as the roadway noise fades, if th_s _sthe easet the

stationery noise zone wiH consist of areas on either side of the road.

• If' natt the stationary source noise zone will merely stop when it meet_

the roadway noise zone. Similorly_ "acoustical shadow areas" will

be encountered where o tall building or other large object acts as a

noise barrier ta shield a small area from the noise source. If such an

area is entered during the testt continue past the shielding obiect far

= distance of about Five times its height to determine if the source noise

bahamas dominant beyond the shadowarea. Include any such shadow

areas ih the stationary source noise zone.
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c. Using the colored pencil Which corresponds to the code assigned to

Stationary Source Noise Zones, plot the boundaries For the noise zone

on the census maps. ]f an area has had a significant complaint history

for the source but the procedure in b. fails to incorporate it_ adjust the

boundaries to include the area.

STEP6 - Estimate and Plot Airport Noise Zones

Plot the zones around airports to follow the patterns of conventional airport

noise contours. The actual boundary of the zone must Follow the local streets that are

nearest the contour so that the boundary does not split a block, it may cross large open

spaces that do not contain residences. Normally, two a_rport noise zones will be

established by following the procedures.

a. For each alrport, review the available independenHy prepared airport

noise contours to determine whether the Ldn, NEF, CNEL, or CNR

system is used. If more than one system of contours is available Foran

airpartt the Ldn contours are preferred, Followod by NEF and CNEL.

Use CNR contours only Tf these are the only ones available Far a

particular airport. The same system need not be used for all airports

influenalng the study area.

b. For the airport no_se contour system being usedr plot individual noise

zone boundaries following the contour lines around each airport on

the study base map as follows:

kdn 75 and I.dn 65, or
NEF 40and NEF 30, or

CNEL 75 and CNEL 65, or

CNR 110and CNR 100.

If only the lower numbered contour llne is shown, plot a boundary along

that llne only. If all of the contours given Foran airport which fall

outside the arrport boundary have values less than Ldn 65, NEF 30,

CNEL 65_ or CNR 100, then no airport no_sezones need be considered.
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Similarlyt if" the airport is so smell that an _:IShas not been required,

and no contours existt it is not necessary to consider the airport noise

influence in the survey. Airport contours and noise zones may be

plotted across vacant land areas.

c. indicate the areas bounded by these contours to be either an Airport

Noise Zone A or an Airport Noise Zone B, based on Table 3.2-2,

regardless of the type of" land use or other noise zones covered.

Table 3.2-2

Airport Noise Zone Criteria

Airport Noise Contour Airport Nolse Zone

Greater than:

Ldn 75 t
or NEP 40

Airport Noise Zone A
I

or CNEL 75 L
I

or CNR 110

Between:

Ldn 65 and Ldn 75 "_t
NEF 30 and NEF 40 !

> Airport Noise Zone g

CNEL 65 and CNEL 75 I
I

CNR lOOand CNR 110

One color should be assigned to indicate all Airport Noise Zone A areas

and another to show all Airport Noise Zone B areas when plotting around

all alrports. An example of plotted alrport noise zones isshown in

Figure 3.2-4, based on the NEF contours shown in Figure 3.2-2.
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STEP 7 - Estimate and Plot Railroad Noise Zones
L

Railroad noise zones will be plotted along either side eta railroad through-

route. Depending on the number of operations on the through-route, the width of the

noise zone that will be plotted on either side of the railroad tracks will vary.

a. Review the data obtained _n Section 3.1.1 to determine the number

of day and night operations for each railroad route, if several

parallel tracks run a_ang close together for a distencet consider this

length of several tracks as one route. Rememberr daytime should

be _ken as 7AM to 10PM end nighttime as 10PM to 7AM. If the

only operations data available were br different but similar time

periods_ such as 6AM to 9PM, eto._ these data may be used instead

in the Following steps.

b. I:ar each route, calculate the equivalent number of. operations, N_

which is equal to the number of daytime operations plus 10 times

the number ef nighttime operations:

N = Nday + 10 Nnlght.

¢. The noise _one area around each railroad route will consist of"a

strip of [and following along the route end extending e certain

width to each side of: the track, Determine the width of the

railroad noise zone br each railway from Table 3.2-3.

.. Far examplet if there are an overage of"two daytime operations and

five nighttime operationst the equivalent number af operations, N, is

N = 2 + 10 x (5) -- 52.
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Thus, from Table 3.2-3, the railroad no_se zone half-wldth (track to outer

edge) is 152 meters (500 feet). The plotting oF this zone _sshown for a

porHon of an example community [n F_gure 3.2-5.

Note that if N is less than 5, no railroad zone need be considered For that

route,

Table 3.2-3

• Railroad No_se Zone Width From Track

Equivalent Number of Railroad Noise Zone Width
Train Operations from Track Centerline,

N = Nday + 10Nnight in meters (feet)

< 5 No Railroad Zone

5 to 7 31m (100')

8 to 10 46m (150')

11 to 16 61m (200')

17 to 19 76m (250')

20 to 35 92rn (300')

36 to 50 122m (400')

51 to 80 152m (500')

81 to 140 183m (600*)

141 to 250 244m (800 _)

251 to 400 305m (1000')
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d. Plot a railroad noise zone along each side of each route regardless

of adjacent land use. However, do not extend the railroad zone

into regions already covered by an airport or stationary source noise

zone.

It ;s likely that in many instancest the boundary Far the zone will

not fall on a natural boundary such as a street or alley, However_

you may extend the boundary up to a distance less than or equal to

the width determined in ;tern a. so that" it corresponds to a natural

boundary. To the extent this can be darter it will Facilitate the

sampling procedures in Sections 3.3 to 3.6. If the zone cannot be

expanded a d_stance great enough to meet a natural boundaryt then

plot the width determined in item c,

STEP8 - Estimate and Plot Central BuslnessDistrict (CBD) NeTse Zone

Establish the boundaries of o Central BuslnessDistrict (CBD). For tbls na_se

zone, the boundaries must be delineated along streets so that only entire blocks

are designated in the CBD. Use the following guides to establish zone boundaries_

relying on your understanding of the city to determine where CBD activities do or do

not occur:

a. Consider the list of CBD charaoterlsHcs:

1• Tends to be the approximate center oF the urban area,

2. . Intensive land use - little vacant or public land.

3. Highest land values,

4. Highest concentration oF multi-story buildlngs (including tallest).

5. Highest daytime popu[atlon.

6. High concentration oF:

• OFfices- including headquarters oF establishments.

• Retail businesses(not wholesale or commercial storage).
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• Theaters•

• Hotels

• Services (f'inancel insurancel etc.)

• Public and organizational type buildings.

• Multl-story parking structures or high-denslty parking lots.

• Older cities - established small manufacturing Firms.

• Buildings with transient residents.

7. Wide diversity of shops, goods, and services.

8. High traffic flows.

9. Center of city's masstransportation.

b. Locate on the map the (most likely) central area which incorporates

these characteristics. It may be necessary to travel to somesections

of the city to make a determination of the boundaries For theCBD.

In general, if blocks which are near the boundary have at least one-half

CBD type land use, include them in the CBD. In addition, packets

within the CBD which have little CBD land use, but whichare clearly

surrounded by CBD land use (e.g., a park), should be included in the

CBD. However, do not include strip commercial areas extending

outside the CBD along roads. Determine the boundaries for the CBD

along streets.

c. Plot the boundaries For the CBD noise zone on the map, usingthe

appropriate color code. If the unlikely situation arises in which the

CBD, as it is defined, incorporates an already established noise zone

(alrportr railroad, or stotlonary source), then do nat superimposethe

CBD _'one over these previously defined zones.
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STEP9 - Estimate and Plot Roadway Noise Zones

Roadway noise zones will be drawn along each side of Minor Roadways,

Major Roadways, and Highways.

• For purposes of this survey, Minor Roadways are considered to have
Average Daily Traffic Counts 4000 < ADT < 36,000

Low Volume: 4000 < ADT < 12,000
High Volume: 12,000-<__ADT < 361000

• Meier Roadways are considered to have ADT _>36,000

• Highways are limited access roads such as railways or freeways

Note: The ADT count often varies along different segments of the same

roadway so that some segments of a street may constitute a major roadway

and other segments may be a minor roadway. However, ADT counts are

normally given for points rather than For segments06 streets. Therefore,

if Et is necessary to distinguish between minor and major roadway segments

of a street, use intersections with meier crossroadswhich appear on the

traffic flow map as the boundaries For the segments.

a • Locate on the survey map the two groups of"minor surface roadway

segments for which traffic data indicate ADT between 4,000 and

-12,000 vehicles per day, and between 12,000 and 36r 000 vehicles

per day. Further, identify the portions of these roads that are not yet

included in noise zones, or are within or adjacent to vacant land use

areas. Frequently_ many roadways in the 4r000 vehicle per day range

• have not undergone ADT measurements. For the purpose of this zone

identfflcaticn_ it is only necessary to locate those roadways f'or

which ADT data are available.

b. Plot sections of the minor roadway noise zones along each side aF the

portions of these roads where the zone would cover as yet unzaned or

vacant areas. The zones should not be plotted over areas already

covered by an airport, reilroad, stationery source, or the CBD zone.
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Designate separate ly the zones For roads wlth ADT from 4, 000 to

12_000 vehicles per day_ and from 12_000 to 36_000 vehicles per

day. The noise zone along the former will be called the minor

roadway low volume noise zoner and the latter will be named

the minor roadway high volume noise zone. For each zone type1

the :cone width on each side of the road should equal the overage

distance from the pavement to the For end of the adjacent residential

property along the road_ or 61 meters (200 Ft)l whichever is less.

Plot these areas on the rrapr using the color codes assigned to Minor

Roadway Low Volume and Minor Roadway High Volume zones.

e. Locate an the base map all major surface roadways for which traffic

data indicate ADT greater than 36_000 vehicles per day_ and identify

the portions within or adjacent to vacant or as yet unzened land. Two

separate zones will be platted around the major roadwayst but neither

should be plotted over areas covered by an e_rpart, roilroad_ or the

CBD noise zone.

d. Plot the First mater roadway no_se zone ad.iacant to each portion of these

roadways as was done in item h. above. These zones should be plotted _n on

assigned color end eolleotively referred to as major roadway noise zone A.

e. Immediately outside of each major roadway nolse zone Ar plot a

second zone in e different color. This outside zone should begin ot the

boundary of zone A and extend o sufficient distance Fromthe road to

• include the second row of residences and thelr Full lot depthr but not

more than an additional 61 meters (200 Ft). These collective areas

should be referred to as major roadway noise zone B.

f. On the base rnap_ locate the portions of all Iimiled access highways

within or adjacent to as yet unzoned ar ,_acont land.
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g. Plot a highway noise zone adjacent to each side of these highway

sections where the zone will cover residential or open land, and

does not interfere with an airport, railroad, or the CBD noise zone.

The zone width on each s_de of the highway should

equal the average distance from the pavement to the far end of the

adjacent res_dentlal property along thehlghway but should not

exceed 244 meters (800 ft). These areas should be plotted with the

assigned color to indicate the collective highway noise zone.

h. Review the coda numbers assigned to the roadway zones in Table 3.2-1

to be sure that the roadway zones have been defined in keeping with

the [nstructlons in STEP 4-. That is, be sure that the zone with the

highest assumed noise level covers zones with lower assumed noise

levels.

STEP 10- Estimate and Plot the Commercial Noise Zone

a. Determine the regions of commercial land use by examining maps of

exlsting land use and any additional land use data. if necessary, use

a land use zoning inapt but with cautiont since it may not reflect

actual land usa due to vacant land, zoning changesr etc.

b. To establish the boundaries of a commercial noise zoner identify all

areas which have this actual land use and which are net included _n

the CBD. If such an outlying location consists of a normal sized blockt

half or more of which is devoted to commercial use, and the remainder

is predemlnantty residentlal_ then assign the entire block to the

commercial noise zone. If less than half the block is commercial, and

the remainder is residential, you will assign this block to one of the

res_denHal zones discussed in STEP 12 below. Use the unique color

code to plot the commercial zone and color in these areas of the map

which have nat previously been covered by stationary source_ airport,

railroadt or roadway zones.
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STEP 11 - Estimate end Plot the Industrial Noise Zone

a • Determine the regions of industrial ]and use by examining maps of

existing land use and any addFtloncl ]and use data. if necessary,

use a land zoning map, but with caution, since it may not reflect

actual land use due to vacant land, zoning changes, etc.

be To establish the boundaries of the _ndustrial zone, identify all areas

which have this actual land use ancl which are not included in the CaD.

As with the definition of the commercial zone, if"a black or parcel of

land is half: or more than halF devoted to industrial activity, and the

remainder is residential, include the entire parcel in the industrial

zone. If less than half _sindustrial, you will assign the parcel to

one of the residential ::ones. Using the assigned color code, plot the

boundaries of the _ndustrlal noise zone and shade the areas on the map.

Do not color in areas which have been previously defined by slotionary

source, airportt railroad, roadway, or commercial zones.

STEP 12- "Estimate and Plot the I(esldential No_se Zones

The areas an the map which have not been included in the noise zones already

plotted will be almost entirely subject to residential or public use, or they may be vacant.

Since all sections of the city must be colored, residential zones will be defined, and the

public and vacant lands will be included Tn the Resldenticl Low Density Zone.

a. Determine the locations of resldential land use by examining the

available mapsand land use data.

b. Review in detail the population density data discussed in Section 3.1.1.

Establish the Following zones using these population density guldeHnes.

Residential Low Density Noise Zone: 0 to 2000 people per square mile
(0 to 770 people per square kilometer or 0 to 3 people per acre)

Residential Medium Density Noise Zone: 2000 to 6000 people per
square mile (770 to 2320 people per square kilometer or 3 to 9
tbeople per acre)
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Residential High Density Noise Zone: 6000 to 18_000 people
per square mile (2320 to 6950 people per square kilometer or
9 to 28 people per acre)

Residential Very H_gh Density Noise Zone: Over 18,000 people
per square mile (over 6950 people per square kltometer or over
28 people per acre).

The intent oF these guidelines _sto assist _n separating the resldential

areas oF the city into noise zones having unique and individual charact-

erlstEcs. Other boundaries that may be _sed For this purpose would

consist of discontinuities that have occurred naturally within the eity_

such as between single family dwellings adjacent to a section of"

hlgh-r[se, multl-family units, or topographical separation. Thust

establish crlter_a t'or the d_fferent resldent_al no_se zones based on e

comb_notion oF these unique local conditions as well as the numerrcal

populatlon guldeHnes.

In the event that numerical population data For small regions oF the city

are not availabler but a density map based on quoHtatlve statements of.

density• such as "low_ '* "medium Iow_ " etc. • has been prepared_ use

this qualltat_ve map along with other knowledge oF the area to outline

dist_nctfve noise zones w;th population d_f.ferenees.

c. Having identified the regions For the resldentlal noise zones1 shade the

areas oF the map with the appropriate colors. The residential zones

will not cover any oF the previously plotted noise zones. Additlonallyl

shade all vacant and public /ands with the same color that is used For

the _sldential Low Density Noise Zone.

The map of'the city should now appear as _n Figure 3.2-6_ with ell sections

approprrate/y colored.
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t
mile 1

Major RoadwayZone A _ Highway Zone

Major Roadway Zone B _ Railroad Zone

Minor Roadway Zone - Low Volume _ Commercial Zone

Stationary Source Zone _ Residential Noise Zones

(Nofg: For simpliFicat;onl re.cant areas have net been shown ;n this Fiqure.)

Figure 3,2-6. Example Plotted Nolse Zones
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3.2.2 Definition of Areas

Areas

By dWvidlng the city into geographical areasr it will be possible to analyze the

characteristics and atHtudes of residents Fromany area_ and I'o compare areas.

Since this will be an extremely useful tool in studying the data gathered From the survey_

it is important to deslgnate the areas as meaningfully as possible.

The survey is designed such that between five and seven areas may be defined.

Howevert one of the areas is a/ready defined; it conslsts of the Central Business District.

This same geographical center must be considered an "area" and, therefore, an additional

four to six areas may be designated.

Procedures For PlotHng Area Boundaries

The Following instructions describe how to define and plot areas of the city.

Gather the data dlscussed in Section 3.1.2. Uslng the maps (end photos, if available)

to glve a visual illustratlonl the information will be reviewed in light of the instrueHons

in order to determine the areas.

STEP 1 - Review Data

o. PIonnlng and Development Data - Determine whether any exlstlng planning

offices or development programs have defined areas of the c lty for

analysls or planning purposes. If these exlst_ it is strongly recommended

that you incorporate them into the sample. Consider the number of areas

which may be defined (four to slx)_ to determine how the existing

definltlons fit the requirement.

b. Population Data - Review the information on how the population of the

community is distributed. In areas outslde the CBD, look for sections

with hlgh or low density. (Levels corresponding to "high" o_

"low" density will vary from city to clty_ although peripheral areas

will normally be less dense.) Consider the age distribution to delineate
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pockets of younger and alder residents. Also lack at where single

and married persons tend to Iivb. In addltionr note whether there

are any ethnic nelghborhoads or areas.

c. Socioeconomic Data - Determine whlch areas are occupied by higher

and lower income resldenrs. Also conslder the dlstributlon of" groups

with different educational levels throughout the city. In additionr if. the

information is availablet distlngulsh where dlff.erent occupational groups tend

to reside- prof.essiona[st b[ue collars and industrial workers. Certalnlyr in

many casese these thre e types of" groupings will tend to overlap.

d. Land Use Information - The single most important consideratlan regarding

land use is the dlstlnctlan between a eentralr more commercial1

densely populated area and the out[ylng sections of the city whlah are

more residential and less densely populated. In additlonr however_

within the outlying areas_ note the distribution of single and multlp[e

dwelling units and try to determine the areas where one type dominates

aver the other.

e. Topographical and Ecological Data - Note major features of. the environ-

ment which might serve as natural boundariesr distinguishing areas from

ene another. These might be lakess rlvers_ hills_ etc. Beach communitiest

for example, might be distinguished f.rom other areas.

STEP 2- Estimate and Plot Areas

One area hasalready been defined - the CBD. The exact boundaries for the CBD

Noise Zone define the CBD Area. Therefares the instructions f"or defining areas apply to

the sections of the city outside the CBD. Between four and six additional areas may be

determined. If areas have already been established by a community development or

planning offices and there are between four and six (or they can be consolidated into

Four to six areas)_ then use these area definitions. Otherwise, follow the instructions in

this step.
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a. Review the information gathered about the c_ty to determine which

sections outside the CBD have common characterlsHcs. Trying to take

into account as many Factorsas posslbler distinguish areas which ore

mare or less internally homogeneous and which differ from one another

in some meaningful ways. Use residential population density as a major

criterion. Large areas having densiHes that are internally Fairly

uniform but that differ significantly between areas should be noted.

The amount of density differences which may be judged significant will

depend on an understanding of local aondltlonst and may be modified by

other Factors such as neighborhood ager types of structures_ typical lot

size or typical land value. Also consider the ager sexr marital statust

sooioeconomic_ and ethnic characteristics of the population distribution.

In additian_ note portions of the city characterized by industrial or other

nonresldential use. F:inaIly_ tapagraph[eal Features should be considered.

Largo residential areas that possessa distinctive nature by virtue of

elevation or separaHon by hills_ rivers, or other large topographical

boundaries should be noted. If a meaningful review of the data does not

suggest areas Far ana[ysls_ then consider the simple madel in Figure 3.2-7

in which the CBD is distinguished FromFour outlying areas which equally

divide the periphery. You might use a similar model. However1 attempt

to achleve a balance of populations among the areas which you define.

This ts more important than a spatially balanced division.

b. Draw the boundaries of the areas on the census tract map_ making sure

ihat every part of the city ts des gnated to one of the areas. It might be

easiest to First sketch the boundaries on a city map which is on a single

sheet of paper, and then transfer them onto the several census maps.

NOTE: There is ane rule for defining areas. Area boundaries must

Pall along streets, and therefore incorporate whole blocks. No block

may be split between areas.
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STEP3- List and Code Areas

a. Assign names to the areas you have defined. The names must have no

more than 16 characters (a space between wards counts as one character).

These names will appear on the data prin,'out From the computer whenever

area is considered in the analysis of the results. Therefore1 try to make

the names as descriptive as possible. You may_ For'example1 use

spaHal names such as Central_ Eash Westt and so _orth.

b. Also assign o one-diglt code number From 1 to 7 f'o each area.

Area I is the CBD. Carefully aonslder how to assign the rest of the

numbers since the computer will consistently give back information _n

sequential order. That is_ in a llst of information about areas, Area 1

is listed firstr Area 2 second_ and so Forth. In addltion_ any table

which includes inFormaHon about areas will present the data in the same

logical order. Hencet if you wish to make comparisons belween

particular areasr it would be reasonable to assign them successive numbers.

o. Finallyl assign a unique co/or code to each area. These color codes

must be d_t'Ferentfrom the colors used to code no_se zones, although

only one color code Ts.needed For the CBD.
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3.2.3 Matching City Blocks to Noise Zones and Areas

STEP 1- Review Census Data

Statist csPamiliarlze yourself with the map of census tracts and the "Block ' '

book.

The Map

The map dlvldes the clfy into sub-areas, called tracts. Figure 3.2,-8 shows

an example. Each tract has its own unique number (e.g., tracts are numbered I, 2, and

3 in the illustration). Furthermore, every tract consists of"a number of city blocks and

each of these blocks is given a three-diglt number. For example, in tract number 3,

the first block is numbered 101 and the second is numbered 102 and so on. The census bureau

has adopted the aonventlon of numbering the First block of every tract with the same

number, 101, so that there is more than one block in the city with that number. Therefore,

to identify any block in the city, you need to know bath the number of the census tract

in whlch it is located, and its own block number; for example, tract number 3, block

number 101. The map of census tracts For the city will cover every block which exlsted

when the mast recent census was taken.

The Block Statistics Book

Become Famillor wlth how the Block Statistics Book is organized. Every tract

in the clty is listed in order Fromthe tract with the lowest number to the one with the

highest number. Every block withln a census tract is listed in order from the block with

the lowest number to the one with the highest. The tract and block numbers appear in

the left-hand rnargln of" each page. Figure 3.2-9 illustrates a page From the Block

Statlstics Book.

The Block Statistics Book gives various inf.ormation about every tract and block

in the city. In order to accurately read the inf.ormatlon From the book, use a

ruler. Otherwise, it is very easy to make errors. Having to correct mlstakes

later is always more time-consumlng than doing the work carefully and aonsclentlously

a the _:_rsttlme.rl
t)
-I
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The only column w_th which you need to be Familiar _n order to take the sample

is the column called "Year-round housing unlts--TOtal." This column l_sts the number

of "housing units" (called households {n this workbook) which was counted _n the most

recent census for every census tract and Forevery block within a censustract. For

census tract #12, in Figure 3.2-9, there were 852 households; for block #102 in tract #12 t

there were 4 households. If the number of households Far each block of census tract #12

were added, the total would be 852.

STEP2- Match Blocks to Areas and Noise Zones

This procedure involves taking the list of blocks in the Block Statistics Book

and color-codlng each block in the city with two different color codes - one Far the

Noise Zone in which it Falls, and one for the Area in which it Fa[]s.

a. Match Blocks to Areas

Looking at the census tract maps, notice the pattern in which tl_e

tracts are numbered. You will see that consecutlve{y-numbered tracts

are grouped in certein geographic sections. In an orderly fashion,

beginning wlth one Area of" the city, locate the census tracts in that

Area in the Block Statistics Beck. For every black which Falls in that

Area, take the colored pencil corresponding to the Area color code

end mark the column to the left of. the block number in the Block

Statlst{cs Book. See F{gure 3.2-10Far an H/ustraHon. Each block has

only one Area color code.

This procedure will be repeated f.or every Area of the city until each

block of' each census tract has an Area color code. However, it will

probably be more eff[c{ent to color-code the No_se Zones for the blocks

in each Area while you ere color-coding the Areas. So, instead of

proceeding to the next Area_ f.ollow the instructions f.orNoise Zone

aolor-aadlng end complete this task for the first Area. Then preceed to

the next Area, color-code the Area and then color-code the Noise Zones

far that Area, and sa forth f.er all Areas.
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b. Match Blocksto.Noise Zones

8eginnlng with the First censustract in an Area, determine Forevery

block listed in that tract the Noise Zone (or Zones) in which the block

falls. ]n some cases_ an entire tract may Fall into the same Noise Zone.

Or a tract may be split into several zones. In other cases_ a s_ngle

block is split so that the section of the block Facing one street falls

into one zone and another section facing a different street falls _nto

another zone. Just to the left of the Area color code in the Block

Statistics Bookt mark every block in the Area with the appropriate

colored pencil to indicate the Noise Zone (or Zones) in which the

block falls. See Figure 3.2-11 for an illustration. An efficient way

to do this might be to first color-code the zone which dominates the

tract or Area. Far example_ ira tract or Area is nearly entirely

resldential_ color-code those blocks First; nextt color-code roadways,

and so forth.

Repeat the procedure of color-coding Areas and Noise Zones so that each

block hasbeen assigned to both the Area and the Noise Zone in which it

falls.

Note: Ira block appears on the census tract map but is not listed in the

Block Statistics Bookr Hst it at the end of the Hst of blocks for that tract.

In the column "Year-round housing units -- Totcb " llst the number zero (0).

If an area on the census tract map is not divided into blocks# arbltrarily

dlvfde the area into units. If posslble_ da this along easily recognizable

boundaries. Assign identifying numbers to each unit. Using the best data

available_ estimate the number of households in each unit. (This is

required far the procedures in SecHon 3.3.) You may want to v[slt the

area before dividing it and estimating the households. List the unit

numbers and household estimates under the section for that census tract

in the Block Statistics Book. If necessaryt clip an additional page into the

book. Treat these units as blocks far the remainder of the sampling procedures.
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To minimize the possibility Forerror in this procedure, check the

work at this stage. Do not continue to Section 3.3 until the

matching of blocks to Noise Zones and Areas has been verified.

l"
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3.3 Cluster Select_an

In this stage of the sampling proceduresr 100 clusters (one or more city blocks)

will be selected. FormsAt B, and Ct which ere Found in Appendix B, will be needed

for the selections. Because the instructions For selection are detailed, mast of the

explanation in this section will be presented through examples and illustrations.

3.3.1 Listing City Blocks and Assessing MOS (Measure of Size)

Cluster selection requires listing all file blocks in the city on Form A and

assessing the measure of:size (MOS)t or the number of households, for each block.

The probability that a block will be selected for the sample is related to the block MOS.

Although the actual number of households For selected blocks will be obtained by the

lister in the Field, the MOS is an estimate _sed on the mast regent censiJs data and it is

used for selection purposes.

STEP 1- Transfer Information From the Block Statistics Book

In this step, you will fill in columns 1 and 2 of Form A by listing the census

tract and bl0cknumberst and the number of households for each block, as the information

is given in the Block Statistics Book.

The Iistlncl must be done in a precise order, according to the Noise Zone and

the Area in which each block falls. The notations at the top of the wor'ksheet will help

keep things in the proper sequence. There is a space for the Noise Zone number, a

space For the Area number, and the notation "Page __ of'__ " Since there will be

a series of pages of worksheets for each Noise Zone, this notation is used to order the

pages For any one zone. /:or example, if there are 10 pages of the work,sheet for a zone,

the first page would be numbered "Page I of 10 ," etc.
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The blocks will be listed in the following way. All the blocks for Noise

Zone 01 (or the bwest numberedzone _f Zone 01 is nat used)will be listed in one series

of worksheets. Next, the blocks for Noise Zone 02 (or the next lowestnumberedzone)

will be _;sted_andso forth, until the highest numberedzone is listed.

Within the listing of each zoner however_the blocks mustbe listed by Area

and this mustalso be done ;n a precise order. For the first zone listed, list all the

blocks in Area 1 firstt then the blocks in Area 2, and so forth, until the highest

numberedArea is listed. For the secondzone listedf f;st all the blocks in the highest

numberedArea first_ then the blocks in the next highest numberedArea, and so forth,

until Area 1 hasbeen listed. Par the th.!rd zone, llst the blocks in Area I first, then
the blocks _nArea 2_ and so forth1 until the highest numberedArea is listed (this is

the sameas ior the first zone). For the fourth zone, list Areas in the samemanneras

for the secondzone. Th;s pattern of alternating the order in which the blocks in Areas

are |;steal ;s repeated until all Noise Zones have been Hsted.

The rules for the ordering of the l;sting# thenr isas follows. List blacks {n

order of No;se Zoner from the lowest numberedzone to the highest numberedzone.

Within the listing for any one zone, llst by Area, but alternate the ordering of Areas

systematically: far example, first1 Areas 1 to 7; next_ Areas 7 to 1; nexh Areas 1

to 7; next_ Areas 7 to l, and so forth until all zonesare fisted.

List the tract anti block numbers, In the proper order, for every block in Column I

of Farm A. Go page-by-page through the Block Statistics Bookand usee ruler to read

the numbers. At the sametime that this information is listed in Column 1_ the block

MO$ (found fn the column _¥eor-round housingunits -- Total") will hetransferred

into Column 2. See Figure 3.3-1 for an illustratlon.

Once all the blocks for the first zone have been listed, repeQtthe procedure

for the rest of the zonesuntil all the bloeks for all zones havebeen listed.
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F ORM. A

CLUSTER SELECTION WORKSHEET

Noise Zone _,

Area _

Page /' oF

Column 1 Column2 Column3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6

Updated
Estimate oF Estlmote of Estimated

Tract & Block # Block MOS MOS Cumulative MOS MOS Range X

_0- /OS .5"

. - IO5" 3

. - /0(o /0

" " _Ol/ I_/

" "_OS G

" -_ /0

. . _OS" /J

" " _O(o ,300
,m,

,, "3 oP. ,,_

,, -30_ &

n - I0_ ,50
,l.

,, - 103 9
ll ll

• Figure 3.3-1. Example Listing Blocks
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The Special Case oF a "Spilt-Block"

if any b(ecks fen into two or more zones and hence were color-coded with two

or more zone colorsr this is a case of a "splff-block." Each of these blocks must be

listed in a special way on Form A. No blocks are split between Areas.

a. The block must be listed for every zone in which it fans and hence

may be listed on more than one werksbeet.

b. The MOS For that black must also be listed but this requires "splitting"

the MQS between the different zones into which the block falls. For

example, the households which fall into the Highway Zone must be listed

for that zone while those which fall into the Residential Zone must be

listed For that zone.

How to split the MOS is really o matter of the best judgment which

can be made. Howeverr in get'oral, take into account the location of

the block relative to the noise sources and th_ way in which households

are distributed on the block.

Besure that the total MOS assigned to the different zones for o spilt-

block does not exceed the total number of households for that block.

Before continuing to STEP2, double-check the work done in STEP 1.

i if the listing is not correct, it must be redone or all the subsequent

work will be in error.

STEP2- Update t.he MOS

Since the estimated MOS for a block affects the probability for cluster selectlont

it should be as accurate as possible. It will probably be necessary to "update" the MOS

in many cases, especially if the most recent census was conducted a number of yeers prior

to the time the sample is taken. Updating is done on the basis of information about housing

construction or demolition.
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Generally, iF it is suspected that an area has undergone major changessince

the census (by major we meangreater than a 20 percent change in the number of house-

holds), then the MOS estimate from the Block Statlst_cs will neecl to be adjusted. The

regional planning office may have annual totals for new residential construction and

demolition for each censustract which can be used to estimate housing growth or

decline since the census. Pay particular attention to the construction of multi-unit

dwellings, especially large apartment complexes. C_ty engineers, tax assessors,or

utility companies may also have sources from which to calculate housing changes.

Check these sourcesFor information about"housing conversions; i.e., any modification

on a single-unlt dwelling which would indicate that _t has become a mult[-unlt dwelling.

Finally, be sure to check Fordata on housing demolitions From every possible source.

Once a total number of additions and subtractions to the MOS listed by the census is

established, the updated MOS can be listed in Column 3 of Form A.

If the contacts suggested above cannot provide information about haus;ng

changes, two persons should visit the area and make an approximate estimate of the

number of households in the block. Do this if necessary because it will make the work

more accurate and save time in the long run.

Although an updated MOS will not be estobllshed For every block, there must

be an entry in Column 3 of Form A for every listed block. In some cases, then, the

number from Column 2 will simply be copied into Column 3.

Before continuing to STEP 3, double-check the work done in STEP 2 to verify

that it is correct.

STEP 3- Link "Undersized" Blocks

Blocks with fewer than 15 households are considered "undersized" and must

be linked with another block (or blocks). The way in which to link blocks is illustrated

in Figure 3.3-2 and is dlscussadbelow. There ore several guidelines For linking blocks.

a. Only blocks within the same Noise Zone and within the same Area

can be linked.



FORb4A

. CLUSTER SELECTION WQRI<SHEET

Nalse Zone 0 2-

Area "7

Page / aF

' Column 1 Column2 Column3 Column 4 Column 5 Column6

Updated

Estimate of E:timote of" Estimated
Block MOS MOB Cumulative MOS MOS Range X

. -/0_ '-I

11 - 10.5" ,,_

io 36

i, - .go/ I_" /_

* 30_ 5

Jl. 30_

,i- 10_ 30 30

l, - 10_ Ol

" Figure 3.3-2. ExampleLinking Blacks
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b. Blocksmust be linked together so that the total MOS for the

linked blocks is at least 15.

c. Whenever possible, link blocks together which are in the same

censustract. This will make the lister's and interviewer's work much

easier if those blocks are selected.

d. In general, llnk a block to one listed just above if or just below it on

FormA. If necessary, you may [ink blocks which are not consecutively

listed_ but do this minimally.

e. If there is a series of consecutive blocks with zero (0) MOS, these

mustbe linked with other blocks. However, do not link these blocks

together. As much as possible, link each block with zero (0) MOS

to a different block.

f. Once blocks have been linked together they are considered as one

cluster for the rest aF the sampling procedures.

Look to Figure 3.3-2 for an illustration. When blocks are llnkedt draw a a{rale

around the MOS figures in Column 3 of" Form A For the blocks being linked. Then add

together the numbersinside the circle. The sum must be at least 15. Write the sum

outside the circle csshown in the examples. This becomes the MOS for the linked

block. Draw an '×' through the elrale. Also, draw a circle around the block numbers

in Column 1. Do this For every undersized block on the worksheets for each Noise Zone.

Before continuing to STEP4, double~check the work ;n STEP3 to verify that

it ;s correct.

STEP 4- Cumulatively Add the MOS

Combine the worksheets For the different Noise Zones into one p_ler placing

them in Noise Zone order so that the list for zone (code)'01 is on tap, the list for zone

(code) 02 is next, etc. Be sure that the listing by Areas is in the correct alternating

order_ and that all the pages for each zone are in order.
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The cumulative addition of MOS will be done using Column 4 of" Form A. The

numbers From Column 3 will be cumulatively added until an estimate of the total

number of households in the city is calculated. The procedure is illustrated in

Figure 3.3-3. For the First line only, take the MOS FromColumn 3 and write it in

Column 4. For the next line, and every llne thereafter, take the number in Column 3,

add it to the last number in Column 4, and write the sum in the next space in Column 4.

When you come to the last page of worksheet_ for the First zone, continue the addition

to the worksheets For the next zone and so on, until all the worksheets are completed.

The Final sum in Column 4 is the estimated r_umberof households in the city.

Before continuing to STEP 5, double-check the work in STEP4 to verify

that it is correct.

STEP 5- Assign "Estimated MOS Range"

An "estimated MOS range" will be assigned to every block (or linked blocks)

using Column 5 of Form A. Assigning tile range is a way of numbering the households

in each block; these numbers will be used when the cluster selection is made (Section

3.3.2).

Figure 3.3-4 illustrates how to assign the "estimated MOS range." The

MOS estimate For the first block _s30; therefore, the households are numbered 1-30

and this range [s written in Column 5. In the next blockr the MOS estimate is 105;

therefore, the households are numbered 31-135 (_.e., since the first 30 households are

in the first block)_ and this range _swritten in Column 5. In the third block, the MOS

estimate is 25; therefore, the households are numbered I36-160 and this range _s

written in Column 5.

Go through each page of the worksheets for all the Noise Zones and assign

the "estimated MOS range" for every block (or linked blacks). Before continuing to

SecHon 3.3.2, double-check the work in STEP5 to verify that it is correct.
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F ORM' A

CLUSTER SELECTION WORKSHEET

Noise Zone D 2..

Area . 7

Page / oF c]

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6

Updated
Estimateof" Estimate of Estimated

Tract& Block // Block MOS MOS CumulaHve MOS MOS Range X

,, - 10_f 'k _

. - 108" _

_/ - /Q_ /0 3o

_ - _01 I_-I Joy I._5

. . -Ro_ _7 ,.?5 /GO

b

,, - _OL, 900 3_0 5"1

_,- Bol /S IG 530

,, -1o__ 30 3o 58/

F_gure3.3-3. ExampleCbmulatively Adding MOS
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F ORM A

CLUSTER SELECTION WORKSHEET

Noise Zone O

Area "_

Page / oF q

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 I

i

/

II Updated

EsHmateoF Estimate of" Estimated
Tract & Block // Block MOS MOS Cumulative MOS MOS Range X

'f_ O - /03 _

I, -/_'/ ¥ -- --
. i

"' J,L.zc_-/o /o 6 30 I - 90

#, - ,_0/, l&.l /ON /35" _ / -I$.._"

,,- #.0,,_ _q _5" I_o 13(_-160

- _0 _ -- --

,, . o_a_ / o _2"_ 19 179 /_1- /"/9

.. _05 /_ I£ 199, /_o-[I_

,,•301 I_ I_, /30 51S- 53o

F -" AA
, , ,,,

<z/ - io/ j ¥ I 55/ 5"_/-5"gl

,, - la;_ 9o 30 E#I 5"5"#- 5"21
.i ., .

S,. - _
Figure 3.3-4. ExampleAssigning "Estimated MOS Range"
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3.3,2 Selection af Clusters

STEP I- Calculate the Cluster Sampling Interval

Use Form B, the Worksheet For Cluster Sampling Interval, to do the calcuiatlons

for this step. The way in which the sampllng interval is used wlfl be explained below.

Figure 3.3-5 gives an example oF the calculation. Take the estimate For the total number

of households in the entire city (the last entry in Column 4 oF the last page oF Farm A)

and divide this number by 100. Carry out the division to two declmal places. Call this

sampling interval K.

STEP2 - Split "Oversized" Blocks

Any blocks which have an estimated MOS (Column 3 of Form A) greater than

the cluster sampling interval, K, are "oversized" end must be split. How to split

oversized blocks is illust;'atad _n Figure 3.3-6. In this example, K is 258.66r and

there/ore black #20-206 is oversized. There are three conslderations in splitting blocks:

a. The block must be split so that the number oFhouseholds in each

section of: the block is smaller than the cluster sampling interval K.

b. The block must be split, as much as possible, along natural

boundarles or easily discernible boundaries so that it will be

passlble far the lister to identify a selected section oF a block

in the field.

a. The splitting of the MOS _"orthe block is a matter oF best judgment.

Consider the distribution oF households on the block and the type of

land use in that area.

Once a block has been split, each section should be renumbered as indicated

in the example. Each of these sections is considered a unique block so that when clusters

are selected_ one section oF a block may be chosen for the sample# while the other section

may not be chosen. In an extreme caset a block may be split into more than two sections.
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FORM B-1

WORKSHEETFOR CLUSTERSAMPLING INTERVAL

i Calculate the sampling interval K by dividing the total numberof est'{mated
households(i.e.t cumulative MOS)by 100:

• K - 100

Additions Truncated _'

1• Take tile random
numberR = C1 = truncate: Locate Ihls numl_r in Col. 5 of

Form A, M_rk with an X in Cal. 6.

2. Add K to C1:
Write K here +

The sum= C2 = truncate: Locate thls numberh_Col. 5 of"
Form A. Mark wilh an >" in Col. 6.

3. Add K to C2:
Write K here +

The sum= C3 = truncate: Locate this number in Col. 5 of.
FormA. Mark wlth an X in Col. 6.

4. Add K to C3=
Write K here +

The sum= C4 = truncate: Locatethis numberin Col, 5 oF
FormA. Mark with an X in Col. 6.

F|gure 3.3-.5. ExampleCalculating Clutter SamplingInterval
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FORMA

CLUSTER SELECTION WQRKSHEET

Noise Zone D,2.

Area

Page / . oF . 9...

Column I Column 2 Column3 Column 4 Column 5 Column6

ij Updated

EstimateoF EstimateoF Estimated
Tract & Block # B/ock MOS MOS Cumulative. MOS MOS Range X

,, , ,,

4

i i •

. - _oI I_ I lOS /3_ _/ - 13._

.- _0_ _,T P'_" /60 I._ _I_D

• ,,- _#_" _ _

._ !u3:--.SJ-_-
,,-_02_._o-_ _ ..... #.,z-__ _,-/÷-::,: _ __.:,:

,,. ,,#oi /5" /(, ._30 :15 - S3o

Lm.:- /o/ .] "-/ / g,_l £._/- ,:_/

,,-/ore.. 30 30 £,f'l 5"5"_-,g?I

" Figure 3,3-6. E/ample Splitting "Oversized" Blacks
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Before continuing to STEP 3t double-check the work in STEP2 tO verify

that _t is correct.

STEP 3- Choose a RandomStart

To begin the selection of clusters_ o random number must be selected from the

Table of Random Numbers in Appendix C. As illustrated in Figure 3.3-7t the pagesof

random numbers have 10 rows of" groups of numberst and 10 columns of groups of numbers.

Whoever does the selection of a random number will take the last two numbers of the

zip code for his or her personal address (e.g._ the last two numbers may be 31)_ and

will locate the group of' numbers in the row and column that correspond to these numbers.

That isr the person will locate Raw 3 and Column 1 on the page of random numbers,

and in this way_ a group of numbers _spicked. All the numbers on the page that come

before this selected group must be crossed out as indicated in the example. This glves

a place to start on the page of random numbers; that is, beglnning with the First number

in the groupr these random numbers will be used whenever a "random start" must he

chosen. There are several rules about taking random numbers:

a. Adopt the convention of taking numbers across columns. That is,

think of the numbers as a string of numbers and continue read_ng the

numbers into the next group and into the next row; e.g.t it: looking for

o three-dlgit number, the first digit may be the last number in a row

and the second and third dlglts would be in the next row. Continue in

this way through the consecutive pages of the appendix.

b. Zero (0) is o number.

c. Never skip numbers.

d. Whenever a number is reod_ whether or nat it is used for o random

stort_ it must be crossed out.

To begin the cluster selectlon_ take a random number that is between 1 and

the sampling interval K. First count the number of digits that K has. In the example of
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COLUMNS _' O O _ ] _ _ 6 Z _
ROWS

O_ 32

_7_25 _ _g_u_ ffn0ho

] 98 99 70 ul 80 73 0 qO o_ 6_ 5u OS _0 57_2_

_o_

968 ol_,x'_8_ _9_ 6_ 8_ _93_ _95 _ _,_
5 6 _ q 7 0 7 2 2_;J 0 0'7 _?,/_ _Uff7 7 3'U I_q O

2 8_ ._ _6 H_ _ 59 36 qu 70_52 _0_5 23_52 _ 95

- g:X X;X ' "
oq3z_q ob551 16_,) _SU_I 5_006 32692 76100 82895 22_00 53_53

Q 90_01 37_52 |312_ 7621_ 5_0_7 _7551 701_ 62221 98102 9_02750326 85817 _o62 02017 12227 ]o93_ 07773 OqlOb 53783 03807
08589 21663 5_o69 85902 31396 99107 15829 56598 15_37 _8291

|1_17 00263 26092 6131_ 001_6 _q6R_ 8080_ 22075 33075 8_0_
83127 1739n ]qhl_# 28799 757¢1_ 22_24 O6_ba 8q_lo 83711 3087t
500_3 51375 8_0 6637_ _2_9_ ]3187 _58_I t5296 5_937 202_5

-- .80187 88361 9873_ 051_ 710_8 0319_ 95116 0998_ 7097_ 22033
25_|9 30355 l_t27 78815 59708 18726 38179 30623 2]697 36620

7308_ 8alOq 01338 8USaO 19351 56633 59553 62333 363a2 78826
q]981 13_62 78789 7011u 93_31 2788_ 5a2_J6 9_857 07938 96288
16895 63300 27609 qq077 q_8o8 tSlOq 6_985 89_6_ 20398 aTt83

-- 89220 99_99 56972 22807 _390_ 218_2 7852u 32_10 6879_ 20H¢=0
66753 91378 0H862 O_to8 53820 1590a 0100_ 97878 83_00 0_716

89887 31691 31586 263_a 97758 66070 76777 095_5 a_052 8801_
05361 0_517 39d02 38017 89552 8965_ 7307l 9]557 992_0 75_38

6 |3219 Oaqb5 2366! 39877 10380 56_68 9858a 0507_ 9733_ 9qH_O
-- _7866 99656 _2092 9_811 _8_93 2_671 8870q 170go 96_36 75333

72778 22227 68U16 LU90_ _79|3 9_650 q9188 _152 25018 0661_

19305 082a7 05888 5_505 808_7 68069 15928 30a92 92663 05969
27666'75297 00023 a0_53 38738 39281 2_190 25283 I0_79 52860

7 33637 9|88_ 51354 77_,*9 73850 q_¢l@O 58_5 06596 72711 tbb2a
= 2|383 32583 22202 00389 _8_88 9dJOfl _0589 65027 97_9 |7005

07377 _002 31008 63189 7983U 59281 892U8 51398 3_931 77527

8u321 52189 99u89 92985 $1o29 13_65 00635 _2350 _lu7_ 86_3
85732 928u7 2_577 735U0 28a2a 7_92 _05 3_A35 59661 ¢1_0_8

8 3_13q _TgH_¢ 62_51 hql08 06671 97_7 0u885 95600 _u5_7 77651
-- q_5_3 12151 _o585 75d96 02828 81|_0 a2720 Q_5_8 55169 O07qq

70926 8179_ q8762 _7365 82706 _226 OU30q R9_21 88193 09916

5509a 8=163) 291_8 6o0_2 9_38l 161_7 _17971%1725 9_1_7 05qOl
18_3a 03667 _q069 68Q62 96765 q776_ 0Tin0 5319_ 016_3 11_837
0193| 07155 a_358 _732_ 2252t 25281 _TuIl3 10219 923_2 02623

-- 85979 5qbr_.35n�O 7776_ 903_U 071_2 5181_ 0u_66 2908_ 5891_
39289 _5U80 16_5 _799_ _2789 78275 _1295 b58_7 91053 50_91

FTgure3.3-7. ExampleChooslngaRandomStart.
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Figure 3.3-5, K has Five digits (2, 5, 8, 6, 6). Therefore, a random number with

five digits that _ssmaller than 25,866 must be chosen. In Figure 3.3-7, the Fkst

flve-d{glt number _n Row 3, Column 1, is 77807. However, since K has a decimal

place, this number must be read wlth a deermal place and so it is 778.07. Th_s number

is greater than K; 778.07 is greater than 258.66. This Five-dlgit random number cannot

be used and it must he crossed out. We must look to the next Five-d_glt number. It is

994.52 and is alsogreaterthan K and so it is crossed out. Finally, the next Five-digit

number, 067.06 (67.06), is between I and K. This becomes the random number used

to start the selecHan process.

Once the random start is taken, write the random number in the space

indEeated on Form B-1. Call the number R.

BeFore conHnuing to STEP 4, double-check the work Tn STEP3 to verify

that it is correct.

STEP4- Select Clusters

In thls step, the process of selecHng 100 clusters is presented. In some cases,

the cluster which is selected will be a single black; in many instances in a small

community, the cluster will be two or more linked blocks; end, in other eases,

the cluster will be c section oFa block. For convenience, we will use the term

cluster to apply to all these possibilities.

Cluster selection requires calculating numbers For selection on Form B, the

Work,sheet ForCluster Sampling b_terval. The selected numbers will be marked on Form A.

The seleetian of the First cluster is clone by taking the random start, R, and

"truncaHng" it to get a selection number. To truncate a number means to "cut off"

the number at the decimal place so that it is a whole number. For example, truncating

the random number 67.06 gives the number 67. The truncated random number is written

on Form Bunder the column "Truncated #." See Figure 3.3-8 For an illustraHon. Do

not worry IFthe random start, once truncated, becomes zero (0).
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WORKSHEET FOR CLUSTER SAMPLING INTERVAL

o Caloulafe the sampling interval K by dividing Ihe tolal number of' esHmated
households (i.e.t cumulative MOS) by 100:

K = J O0 ....

Additions Trunceted #

I. 'fake the random

number R = Cl = _._. _ _, truncate: _ 7 Locale this number _n Col. 5 of
Form A. Marl: with an × in Col. 6.

2. Acid K to Cl:
Write K here + ',

The sum = C2 = truncate: Locc_le this number In Col. 5 oF
Form A. Mark with on X in Col. 6.

3. Add K to C2:
Write K here +

_M

The sum=C3 = lruncate: Locate this number in Col, 5 of'
,- Form A. Mark with an X in Col. 6.

4. Add K to C3:
Write K here +

The sum = C4 = truncale: Locate this number _n Col. 5 oF
Farm A. Mark with an X in Col. 6.

Figure 3.3-8. Example Truncating the Random Number
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The truncated number is the First number for cluster select'ion and _s located

on Form A. Zn the example, the number 67 is Jocoted on Form A b/ looking in the

"esHmoted MOS range" Column and on tX_ is marked [n the last Column- "X'. The

X indicates that the cluster to which the number has been assigned is selected for the

sample. See Figure 3.3-9 for an illustraHon. Since 67 rails between 31 and 135,

block #20-201 is marked for selecHon. Remember that if'a selected cluster [s a set of

linked blocks, then all the Blocks in the I_nkage are chosen f'or the sample.

Note: 1Fthe truncated random number _szero (0), add the interval I:. to the

random number R (before truncation). Ente¢ this sum on I_ne 1 of Form B and otherwise

f'ollow the directions For cluster selection.

The next 99 selections will be done By a systematic calculation of numbers

for cluster selection. This requires using several cansecutTve pages of Form [3.

Figure 3.3-10 i/lustrates the calculations. In the column "Add_llons, " the cluster

sampling interval K is added to the random number 67.06 (NOT the truncated number

67). Th_sgives a sum C2, 325.72. This number is truncated. Tt=eI runcated number

is written in the column "Truncated #" and tb_s is Ihe second number for cluster

select_an. Next, the interval rs added to the sum C2, 325.72 (NOT the truncated

number) and this gives a sum C3, 584.38. Th_snumber is truncated and the truncated

• number is written in the second column. This _sthe third number For cluster selection.

Each truncated number _n the "Truncated #'' catumn is a selectlon number and is

located on Form A. An 'X' _smarked to indrcote that the cluster to which the number

has been assigned _sselected For the sample.

Study the illustration in Figure 3.3-10 carefully. Be sure that you understand

when to truncate numbers and when to add the numbers that are not" truncated.

Truncated numbers are used only _nthe "Truncated _" column. In the "Additions"

column, numbersare not truncated.

Continue the procedure until 100 selections have been made.

Before continuing to Section 3.3.3, double-check the work in STEP4 to

verify that it is correct.
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F ORM A

, .,. CLUSTER SELECTION WqRK_SHEET

Na_scZone 0

Area '_

Page / of

• Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Colvmn "_, Column 5 Column d

Upd¢_ted

II Eslimate of Estimate of f:sflmaledTracf & Block # Block MOS MOS CumuTati:,e, MOS MOS Range k

II : - -
,- /_ '-/ _ -

" " I05" 5 -- -/ o _o / - _o

i,- _Ol /_I /o_ /35" _l-IS_

t}-_o% Io /'7? /_/-/7_

,,-_0..< /5" 16" /_._ /_'o-lq_/

--_-_ ..... ,_;_o- --- -_1_--_7_- -'_'_-"'- ---

,,.3oi I_ I(_ ,_30 :_IS-53o

,t - ,30_ d

l,-_03 '"'_,

_./ /o/ "9 _:/ .:._I- :S /

. -/o_ ,3o 30 :_I 5"S_-:¢Y/

_
. . '.Figure 3.3-9. Example Making Cluster Selections (page 1)
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FORM A

CLUSTER SELECTION WORKSHEET
,,,, .....,

Noise Zone _..

Area "_

Page ,2_ of ?

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6

Estimate of Estimateof Estimated
Tract & Block # Block MOS MOS Cumulative MO MOS Range X

,9-1-/o_ /'/ _'/ _I 59_- 6_1

.%2.- _o'P ,_._o amo 8 5'I _2._- 8#1

/, - ,_o,7 _L _5"9 8q_-25" 7 X

1o I _, -- .-

,, - IO2 _ 87 _ _5_ - 8"7'-/

- /0 _ --

/,**10; I #'S I_,._ 10"7@ _.9_/-ID'7_"

.

. - aO_ z ,'/_" "/#" I/_/_ HO0-/I'4"/ /_

,,- ao_ 60 6o l#Oh' /IZi_-l_Oq"

, • Figure 3.3-9 (continued) - page 2
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FORM B-1

WORI(SHEETFORCLUSTERSAMPLING INTEf_VAL

• Calculate the sampling interval I,( by dividing the total numberof esfimaled
households (i.e., cumulative MOS)by 100:

100

Additions Truncated #

1. Take Ihe random
number R = C1 : _-,7. Ok truncate: _ 7 Locale Ih[s number in Col. 5 of

Form A, h'_rl: wi|h an X in Col. 6.

2. Add K to CI:
WriteK here +_2_-_,&

The sum --C2 = ::]_4", 9_ truncate: J_.J Locate Ih_snumber in Col. Sof
FormA. Marl: wHh an X _nCol. 6.

3. Add K to C2:

Write K here .,+_._,_._,_,

The sum= C3 = ,4"_,._,P truncate: o"_ z" Locatetbls number _nCol. 5 of"
FormA. Mark with an X inCol. 6.

4. Add K to C3:
Write K here +_..¢'_'_f-

The sum= C4 = ,_4"3.OY_ truncate: _Z3 Locate this number in Col. 5 of'
. FormA. _ark with an X _nCol. 6,

F_gure3.3-10. ExampleCaleulatrng ClusterSelections
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3.3.3 Listing and Numbering Selected Clusters

On FormC, the selected clusters will be listed and assigned cluster numbers.

Begin with the first page of Form A and go through c_ll the pagess taking the inf'ormatton

for each selected cluster and transferring it to Form C. In Column 1, write the Noise

Zone code number for the selected cluster. In Column 21 write the Are_ code number.

In Column 3r write the tract and block number(s) For the cluster. Besure to llst all

the blocks for a cluster with linkages. In Column 4, write the "Updated Estimate of

MOS" From Column 3 of Form A. See Figure 3.3-11 For an illustration. Once the

selected cluster is listed on Form CI it is automatically assigned the "Cluster Number"

which is given TnColumn 5 of the form. This number will be used to refer to the selected

cluster (ram this point through the sampliflgt Fields coding end data analysis procedures.

Double-check the work to verify that it is correct.

NOTE: The sample design w_ll select clusters whEch represent every Area.

However_ since there is a larger number of noise zones than areasr and slnce their

definitions are so speciflat tt is posslble that the sample will not include clusters within

every single noise zone, or that only a very Few clusters will be chosen From a particular

zone. This will in no way affect the rellabtltty and accuracy of the survey results.

lf_ howevert there ts a pressing reason to obtain data Froma noise zone which

was not sampled1 or to obtain additional data From a zone which was minimally sempledt

refer to Appendix D For instructions For taking a special sample. Take this special

sample only tf the tnFormatlon is crucial. The data gathered on the basis of the survey

design will provide a substantial and reliable analysis of community attffudes toward

noise in the various noise environments,
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FORM C- I

LIST OF SELECTED CLUSTERS

Page 1 of 4

Column 11 Column2 Column3 Column 4 Column 5

Noise Zone Area Tract & Block(s)// MOS Cluster #

_1 l _-/oP. ,zo 001

_1 1 b -5o: _1 002

/, 2- _ - _o& /5" 003

ol 5 ]3 - _o_ _oV_ 305" ,;./ 004

ot _. _5"-/o___ //o 005

l _ 3 i,- qo5, '-/o_, ,_" 006
,_,2. "7 _o -o_o/ lo5" 007

0_ "I _o - ,Eo_A ,,_oo 008

o,,t. q _I - Io3, lo'4 IG 009

oA "7 .,t.,_ . ,_o5",,,_o(,,.,_.o'7 .1(, 010

,, _2- "7 ,,_ -_.o_ ,/_ 011

_,_ .....& _o-_o / • 50 012

D#.. _ ,%"-_o/,,,?..oP, /_' 013

O_ 4 /,.-/_ /o_ 2E 014

..0 i_. ._ I/- _0/,, ,,ZO.,lt@.03' 1(_ 015

,,,__,, .,, __ q -,/oy ,,I_' 016 :
a_ _ E- 1o -3 bO 017

o_ / 3 ..-..F_,/ ,?o ol_

,o3 _ /z./.-5o/ d_ 021

0._ E" 17 - _5", _o(, , 307 i& 022

03 _ _9-_0or" ,M_ 023

_,_ 7 3G-3o/, _ol. /5' 024

_ _, ;_ -'/o4/o_, _/ 025

Figure3.3-lt. ExampleListing Selected Clusters
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3.4 Listing Households

This section wl)l discuss how to prepare For listing operations, how to conduct

lister trainlng_ and how to manage and complete the listing procedures. Instructions

will be glven an how to use Forms D, E, F, and G, and the Listing Handbook, in

Appendix E.

Begin the listing operations by obtalnlng the materials which are listed in

Seetlon 2.4. Make certain that the materials are ready when they are needed; training

materla]s, For example, should be prepared in advance so that listers may study them

before the training session.

The Five listel's will be required to attend a 1-1/2 day training session and the

listing procedure should take no longer than 2 weeks. It is advisable to have o training

staff oFtwo to three personsr and to obtaln as many asslstants as posslble to help prepare

maps end listing Forms.

Be sure to carefully read the Listing Handbook.

3.4.1 Preparatlon of Maps and Listing FormsFor Selected Clusters

Locate each selected cluster on a detailed street map oF the city. ]f passlblel

re£er to an aerial photo to give more precise delails. For each cluster, prepare a map

on Form[_. First llst the identifying streets, or boundaries, oFthe cluster. Then sketch

the block(s) which is (are) within the boundaries and designate any'block segment(s).

Finally, indicate all the areas in the cluster which are to be listed by marking an 'X'

where the lister should begin, and arrows to show how to proceed. Do this in

a very precise manner so that the lister has the correct instructions. Generally, For a

simple block, mark an 'X _ in the most northwest corner oF the block and use arrows to

indicate the clockwlse direction. However, the instructions will be more complex in

the caseoF linked blocks (contiguous or non-contlguous), or in the case oF a block

segment or segments. In the case oF linked blocks, be sure to indicate the order in

which the blocks are to be listed by ass_gnlng each b(ock a number on the map. In

the caseof a block segment(s), the instructions should clearly indicate which areas to
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llst and which not to llst. The Listing Handbook provides illustrations For Hsting f_ve

dlfferent types of clusters (Figures E-I through 1]-5). Study these carefully. F_gure

3.4-1 illustrates how to prepare a cluster map for a slmple block.

In addfflon_ a LisHng Form (Form F) and the appropriate number af continuation

pages must be prepared for each cluster. On page F- 1 indicate the cluster #_ page

numbers, and the llsterfs name. Use the estimated MOS from Form C to determine how

many pages of Form F will be needed for each cluster; however, _t is goad to provide

extra space in case the actual number of households is greater than anticipated.

Indlaate the cluster # and page numbers cn the continuation pages.

3.4.2 Lister Training

Prepare far Lister Tra!n_ng

Prepare eop_esof the Listing Handbook far each lister and assign them to Iisters

before the flrst day of traln_ng. Have them read the book and study the instructions careful b,

while the staff prepares for the sessions. Obtain lister ZD cards or badges, letters of

identificetlan, and extra copies of Forms Dr E, and F for the trainlng procedures.

The training team should begin their preparation by d_scussing the Listing

Handbook instruoHens page by page. Then two areas should be chosen for practice

Hstlng - one slmple blockt and one more complicated area (either linked non-contlguous

blockss or blocks with alleys, etc.). The staff should prepare maps (Form D) and Listing

Forms_Form F) for the blocks_ and proceed to the areas to llst the deslgnated households.

While _n the areas, the team should also make sketches of the areas on the sketch sheet

(Form E). After campleHng the I_sting, the staff should d_scussthe procedures and

problems encountered, and prepare copies of these practice materials to present during

the tralnlng sesslon. In addlt_onr select several b|ocks whlch can be listed for training

purposes. Be sure that you do nat choose areas selected for the sample far any practice

procedures.

a
n

-)
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FOR/,AD

IDENTIFYING STRE'ETSAND MAP OF SELECTEDCLUSTER

Cluster I/ _) _? _Z

SurroundingS|roefs: (_,,_ ,,qJ _ E b/Z..

/,_. _- ,_'¢-.

. _,_r _1-o,_ _v_.
_J. _ 3"-_,

/J. ,_ ,_'_:.

?

,, , ,,, ,,

N

Place an 'X' on Ihe mostnorthwest corner I

and anarrow indicating the clockwise W ' l E

direction.

S

Figure 3.4-1. ExampleLister's Mop
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Trainlng - Day I

The morning sessionfor Day 1 should be spent in the office. Begin by care-

Fully going over the instructions given in the Listing Handbook. h_ke sure that the

I_sters have reed and understood the handbook, that they realize the necessity for

precise and thorough work, and that they are Familiar wffh the purposesof Forms D,

Et and F. Use the practice materials prepared to illustrate the listing process. Discuss

and answer questions.

In the affernoent the staff' and all [isters should {ocate a selected area on the

city rn_pt end proceed to the area to list the households. Pert`armthe entire listing as

a team_ alternating the role of llster_ and discussing the process as it is underway.

Return to the office and discuss the practice listing.

Send the llsters home end ask them to continue to study the instructions.

Training -- Day 2

When the listers arrlvet assign each of them an c4reoto procHce I_st[ng and

provide them with the Formsthey will need. Send them into the field and plan to have

them return in sufficient Hme to discuss with each of them how they did the llstingt

answer questions, and correct errors, in reviewing the work of the listens at this

point_ be sure to emphasize the most crucial aspect of Hstlng- thoroughness. It is

absolutely criHca[ that the listens use initiative and diligence _n finding every single

household in the cluster. The Listing Handbook provides the listers with clues and tips

for doing this; however, they will have to be industrious in developing their own methods

for locating households. Stressthese issuesof thoroughness_ persistence • and ingenuity

when giving feedback on practice work.

[n the afternoont the llsters will be given their assignments and they can

begin to list the households on selected clusters.

I
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3.4.3 Management of klsting Operations

Assignmentof Selected Clusters to Listers

At the f;rst assignment1 give approximately three clusters to each lister. As

the operations proceed_ you can assign more clusters at o time. When g_vlng out the

asslgnmentst d_scussthe locations of" the clusters with the [islets to be sure they know

where they are going. Use the maps and aerial photo for assistance.

The assignments must be logged on the Listing Log Sheet (Form G). Column 1

indicates the cluster number; Column 2 g_v,_sthe lister's identification (name1 or iniHalsr

or number, etc.); and Column 3 indicates the date on which the assignment was given.

Record the information in Columns 2 and 3 when giving assignments. Figure 3.4-2

illustrates the use of the Log Sheet.

/v_ncgement Issues

The listing operaHons must be carefully supervised to ensure that the procedures

ere done correctly. The fkst management }ssue is making certain that I_sters

locate the correct area_ and they understand the instructions for listing. You will

probably receive many calls and quesHons about how to Find the assigned area.

The second issue is checking and validating the work to make sure that _t has

been done both thoroughly and correctly. You will need to spot-check each Hster

ocoaslonaltyt espeeially in the early stages, to review the work. Additionally! go over

the forms Foreach cluster as they are brought in so that problems and errors can be

cleared up promptly.

The third issueis organization. The listing for each cluster must be logged in

Column 4. of the Log Sheet. After the work has been carefully checked, Column 5 of

• the Log Sheet should be marked. Figure 3.4-2 illustrates how to record these procedures.

In addiHon_ keep track of any sketches provided by the I[sters on Form E so that you

may give more precise information to interviewers.
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FORM G-'I

L_STING LOG SHEET

Page 1 of 4

Column I Column 2 Column 3 Ce!,umn, 4 I Column 5 Column 6 Column 7

Cluster # Lister Logged Log,aed CheCked /t oF /t oF
Out In Household Selections

-f
002 b._'_- 5.A,_ _/,z_ .,/ a._
003 j._ _/_,/ ¢/,_,_ _, ,_,./
004 1."_,_ rSu ,_/__ _"
005 L.-,'_ _'/_,_ _-/,_"7 " s/

007 1.'/_,.,._ r/_¢ _/__ _ j_
o08 [/_._,_ 5"/,_ _/_,_ . 19

oio 2."z_,,,_, r/_¢ s'l,_7 ." _o

" 0i2 .v_.,O,u,J.,s/_J" s/_ ," _

o_,_ .._.,0_,_ _'/,_s" _'l_.z ,, _o
o_ _j.,_..,_ _'_s" _/_¢. ,, ,/_
o__ :_._ ,r_"_ s'/,_o ,, 3_,
o__ _.D,_., _'/__ _I,_ _" _
o__ ....._.//,_,,_._ _/_o_ _/_,.. v __,
o_ _._._;. s'/_ e/_ , ,_.
020 ,,6.xf-_';-,_'/a¢ _-/_o / ,
021 a_.;_-,_._.,_' j"/,2_ .-(/a_ v" ,28

o_ _._ _i,_(, _/_, ,, ,_
o2_ _,/&,_._.. rl__ ,.. _-/__ " 3¢

025 " _._' .rl,,_ r/_ v ,f
Figure 3.4-2, Example Listing Log Sheet
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The final task of the listing operation is to record the total number of actual

households on each cluster. Go through the Listing Formsfor each cJuster_ take the

total number of households and write it in Column 6 of the Log Sheet on the llne f'or

that cluster. See Figure 3.4-2 for an illustration. This information will be used _n

the next stage of the sample selection procedures, Column 7 of" the Log Sheet will be

filled in after the household selections are made in Section 3.5.
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3.5 Household Se)ectfon

This section provides instructions for the selection of households For intervlewer

contact. Forms P and H will be used For this procedure. For each clustert a sampling

interval For household selection will be calculated on the basis 06 the expected number

of"households For that cluster (the updated MOS measure). The sample is designed to

select seven households 6ram each cluster. However, the number of" selections will be

greater or less than seven }F the actual number of"househblds listed For the cluster is

greater or less than expected. Th_s variation in the number of selections is a Feature

of the sample design which adjusts For housing unit construction or demofitlon.

3.5.1 Calcu#ation 06 the Household Sampling Interval

(This procedure is Followed For each 06 the 100 clusters)

For each cluster, prepare a copy of" Form H, using information From Form C

which lists the selected clusters. Indicate the cluster numbar on Form H, and the

"Expected Number 06 Households" whfoh is the MOS meosuro. Calculate the household

sampling interval S by dlvldlng the MOS, called 'X' by 7. See Figure 3.5-1 For an

example. S may be rounded to one decimoi place to make calculatfons easier.

Calculate the 100 different sampling intervals Far the 100 clusters.

3.5.2 Selection of Households

(This procedure is Followed for each of the 100 clusters)

STEP 1- Calculate the Approxfmate Number 06 Selections

If' the actual number of. households listed in the field is greater or less than the

expected number by at least the size of. S for that cluster, then the number of selectlons

for the cluster will be greater or less than seven. It is posslb)e to calculate the approximate

number of. selections that will be made For any cluster (approxlmate because the random

start can mean a dlf.f.erence of" plus or minus 1 selection). From the Listing Log Sheet

(Form G) take the actual number of. households FO6each cluster and write it on Form H

for that cluster [n the space [ndlcoted. Divlde this number, called 'Y', by S to give N.
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Figure 3.5-1. ExampleCalculating Household Selections FORM H-I

WORKSHEET FOR HOUSEHOLD SAMPLING iNTERVAL

Cluster # 003

EXPECTEDNUMBER ACTUALNUMBER
OF HOUSEHOLDS OF HOUSEHOLDS

(from Column 4 of"Form C) (from Column 6 of Form G)

x= _ y= 3'F"

e Calculate the sampling interval S:

• Round this number to 1 decimal place:

s: =,A9

• Calculate the approximate number of household selections N:

N -¥ - - 71.2s ._._)

Addlt ions Truncated #

1. Take the random

number R = H1 = /. 0 truncate: / Locate this number in Cal. 2 of"
FormF. Mark with an XinCol. 1.

2. Add S to Hh
Write S here + _._

The sum = H2 = ,3. _) truncate: ,3 Locate this number in Col. 2 of"
FormF. Mark with anXinCol. 1.

3. Add S to H2:

Write S here + =?.9

The sum = H3 = _-._ truncate: (o Locate this number in Col. 2 of
Form F. Mark with anXinCol. 1.

4. Add S to H3:
Write S here +,2. =]

The sum = H¢ = ,,_. "7 truncate: _ Locate this number in Col. 2 of
Form F. Mark with an X in Col. 1.
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FORM H-2

Figure 3.5-I. Example Calculating Hausehold SeJectlons {Continued)

WORKSHEET FOR HOUSEHOLD SAMPLING INTERVAl.

Additions Truncated [/

H4 = 2.7

5, Add S ta H4:
Write S here + ,:,2. 9

Tile sum = H5 = /.,?.G truncate: J_- Locate Ilals number in Cal. 2 of
Form F. lV_arkwith an X ira Cal. 1.

6. Add S to HS:
Write S here -t- ,2.

The sum = H6 = /3_.,_. truncate: /3"" Locate Ihls number in Col. 2 of
Form F. Mark wifl_ on X in Cal. I.

7, Add S t"0H6:

Write S here + ._._._

The _um = H7 = /_, _/ truncate: /d _ Lacate I'hiz numlaer TnCol. 2 cff
i ,,L .... Form F. Marl: with an ),' in Col. I.

8. Add S to H7:
Write S here + ,2.

The sum = H8 = _,-/. ,,_ truncate: .,2 / Lacate this number in Col. 2 of
Form F, Mark with an X in Col. 1.

9. Add S ta H8:

Write S here +__L.___

%.

The sum = H9 = oZ _. _ truncate: J'_' Locate this number in Col. 2 of
Form F. Mark with an × in Col. 1.

10. Add S to Hg:

Write S here + ..,_.

The sum = H10 = ,:_ 7 ./ truncate: o2-_ Locate this number in Col. 2 of
Farm F. Mark with an X in Cal. 1.
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FORM I-!-3

Figure 3.5-1. Example Calculatlng Household Selectlons (Contlnued)

WORKSHEET FOR HOUSEHOLD SAMPLING INTERVAl

Additions Truncated t/
H10: ,,27./

I1, Add S to H10:

Write S here + a_.___

The sum = HI1 = 3 0, a truncate: 26 Locate thls number in Col. 2 of"
Farm F. Mark with an X in Col. 1.

12. Add S to Hll:
Write S here + ,_. ')

The sum = HI2 = 3_'. _ truncate: 3_-- Locate thls number in Col. 2 of
Form F. Mark with an X in Col. I.

13. Add S to I'I12: SELECTION STOPS HERE.

Wrlte S here +_ ___

The sum = H13 = _,_,,_a" truncate: _'_ 7 Locate this number in Col. 2 of"
Form F. Marl< wlth an × in Col. 1.

1'4. Add S to HI3:
Write S here +

The sum = H14 = truncate: Locate this number in Col. 2 of:
Form F. Mark with an X in Col. 1.

15. Add S to H14:
Write S here +

The sum = H15 = truncate: Locate this number in Col. 2 of"
Form F. Mark with an X in Col. 1.

16. Add S to H15:
Write S here +

The sum = H16 = truncate: Locate this number in Col. 2 of"
" Form F. Mark with an X in Col. 1.
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See Figure 3.5-1 For an example. N tells approximately haw many household selections

will be made far that cluster. You can use this Figure to check your work once you have

calculated all the selections for the cluster.

STEP 2- Take a Random Start

Following the rules outllned in Section 3.3.2 (STEP 3_ a. through d.)t fake

a random number between 1 and S_ the household sampling interval. For the random start1

begin with the digits just Following the numbers used For cluster selection. Call

the number R and write it on Form H in the space indlcated.

STEP 3- Select Households

The First number For household selecHon is taken by truncating the random

number R. See Figure 3.5-I Foran illustration. The next selections will be done by

the same systematic calculation of numbers that was used in Section 3.3.2 For cluster

selection. After determining all the selections for the clusters_ check the total number

of selections with the approximation, N. IF you have not calculated N (±1) selections,

then you have made an error in the work. Check the additions and correct the mistake.

Note: If the truncated random number is zero (0), add the interval S to the

random number R before truncation. Enter this sum on line 1 of Form H and

otherwise Follow the directions For household selection.

Each household selection must be marked on the Listing Form for the cluster.

In Column 2 of the Listing Forint household numbers are prlnted. In the example ill

Figure 3.5._1t the selected household is I and the first llne is marked in Column 1 of

the Listing Form. See Figure 3.5-2 For an illustration of marking the Listing Form. The

X in Column 1 indicates thet the first household is chosen for interviewer contact.

Mark each selected household number on the Listing Form For the cluster.

Before continuing to STEP4, double-check the work in STEP 3 to verify

that it is correct.
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: FORM F._

HOUSEHOLD LISTING FORM
Cluster # 0o_

Page 1 oF _._,,.

Lister d.

LIST ONLY THOSE HOUSEHOLDS INDICATED BY ARROWS.ON THECLUSTERMAP.

(IEan address is uncles.r, write a gooddescription.)

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 "

X Household /_ Street !/ Apt". _9 N/S/E/W' Street Name Ave/Street/Drive

/_ 7s" w s_ ..f_x- .

4 I_ 6o W _-_-_ ,_&x.o¢"

5 "/bSo _V 5".d.,.,

;4 6 ....: .,,__¢ l,v 5._ d._u:,,..d"

,,= i. .. , , ,

, , = ,.

=,i

For O_'fice

Us_ Only i Figure 3.5-2. ExampleHouseholdListing I_orm

i



i-L.L",._ r

HOUSEHOLD L!ST]NG FORM ,
Cl_ter# 0_3 ., ...... _ _..: _ ...

F=__e 2' of.__ . "

Colcmn 1 "Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7

x lJHeu,o_ol__ J S.',00_._ ._.--:.._ N/S/E,'W"I , S_,,_ot_cme A,,o/S:,eo_/_,_;

/4)Fc.z4_,._4f._,,_; 0.--;,,-_,--,-.._

d

L/

)
) 23 I /_J_ _,t,' z/.,M., ,_",L.cz.p

........ ' _ . .."...... ./.._o_.>:.............. _._' ,_t_ ,.S,_z,f-"
Fc.r O_ic= .......

!.',-...Or.l,: Figure 3.5-2. Example Household _."sting Form (Continued)
......................



:: HOUSEHOLD 'L]ST!NG FORM

Po_e 3 of 3

Colu..'n.n1 Column 2 Column 3 Co!utah 4 ' Cc,lumn 5 ' Column 5 Column 7

.... ' _ ' ' Street Ncm-_ Ave/S',reet/DrlwX Ho_._n_ld # I Street # A_t. // N/S/E/V/I

J 26 . J_ol _ J vu i _/_'_ i Sc,,,-._I-"

i ' I
X 27 I_.0/ _ ,Z _ ! 44_ J.¢,.,-._

2a _.,;#__.. I " i _c,_.c, ,,&a.-_

I ] ...29 el? i i _ ,_..,<,:s<. ./,0,_,,_
i I _ ("

<# al I _ " : i

;( 3_ ,t,/( ; ! I m.,_,_<_ i ._<.<:<.....
33 't11 i j ci.....' U2,_,_,.. .. i,.O_ . .

35 : :i

'36I1 _ ,.

38 :,

"3c2 " I

I ......

F::" Off!ce^. Figure 3.5-2. ExampleHousehold Listing Form (Continued)



STEP4-- List the Number of Household Selections

When preparing the materials for interviewer contacts to the selected house-

holds_ it will be useful to have a llst of the number of household contacts to be made

for each cluster. It is convenient to llst this information on Form G_ the Listing Log

Sheet. For each cluster, record the number of household selections in Column 7 of

the Log Sheet.

Once the households have been chosen, the sample selectien is not complete.

A single adult Fromeach household will be chosen For interview through o "random
• U

selection method which minimizes bias. The Respondent Se/ection Labels attached

to each questionnaire are used For the procedure. The method for selection is discussed

in detail in the Interviewer Handbook in Appendix G.
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3.6 Preparation of Interview Cluster Kits and _tters of" Introduction

This section gives instructions for preparing all the Field materials which

[nterv|ewers will use to locate the selected households and conduct the interviews.

Maps must be prepared_ labels must be organized, the questionnaires must be labeled

and preceded, and orher materials must be readied. An Interview Cluster Kit can then

• be assembled for each cluster. In addltionr Letters of Introduction must be addressed

so that they can later be mailed to selected households in advance oF the _nterv_ewer

contact.

The work described in this section is primarily a task oFassembllng and preparing

materials. The instructions present o systematic method for organizing and carrying out

the procedures.

3.6. I Preparation oF Interview Cluster Kits

STEPI- Or.qani=eMaterials

Organize the following materials which you already hove for each cluster:

- Map oF the Selected Cluster (Farm D)

- Lister's Sketch of the Selected Cluster (Form E)

- Listing Form (Form F)

These materials will be used to prepare the Interv{ewer's Cluster Map (Form I) For each

cluster.

All the interviewlng materials (Appendix F) will be needed for the kits. Tile

Respondent Selection Labels are included in Appendix F. They are to be printed on

small gummed labels (ones that peel oFFeasily) which will Fit into the appropriate square

on the first page of the questionnaire; i.e., no Iorgerthan 2 inches by 4 inches. The

labels are called 01 through 12. You will notice that some of the labels are identlcal.

Nevertheless, the labels must be printed in equal quanHties. In addiHon, be sure to

have the appropriate numbers of the remaining interviewing materials- Responden_

Handcards, InFormedConsent Statements, Call-_ck Cards, and Thank-You Cards.
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Finally, you will need Letters of Introduction and envelopesfor mailing to

each selected household.

STEP2- Prepare RespondentSelection Labels

A label will be assignedto each questionnaire in a systematicfashion such that

label 01 will go on the first questionnaire; label 02 on the second; label 03 on the third;

and so fortht through label 12; label 01 will go on the thirteenth questionnaire_ etc.

Therefore_ once the labels have been printed in equal quantitiesr they must be placed

in order From01 through 12_ then the next 121and so Forthuntil all the labels are

ordered. Assemblethe labels in 12 separate piles. Then take one label from each pile,

in orders and reassemblethem.

The Listing Log Sheet (see Columns 1 and 7, Form G) lists the number of

householdswhich will be contacted Foreach cluster. Thlsr Ihen_ is the numberof

questionnairesand labels which will be prepared Forthe cluster. In order_ from cluster

001 through 100_ count out the necessary labels Foreach cluster. Puta paper cllp cr

rubber bend around each groupof labels and attach a slip of paperwhich indicates the

cluster number to which the set of labels isassigned. Once the labels for o cluster are

banded, the count Far the next cluster begins w_th the very next label. By grouping _'he

labels in this way, the work of preparing questionnaires can be allocated to different

staff mem_rst and the preparation of cluster kits can proceed in anyorder.

STEP3- Prepare Questionnalres

Questionnalres should be prepat'ed for each of the 100clustersr one cluster at

a tlme. Keep the questionnairesForeach cluster in the same order fromthe Firstthrough

final procedure in STEP3.

a. Firsh place a selection label on each questionnaire. Take the labels

for that cluster and attach them, in order_ to tl_equestionnairesFor

the cluster.
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b. Secondr code sample properties on each quest|onnaire. On page i

of the quesHonna[re there is a box llke this:

NZ

AR

CL

CTY

The NZ stands for the Noise Zone code number. The AR stands for the

Area code number. The CL stands for the cluster number. The CTY

stands for the city number; that _s_each clty conducting the survey

is assigned a unique number by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Write the NZ number as a twc_.dlg_t code; that [s_ Noise Zone 01 is

'01; Noise Zone 02 is '02 _, and so on. Write the ARnumberas a one-

digit number. Write the CL number as a three-digit number; thai' _s_

Cluster 001 is f001'_ Cluster 045 is '045'_ and so on. Write CTYas a

three-digit number.

c. Thirdt assign a unique Respondent # or ID # to each questlonnalre. This

number has f_ve d[glts. The first three digits are the same as the cluster

number. That _s_all the ID #_s for the questionnaires in cluster 050 will

have the same first three digits- '050'. The last two digits of the ID #t

however_ are assigned in the followlng manner. The first questionnaire

is numbered '050-0_1'; the second questlannaire is numbered '050-0._22';

and so on until all the questionnaires in cluster 050 are numbered. /:or

each c{ustert begin assigning the last two digits of the ID # wffh '0P and

continue through the highest number needed. Since the first three digits

of the ID # are d_fferent for the questionnaires in different clusters_ this

process of asslgnlng numbers gives each quesffonna iret and each respondent

a unique ID number. Write the flve-dlglt number ;n the space for

"Respondent #°" Then transfer the numbers into the boxes at the top of:
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the right-hand column. For example:

1 2 3 4 5

101 '10IF71
d. Fourthr write the address of the selected householdan the

questionnaire. Using the information on the Listing Formfor

each cluster, take the addressof the householdmarked far

selection and accurately transfer it into the appropriate space on

the front of the questionnaire.

STEP4- Prepare Interviewer's Maps

An Interviewer's Map (Form I) mustbe prepared for each cluster. Using the

map which wasprepared for the Lister (FormD)t and the sketch provlded by the lister

(Form E)t if thiswas prel_ared,sketch lhe cluster and list the idenfifylng streets on

Form I. As muchas possibles try to determine the approximate location of each selected

household and mark each location with an 'X' on the map. Use the actual listing of

addresseson the Listlng Form to help you do thls. Figure 3.6-1 illustrates an intervleweds

mop prepared for the cluster selections usedas examples in Figures 3.4--1_ 3o5-I and 3.5-2.

Finally1 indicate any detailed information which the lister may have provided far locating

the cluster or particular households_or for dealing with any problem situations which the

interviewer might comeacross.

STEP5- AssembleInterview Cluster Kits

Preparea kit of materlals for each cluster by assembllng the follow_ng items in

a large manila envelope marked for the cluster. The actual number of itemswill be

dlfferent for each cluster since the number of householdselectlons varles=

- Questionnaires (one per household)

- RespondentHandcards(oneset is sufficient for each .interviewer)
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FORM I

INTERVIEWER'S CLUSTER MAP

Cluster # 6.2 ¢E

SurroundingStreets: O/_,#,,_/(-& "_ _,_-.

_. _ S__.
_.b_._.s-_'/_,_-_.J _V _ .
_. _/_ _r__,

Intorvlewor:.. ,_,,_ _ /-/_,_.z E-,_ 1D# /_,

The 'X's indicate the approximate locations of the householdsto •contact.

N

tu. _'_ _c__.. wl E

-q--
._® ® ® ® _ s
_® ®_-

_® ® ® ® ®:_._

Notes to Interviewer: l-'L,)'_-_" ..r't4:,_4:, _ ,¢c _,.- _,,_. ,,v_.z.-L" _ _--"°_"

i

Figure 3.6-1. ExampleIntervieweHsCluster Map
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-- Informed Consent Statements (one per questionnaire)

- Thank You Curds (one per questlonnaire)

- Cull-Back Cards (one per questionnaire)

- The Intervlewer's Map (Form I)

3.6.2 Preparation of Letters of Introduction

The Letter of Introduction serves to inform the residents of a selected household

that they will be contacted to participate in the study. The model For the letter is

presented _n Appendix Band it shou(d be modified, if necessary, to suit the comrnunlty.

Notifying the residents of the sponsorship of the study, the legitimacy of the inter-

v_ewers, the scientific method of the collection o6 information, the confidentiallty

o£ responses, and the usefulness of the data, will all result in greater respenslveness

in the comrnunlty. Thls will be enormously helpful to the intervlewers as th_.y conduct"

the field operatlons and it will enab(e you to obtain the maximum response rate for

completed interviews.

L_tters will be sent approxlmutely a week before the an._clpated contact by

intervlewers, and they will be sent to all selected households in a cluster at the same

time. Therefore, it is efficient to prepare the letters by addressing enve(opes and

stuffing them in advance of the actual time of maFIing. Do this now and keep the

letters organized according to cluster.
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CHAPTER 4

Implementetlon of the Survey

4.0 ]NTROD UCTZGN

We will now discuss the implementaHon of the survey. Up to this polnb you

have been preparing For the survey - plannlngt organlzlng," obtaining matedalst taking

the sampler and preparing the questionnaires, it is important that these tasks be com-

p|etod before the Field operaHon is started because the time demands will be enormous.

During the traln;ng period and during the first couple of weeks of the survey implemen-

totlont a large number of tasks and problems will have to be handled and you will need

to be free of other tasks to do these, if you have completed the preparations for the

surveyt then proceed with the field operatlon.

The following procedures will be discussed:

I. Selection of Field Personnel;

2. Sending Introductory Letters to Selected Households_

3. Training of Field Personnel;

4o Allocating Household Assignments to Intervlewers;

5. Managing I'he Field Operatlon_

6. Sorting Out Questionnaires for Editing and Codlng_

'7. EdiHng Questlonnalresi

8. Validating Questionnaires;

9. Coding Questionnaires; and

10, Preparing Data For Keypunching.

Tim instructions separate the tasks from one another but many times they will be

conducted slmultuneousJy.
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4.1 Selection of Field Personnel

it is very important to select good interviewers. Interviewing is a complex

task and some people are just better at it than others. Goad interviewers generally

obtain higher acceptance rates than poor ones, and they tend to obtain more accurate

and useful information. Good _nterviewers have the skills necessary to put a respondent

at easet to make h_mor her feel that the _nformation obtained will be relevant and

beneficial. One of the purposesduring the training period will be to t_ach personnel

the skills of being good interviewers. But personality dimensionsplay an important pert

as well, and the more carefully the applicants are sereenedr the more effective the

survey _mplementatlon will be.

The operation of the survey will invo{ve several different roles:

interviewing, editing, validating, end coding. Practically, however, all personnel

should be trained at the same time, because they wi H have to be totally familiar

wilh the questionnaire and the procedures, whether they will be interviewers or eat.

Thereforet the selection and training of all personnel together will be assumed.

Given the resourcesof the study, there may not be the choice of selecting

from a pool of applicants. Nonetheless, several qualifications should be met. In

thls way, people who would obviously be inappropriate may be elimlnated. Useful

information may be gained by reviewing an application form, but also try to talk to

each applicant. An example application form is contained in Appendix I-I.

The application will indlcate the followlng qualifications. First, the

person must be at least 18years of age. A survey is governed by certain legal

constraints so that it is necessaryto have adults doing the interviewing. Second,

the person must be able to read and speak English fluently, and must be able to

follow instructions. The completed application form can indicate deficiencies in

any of them skills. Note that many of the questions in the application form are

from the questionnaire. Third, the applicant should have a valid driver's license
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and an available car. interviewers will have to visit clusters all over the city,

at night as well as on weekends, and having constant access to a car is essential.

Fourth, the person must be able to give sufficient tlme for the interviewing

assignment. This means that the person must be able to attend the entire 5-day

training session plus give at least 20 hours a week For the duration of the study.

]t will be necessary, however, toalso interview the applicants in order

to screen out persons who might be inappropriate. It is difficult in a short

interview to pick', out "problems" that would affect intervlewing, but there are

several things to look For. The applicant should enjoy talking to people. You can

gain a good idea of a person'sabilily to communicate after talking to him or her for a

while, and certainly after the training period. IF someone is very withdrawn and

becomes tnhlblted while interacffng with others, he or she will be a bad interviewer

and may do more harm to the study than help (as well as costing your organization a

lot of money). An appllcant must be able to listen carefully to what other people

are saylng. Thus, if you sense that a person does not listen to others, then he or

she will not be a good interviewer.

Pay particular attention to "negative personality traits" - traits which will

put a potential respondent on the defensive. When the survey is well underway,

you will start to notice certain patterns in your interviewers. You will notice that

some interviewers consistently obtain high acceptance rates (e.g. they interview

80%-90% of the respondents they contact), while others have very low acceptance

rates (e.g. less than 50%); a certain number of respondents will always refuse to be

intervtewed_ but a good tntarvlewer will obtain higher acceptance rates. The

reasonsore Fairly clear; good interviewers present themselves openly_ make the

contact person or the respondent feel safe, and make them Feel that the interview

wl II be a worthwhile experience. On the other hand, people with "negative personality

traits" will put the people they talk to on the defensive and make them less likely
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to give an interview or, iF they agree, less likely to give accurate and full

information. It is difficult to know how to measure applicants with these '_negatlve

personality traits", so you will have to rely on your intuition. When talking to an

applicant, does the person come over as warm and open? Do you feel comfortable

and good when you talk to him or her? Or does the person appear to be closed or

make you Feel closed? Pay attention to your feelings because they are good guides

to what is happening in the interaction.

Anolfler characteristic to consider when talking to applicants is their

carefulness. Does the person take care to hear what you are saylngt or think care-

fully when he or she talks? Prom the training session, you will notice that same

interviewers are very careful about reading the questions and recording the answersr

while others are careless - they may not read the question accurately, or may paraphrase

the question. Carefulness is a very important trait For interviewers since the

accuracy of"the survey depends on it.

Firallyt it may help to have individuals who have had previous experTence

in }ntervlewlng. However, previous experience does not necessarily make a good

interviewer; many insensitive persons have been interviewers at one time or another.

The degree to which you can select your applicants will depend, of course,

on the resources. However, even if there is nora large choice, do not allow

obviously poor interviewers into the field; they may do more harm than good. The

screening of personnel will continue through the tralnlng period. Some of the applloonts

will be chosen to be editors, velldators or coders, so think in terms of sortlng the

people into thesevarious tasks. Generally, people who make had interviewers

will also make bad editors, valldators, or coders. But there are other grounds For

selecting. Someapplicants may be competent but may not present, themselves very

well (e.g., someonewho has hod a stroke or has a physical disability).
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Pay careful attention to people while you are training them. While it

is good f'or trainees to ask questions, if a person continually asks questions or makes

"long-wlnded" statements, this may indicate the need Far attention, l_is type of

person will notmake a good interviewer. Similarly, people who need constant

communication wffh the training staff during and after sessionswill probably not rnake

very good _nterviewers; a continual need for reassurance may be a sign that the

individual cannot work on his or her own. In addH_ont consider the speed at which

people work. People who work too quickly may rush through the .iob carelessly and,

theref.ore, obtain poor information. On the other hand, people whowark too

slowly may take so long to complete an interview that they become very expensive

(when you cost their output over the length of" the survey). Remember, you are

working w_th a "work load" vs. "acoureay" trade-off. You want to complete the

survey qulckly and you want to keep accuracy as high as possible.

It is deskable to control some of the group aharactorlstlcs of the

interviewing peal. 11"is a good idea to have a balance between males and females.

If there are any slzeab/e minority groups in the clty, try to have minority inter-

viewers to help increase the response rate of the survey. If. there are any groups

whose mother tongue _snot English, then having native-speaklng interviewers will

be very useful. Check, however, that billngual interviewers actually speak, read

and record the language well.

4.2 Sendln_ Introductory Letters to Selected Households

On the first day of the training session, you will have to complete a task

that will be relevant on the last clay. In Section 3.6.2 the introductory letter was

discussed. The purpose of this letter is to prepare the selected households f.or

the su_ey, thereby making il" easier far the interviewers when they approach the
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household. These letters should be sent no later than a week before the interviewers

will approach the household. It will be necessary to anticipate when .oarticular

clusters will be contacted so that the letters are mailed at the appropriate time.

If' the letters are sent too early_ they are liable to lose their impact.

Before the first day of training, decide which clusters are to be contacted

first. Since the training will take Five days, interviewers will go out ;nto the Field

at the end of the fiEth day, so that the letters for the First batch of clusters should

be sent the f[rst or second day of h'a;nlng. From the attendance on the First day,

you can estimate how many interviewers will be available for interviewing at the

end of" the training period and_ therefore, how many clusters will be contacted.

AFter the first batch of clusters has been contactedr estimate when

;ntervlewers will be ready to start new ¢tusters so that more letters can be sent.

Generally it will take an interviewer a week to two weeks to f_nlsh a cluster. The

prooess of sending introductory letters will be continued throughout the field

operation until all clusters have been contacted.

4.3 .Tralnin.q of:Field Personnel

One of the major tasks of the survey is the training of [nterviewers. it is

essential that the ]nterviewers_ as welt as the edltor_ val]dotars and coders be

trained in all aspects of" the survey administration so that the data collection and

its editing and coding are standardized. For this reasont the training sesslon is

a 5-day operation. A shorter training program wl]l only lead to sloppy ]nterv_ewlng

and many problems and will cost more in the long run in termsof tlmo and money.

Therefore_ do not cut down on this period. Each applicant must attend all 5 days

of training; otherwise he or she cannot become an interviewer.

Before beginning the training program, become very Familiar with the

questionnaire and the interviewerJs Handbook (Appendix G). This handbook gives
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detailed {nstructlons on the questionnaire structure and ;nterv_ewing skills, so that

this discussion will not be repeated here. You must be thoroughly Familiar wffh the

questtonnaire in order to teach ether people how to use it.

A tentative schedule For the 5 days is as Follows:

Day Major Tasks PrepQration Work at Home

-- -- Read Interviewer Handbook
before Day 1

1 General Introduction to Project;
Ethics of the Project;
Structure of" the Questionnaire;
Go Over the Questionnaire

Break into Small Groups, Pair OFF, and
Practice One Interview;

-- -- Re.-Read Interviewer Handbook

2 Break into Small Groups;
Praotlce Interviewing All Day with Staff
Monitoring Interviews;
Aim _sto Learn QuesHonnolre Structure;
Turn-ln Afternoon's Interviews;

- -- Practice Interview at Home on
Relative or Friend

3 Practice Interviews from Home Turned-in;
Staff ReturnYesterday's Questionnaires
with Indlvldual Feedback;
Introduce Use of Call Record Sheet and
Informed Consent Statement;
Break into Small Groups;
Continue Practioe Interviews All Day;

- -- Practice Interview with

Stranger - not in cluster
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Day, Major Tasks Preporat.lcn'Work at Home

4 Practice Interviews with Stranger
Turned- in;
Staff Return Yesterday's Questionnalres
with Individual Feedback;
Discussion of Expectations;
Practice Door-Step Introductions;
Continue Practice Interviews;

_ m Write Down Feelings About
Tralnlng Sessionr Amcietlest Hopes
about Going Into Field_
Expectationst etc,

5 DiscussExpectations, Anxle_'iest Hopes;
Give Back Yesterday's Questionnaires
with Individual Feedback;
Give Out lnterviewlng Assignments;
Revlew Materials in Kit.

The training schedule is o tight one and involves a great deal of"work on both

the staff ahd trainees' part. We suggest that each day be o 6-hour work period in order

to accomplish what is necessary, Three goals are emphasized during the training perlod,

1, Ethics of Research and Professional Behavior.

2, Correct Interv[ewing Procedures.

3. Good Interviewing Skills.

4.3.1 Ethics of Research and Professional Behavior

There are two basle values which underlie this survey: objectivity and

ethical responsibility. It is essential that you accept these values and impart them to

the trainees during training.

A commitment to objectivity means that you wish to understand the attitudes

of the residents of the community in o scientific and unbiased manner. Whatever the

resldents of the communlty thlnkr report these attitudes and opinions accurately_
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irrespective of whether they agree with yours or not. The purpose of a pub(ic

opinion survey is, after all, to obtain inFormatlon on what the pubFic thinks. You

must be absolutely committed to obtaining th_s information in as accurate a manner

as possible.

Practically, this commitment to objectivity has several components. First,

respondents are selected as objectively as possible in order to represent the population

of the city as a whole. Second, the procedures attempt to reduce bias in inter-

viewing. For example, training is done in order to standardize interviewer procedure,

and quality control tests are carried out to minimize errors. All staff, intervlewers,

edltors, val]dators and coders should be committed to objectively obtaining infor-

mation.

A commitment ta ethical responsibili_, on the other hand, is a commitment to

professionalism. The individuals who will be interviewed in this study, the respondents,

ore doing the city a favor by glvlng their opinions on noise and other community

problems. Their rights are a matter, of primary concern. Certain elhlcal obligations are

created For the research staff and you should be explicitly aware of them at all times.

The intervlewer Handbook spel(s these out in greater detail; however, to summarize,

there are Four basic rights wh ich must be guaranteed to the respondents of your

survey=

1. The respondent hase right to have hls or her answers kept confidential.

No data are released wl_ich would permit any respondent to be identified

individually. Further, take care that there is n._ogossipabout individuals.

Even casual information obtalned, expressed wlthout reference to an

ind'vJdual's name, can allow other people to identify the respondent.

2. The respondent hasa right to be treated with respect and dig.nil_. A

respondent's answer must be accepted openly and honestly bY the
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research team. The researchers have no right to judge a respondent's

answersr to poke fun at an answer, to disagree wffh an answer, or

to misinterpret an answer.

3. The respondent has a right not to be exploited in any way. The inter-

vlewer or research staff must not take advantage of a respondent

in any way. The respondent is, after a#l, doing the cily a favor by

giving his or her time and effort.

4. The interviewers and research staff have an obligation to mointaln a

professfonal role during the course of the research. There must be no

attempt to contravene the purpose of the survey by provldlng informa-

tlon or servlces or becomlng involved in the actlvlties of the

respondent or his or her Family. If for some r_asOna member of your

staff comes into a conflict between the researcher's role and another

role (e.g., having to interview o Friend or relative)_ you should

intervene in order to malntaln the professional reratlonshlps.

"Thesefour ethical precepts are a set of rules deslgned to guarantee the

rights 06 the respondents. Giving this protection expllcltly will also help to

legifimizo the survey. If people feel they are being treated with respect and

dignity, that their answers are confidential, that the study is legitimate, and that the

intorvlewers and staff will not explolt them, then they will be more willlng to

participate in the study and will probably be more supportive of the survey and its

results. Thls will help the implementlng Of the 'study rather than harm it.

Remember that "good will" is an essentlal part of any research and that a commit-

ment to ethical responslbillty is a way of estebllshlng "good will".

4.3.2 Correct Intervfowln 9 Procedures

It is essential to continually emphasize that there is one, and only

one, correct intervlewrng procedure. Otherwise, interviewers are liable to get
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the idea that they can improvise when they want. In being a bit "disciplinarian"

about insisting on correct procedures, you may receive some emotional feedback from

trainees : while they are [earning. However, tight control oF"procedures will _nstill

RESPECTFOR THE VALIDITY OF THE SURVEY. Therefore, make sure to insist on

the absolute correctness oF"the inlervlewing procedures.

1. The Call Record Sheet must be F"illed out correctly. A complete hlslory

oF"all contact attempts should be registered, as well as the correct codes.

II: a non-interv_ew accurst pages H and Hi should be F"Hledout compleleiy.

2. There is only ONE correct respondent. The Respondent Selection Label

will tell the interviewer whom should L_einterviewed f'rarn Ihe house-

hold. There are to be NO substlfuHons. This means that fl_e inter-

vlewers will have ta know how to read the selectlan label as well as

how to correafly fill out the roster on page vi.

3. Interviewers must learn to give the informed Consent Slol_ment oF.ler Ihe

respondent agrees, and have the respondent sign the Form. This is a

government requkement that protects the organization ICromlegal

vulnerabilffy.

4-. Questions should be asked in the exact order in which they are written.

No question should be skipped, unless there is a SKIP instruction (Q19_ Q24).

5. Interviewers must /earn to read the questions EXACTLY as they are written;

they are not Io improvise or paraphrase. ONLY THE EXACT WORDS SHOULD

BE READ. There is one exception to this. When they make their door-step

introductions, they can explain themselves in their own words, merely

paraphrasing the introduction listed on page v. But aside from this and

explaining what the survey is about or answering questions about the surveyt
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only the exact wards should be read. This is essential because trainees

often start out paraphrasing questions. They read the question

quickly, theref'ore_ they re-phrase it. When this occurs, stop them

and point out that they are not reading the words correctly.

a. The A-B questions must be followed correctly' (Q5, Q10t Q13).

Trainees often hove difficulty with these questions. They forget

to ask all the items in Part A before they ask a Part B question.

They Forget to ask Part B when there is a "Yes" answer to an item

in Part A. They sometimes sklp over an item because they are

rushing too quickly, and so forfl_. You will Find that the trainees

will have difficulty for o couple of days with these questions

because the way they ore asked is not "normal English. " Insist,

howevert that they follow the instructions exactly. All the

items in Pert A must be asked before Part B is asked. If. they

answered "Yes" to any item in Part A_ then Part B is asked only

for that _tem. If' they answered "No" in Part A to an item, then

Part B is skipped for that item.

6. Interviewers must learn to handle the respondent hondeards correctly.

The cards are introduced in Q5 (or before Q6 if there are no "Yes"

responsesto Part A of Q5). The interviewer hands the deck of" carcls to

the respondent and requests that the respondent nat turn the cards until

told to do so. At the beginning of the appropriate question1 the

interviewer will ask the respondent to turn to that number (the cards

are numbered aeeordlng to the question numbers). The _ntervlewer

should check that the respondent has turned to the correct card. It

is important that the eQrds be used at every intervlew_ agoint for

consistency purposes.
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7. Interviewers must learn to write down probes. For Q3, Q4, Q25 and

Q25A they are encouraged to probe the respondents. The exact words

used to probe and the respondent's answers mustbe wril'ten. If there

is any clarification requlred For any questlon, Ihey should again indicate

in the margin what was asked and what they sold. You should insist

an this because the coders will have to have as much information as

possible to make a determlnat_on. This is particularly true for the

open-ended questlans (Q3, Q4, Q25, Q25A).

8. Interviewers musl learn to complete the Observation Sheet on page 18

after the oompletion of the interview. They should also record the tlme

that the intervlew was completed on page 18.

9. Finally, interviewers must learn to edit their questlonnaires immedlataly

after the completion of the interview. If thls is emphasized during the

tralnlng session, the practice will became automatla.

4.3.3. Good Intervlewlng Skills

Good intervlewlng skillsare partly a matter of knowing the.questlonnalre

procedures, but they are also a matter of "style". The way in which the study is

introduced and the manner in which the questions are asked will affect the coopera-

tiveness of the respondent. As the interviewers gain self°confidence, they will Find

that they obtain higher acceptance rates, that they in joy their interviews more, and

that the quality of thelr information is better. Maklng sure that the intervlewers

are thoroughly Familiar with the procedures will help to instill confidence at the

beginnlng; they will know what to do.
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There are several additional issues. First, there is the pace of the

intervlew. It should be smooth - neither too Fast nor too slow. Monitor the trainees

during the session and help them develop a smooth pace. Second, there is eye

contact and general openness. Some trainees "hide" behind their questionnaires.

They don't took the respondent in the Face and riley don't ask the 'questions to

the respondenb but rather read them to themselves. Point out this behavlor to them so Ihey

can correct it. Third,. there is sensitNity and openness. Different people have

dlfFerent ways of being sensitive and expressing openness, so ills dlfFicu]t to lay

down any rules. Howeverr if a trainee never smilesr nor expresses warmth in his or her

valeet Ihis is liable to make a respondent feel ,ncomfortable. Inlervene immediately

so that thes.'."characteristics are minimized in intorviewlng.

4.3.4 Treinin_ Teehnlquer: Close Supervlsion in Small Groups

These three goals are pursued through several Iraining techniques. The

Framework for training ls to have all trainees work in small groups, with close staff

supervls[on. In this way, trainees will have a lot of practice in interviewing

during the training session, and will be able to receive immediate Feedback when

mistakes occur. Th_stechnique requires you to have several staff membersas

assistants. The more qualified staff there are_ the smaller the groups can be and

the closer supervision trainees will be able to receive.

There are i'wo aspects to close supervlson. First, there is supervision

during the training session. However, because this requires paying attention to

several interviewers at once, it is not possible to catch all mistakes. For this

reason, the second kind of supervision occurs after the sesslons_ when the practice

interviews are revlewed. In facb examining the practice questionnaires can be

more useful than person-to-person monitoring. Therefore_ commit yourself to

careful review of the practice interviews.
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At the endofday 2, collect the aFternaon's lntervlews and go over them.

The next morning the trainees will turn in their practice interviews From home.

Examine these during the evening of day 3, as well as the interviews completed in

the afternoon. Similarly, on day 4 the trainees will turn in their practice interviews

completed wHh a stranger. Agaln, go over these on the night of day 4, as well as

Iook_ng at the ofternoonJs interviews. Return the corrected questlonna;res to the

interviewers with comments. This is also a good time Foropen discussion and

questions from the interviewers. This will be the only time to correct interviewers

before the training sessionsdata coHecHon begins. Therefore, it is essential

to carefully supervise trainees during Ihls period.

4.3.S Trainlncj.T.e.chnlques: The Buildi99 of.S.ma!l Group Solidarity

One _mportontaspect of traln_ng in groups is the emphasis placed on small

group solidarity. A "teem" Forstudying the city is being created and oil the

trainees should feel part of it. Trainees will have a lot of anxiety about intervlew[ng -

befog afraid, Feeling incompetent, f'eeling unsure oP themselves. However, working

in small groupswill help generate close contacts, Friendships, and a strong group

spirit which con minimize anxiety. If people Feel part of o group, they will work

harder and more coref'ullyj and they will be more attentive to problems. During

the first test of this workbook in Allentown, PA., the group solidarity was infectious

and the quality of the interviewing was very high. Even the poorer interviewers

were pulled along by the group, and in the end became quite good interviewers.

Therefore, this aspect of the training session should be given much attention.

4.3.6 Trainln 9 lechntqu.es: Discussing Openly the Anxieties and Expeetotlons
of the Trainees

Another important aspeot of the training program is to bring the anxieties,, hopes

and expectations of the.tralnees out into the open. It is important to do this because
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anxieties affect interviewer performance. By discussing them openly, the anx_eHes can

be dissipated and participants will Findthemselves more ;comfortable in the actual

interviewing situation. On the other hand, ff you don't deal with these feelings,

they are liable to surface during the interviews.

What are these anxietles and expectations? There are many common ones.

Firsh there are fears about knocking on doors and talking to strangers. Most people

have these Fears, and there is a lot of anxiety about this. On Day 4 of the practice

sesslon, you can address the issueby role-playing door-step introductions.

Second, there are fears about talking to people who are different Fromoneself -

people Fromdifferent races, From different social cJassest even from the opposite

sex. If an interviewer has this type of anxiety, a respondent may refuse to be

interviewed or else the quallty of the information is liable to be poor. Third, there

are Fearsabout being rejected - that _s,a respondent refuses to be interviewed, or

the initial contact person slams the door in the face of the interviewer. A Fearof

being rejecled is liable to translate itself into a "seif-FulfHllng prophecy"; _f one

expects to be rejected_ then one acts in such a way that one does become rejected.

Fourth_ there are fears about asking certain Kindsof questions. 1"hemost obvious,

is the question on the respondent's household income (Q26), hut there are also Fears

about asking one's age, employment status, raclal bQckground or even occupation.

Fifth, and finally, there are fears about justbeing a poor interviewer. Unless this

is resolved, this fear is also liable to be "self-fulfilling".

How can you handle these Fears? Some trainees will be open and will

confront you immediately at the first session. Far example, someone may ask "Do we

have to work at nlght?" (i.e. 'l'm afraid to go into certain areas of the olty")_
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or others will balk at asking income questions. For the majority, however, many

of the Fears will remain unstated. Trainees will act politely at first, and will not

confront you with their fears.: they may not admit them to" themselves. It is

importantr therefore, to get at these fears by havlng at least one session where they

are discussed.

The tentative training schedule presented in Section 4.3.7 has e session devoted to

discussing these Fears (Day 4). Obvlouslyt if they come up beforehand1 you should

discuss them. There are three reasonst however1 for choosing Day 4 for the

discussion. First, it will take that long for the fears to surface. Trainees will be

excited about the program For the first couple of days and will be more worried about

leernlng the correct questionnaire procedures. Only when they feel comfortable

with the questionnaire will they admit their feelings. Second_ there should be a

substantlal amount of group solidarlty by this time so that trainees will feel com-

fortable enough to talk about their Feelings. ]f you try to introduce the subject before

thls tlme_ you may Find that trainees ore still too inhibited. Third, and probably

most importanb the intensity of the training experience will generate a lot of

frustration and resentment an the part of the trainees. Be prepared for thls and

don't worry about it too much. Trainees will resent the strong discipiinlng of their

behavior in going through the interviewing practice, and they may feel "pushed

around." Consequently_ you are liable to find that by Day 3 and cerlalnly by

Day 4_ there is a groundswell of feeling pent up within the group. When you

in,educe the sesslon on expectations, therefore_ the trainees are liable to be very

ready to express openly their feelings.

The important thing about this sessionr howevert is that it brings fears Out

into the open. The trainees will find that when they go out in the field_ mostof
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these Fearsere ill-founded. Most people will accept to be interviewed (consistently

over 70%) - people enioy being _ntervlewed, and most will answer all questions.

Further, there are not liable to be any uncomfortable _no_dents, Fewer, perhaps, than

would normally occur _neveryday life due to the "official" capacity of the

interviewers. By dlscuss_ng their fears, however, they are releasing themselves

from certain Feelings, and they will Find that they are more "Free" when they go into

the field.

4.3.7 Detailed Discu_ian of the Tralnln 9 Session

Day. 1

"fl_e First day will be prlmarl]y concerned wl"th orientation. Trainees should

have been given the Interviewer Handbook before the First sessionand told to read

it. introduce the proieat by explalning its purpose and scope, and its value to lhe

oily. Possibly an offlala] of EPA will be present to help put the proiect into a larger context.

Explain the four parts of the EPA Quiet Communities Program {QCP)- social survey, physlcal

noise mc_ntorlngt strategy analysis, and noise abatement program. Try to make the trainees feel

they are part of an important project that will help improve the quality of life in the city.

After this ovei'vlew, 'address the issue of research ethics. Trainees should be

aware that they are bound by the two important values of objectivity and ethical

responsibility. The orientation session will absorb the morning program. Don't

rush through the material, but give the participants time to absorb the information.

From the afternoon of the first day through the end of day 5, the main objective

ls to teach the trainees about the questionnaire and how to administer it. The best

means for dbingthls is practice. Start by going over the structure of the questionnaire!

concentrating on the general _sectlonsbefore examEnlng specific questions.
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Explain the diFFerent sections: the Call Record Sheet, the Selection Roster and the

selection oF the respondent, the general orientation to the clty {Q1-Qb), the

evaluation oF public services (Q6), the general rating oF health (Q7), the general

questions about noise (Q81Q9), the general impact oF noise on the individual

(QIOIQIf)_ the examinotlon oF specific noise sources (QI7), the support Fora

nolse control program {QIS-Q21), basic demographic information (Q22-Q29), and

an Observatlon Sheet (B1-B6). Present these sections generally so that the tralnees

will understand the plan oF the quesHonnaire. Then examine each section by itself..

looking atall the questions. Though the trainees will not have learned the

questlonnalre with thls quick dlsausslon, they will have started to became Familiar

wlth it.

Break the session into work groups after this general introduction. Divide

the partlalpants into small groups and assign one staff member per group. The staff"

member should lead the group in going over the questlonnairel page by page. If

there is still time, have a pair volunteer to be an interviewer and respondent1

and have a "mock" interview. If there is still time have another "mock" interview.

Finally, tell _e h'tllnees to re-read the Interviewer Handbook at home. Tell them

to read the questions aloud ds questions sound differently when spoken.

Day 2

On Day 21 continue working in small groups. Have another pair of trainees

conduct an interview, with the ethers watching. Do th_suntil every individual has

had a chance to either interview or be interviewed. In thls wayt the trainees will

become inareaslngly Eamillar with the questlonnalrel both f'rom experiencing it and

from listening to others.
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Split the group up into pairs and have each trainee in the pa_r interview one

another. The staff member should watch and monitor each pair in turn. Don't be

too erfflcal at th_s poinh because trainees (=revery unfamiliar wHh lhe materlai.

But do make it clear that they are expected to be as accurate as possible. Continue

with this process and have eaah individual turn in the last interview he or she

completed. Give the trainees a blank questbnnalre and tell them to go home and

interview someone they know.

Day 3

At the beginning of Day 3, the staff should relurn the corrected interviews

from the day before. Emphasize that the commentsare designed to help participants

learn the quest_onnalre procedures completely and that they are not being judged

on whether they "passed" or not.

Collect the interviews completed from home. Answer any questions and

encourage a general discussion about how Ihey felt in administering the questionnaire

outside of ¢_ass. AFter this discussion, break up talc small groupsagain - different

individuals from the day before, and continue to practice giving "mock" interviews.

The trainees should ut|l[ze the Call Record Sheet and the informed Censent Statement

so that they become familiar with using it. This time the staff should be stricter

in monitoring interviews, and should _ntervenewhenever mistakes c_ocur. By now_

the trainees should be familiar enough with the questiannalre Ihat they can go

through it quickly. Monitoring them carefully, therefore, will ensure that they

learn the correct procedures and don"t develop any bad habits. Continue with the

praatlce interviews throughout the day, and at the end give them the assignment of

interviewing a stranger. Have them turn in their last interviews. They can eonlact

the stranger by either knocking on doorsor else going threugh a friend.
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At nlghh the staff should go over the two interviews turned in by each

trainee - the intervlew From the night before and the last interview oF the day.

]ndlvldual feedback should be given. Staff should pay ottentlan to improvement

or lack oF improvement from the day before. Trainees who are having special

difficulties should be sorted out For special attentlon on Day 4.. Closer super-

vlslon can be made on these individuals. Finally, the edltor, the two validotors,

and :the Four coders should be chosen at thls point. On Day 4, these lndlvlduals

should practice these tasks (see Section 4.7 for editing, Seetlen 4.8 For validatlng,

and Section 4..9 for coding).

Day 4

At Ihe beglnn[ng oF Day 4, return the corrected questlonnalres and

collect the interviews From the nlght before. Ask the tra inees how they Felt about

intervlewlng a stranger. Try to e(iclt their feelings, expectations and fears. AFter

this dlscusslon, practice door-step introductlons. Encourage them to use their own

words in presenting themselves, though they should include all the information.

"fbese practices will help bring out underlying Feellngs, and the staff should he

prepared to dlscuss them. Spend mostoF the morning on the door-step introductions.

Also, glve some practice in estlmatlng distance in Feet For the Observation Sheet _B3).

In the afternoon, separate the group into the various sections: 1) those

who need closer supervision, 2) those who can be left alone, and 3) the editor,

va#idators and coders. For those who will be interviewers, continue with the "mock"

interviews, while the office personnel will receive special instructions on thelr

future tasks. Continue practicing all afternoon, and have them turn in their last

interview oF the day. At home_ hove them write down on paper lhelr Feelings,

thoughts and expectations about both the training sesslon and the upcoming inter-
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v|ewlng. Thls will help them concretlze their fears and hopes, thereby freeing

them of many of these feellngs when they go to the field.

At nlght, staff should agaln go over the "mock" intervlews, if there are any

individuals who still don't know the interviewlng and questionnalre procedures,

se#ect them out for speclal attention an Day 5. It is important not to let anyone out

into the field until he or she is ready.

i. Day 5

At the beginning, turn back their interviews from the day before. Have

them discuss what they wrote the night before and deal open(y with any fears that

mlght emerge. After thisr select out the group which needs special attention and

have the group continue interviewing practice. These people ore liable to Feel

frustrated and have Feelings of Failure. It is essential to explain, however, that

they need a Httle more work to learn the intervlewlng procedures completely.

Prevlous experience has shown that people who have difficulty in the training

sesslon often turn out to be prabJematic in the Field and these tralnees are just not

going to work out. Therefore, take care in givlng assignments to these people, and

you should carefully monitor their work after they have been sent into the field.

Though the trainees may Feel somewhat rejected by having beer, selected out, they

are liable to be more moffvated to learn the questionnaire procedures correctly

because they know the staff are watching them carefully.

Start giving assignments to those interviewers who know the questionnaire

suFflclently. With the group as a whole, go over the nature of the asslgnment.

Explain that they will be responsible For contacting and intervlewlng all the house-

holds in a cluster. Tell them to telephone the office in case any difficulty appears,

or to resolve any amblgui_; it is better |f they stop and make a telephone call than

make an arbltrary declslon that might be wrong. Discourage intervlewers discussing

0rob)eroswith each other,
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]t is important to set up periodic meetings with the interviewers. These will

be the times to collect questionnaires, give out new clusters, discussproblems of

interviewing, give individual feedbaok_ assessFeelings and perceptionst and

basically renew Ihe strong group solidarity. Therefore_ on this final day of the

training period set up an appalntment for the inlerviewers to get together again.

Two weeks later would be a good time because they will have just about finished

their first cluster, and it will be a good time to consolidate their experiences.

Make a point to set up regular meetings.

Next, take each interviewer in turn and give him or her a Cluster Kit,

which has already been prepared (Section 4.6). The questionnaires from the

cluster are logged on both the Field Log Sheet (Form J) end the interviewer log Sheet

(Form K) - see Section 4.4.1. Go over the exact location of the cluster w_th the

interviewer so thai" he or she knows exactly how te get there.

After all interviewers have been given Cluster Kits, have one final meeting

to d_scussany questions, handle any unfinished tasks, and so forth. Then the

training session is finished, and the survey Lmplementatlon begins.

Much oP the work over the next 8 to 10weeks will be to monitor the field

eperaHon. You will be giving out assignments to interviewers, logging out Cluster

Kits, logging in questlonnatres, monitoring field quality, responding to F|eld problems,

sorting out the questionnaires for editing and codingr editing questionnaires,

va||dat3ng interviews, and turning over edited questionnaires to ceding. You will

probably find that work periods tend to go in peaks. Whenever the intervlewers

meet asa group, finished questionnaires will be returned and new Cluster Kits must

be glven out. In between these meetings, somequestionnaires will come in and some

Cluster Kits will be given out, but the load will be smaller. Instead, you will be
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responding to field problems as well as concentrating on editing, validating, and

coding.

4.4 AJlocat[nq Household Assignments to Interviewers

Interviews are to be done in clusters, and one interviewer will be responsible

for oil the households to be interviewed in that cluster, l_is will reduce travel

costs and time, as it _srelatively easier for the interviewers to handle a block

or set"of"blocks. This is not part of the sampJlng procedure, however, and can be

amended whenever necessity dictates.

Initlally_ give out only one cluster to each interviewer. AFter the field

operation is underway, you will find that you can give more to more clusters to inter-

viewers. An interviewer may have a few questionnaires left over from previous

clusters Forwhich contact attempts are being made. Rather :than wait until the

entire cluster is flnlshed, whereupon the interviewer is not doing any work in the

interim, it is better to give out more clusters. But do this only as the interviewers

gain competence in the task.

To do thls, you will have to decide beforehand the order in which to give out

clusters. Thls way, it _spossible to send introductory letters approximately one week

before interviewers visit the household.. The easiest solution would be to start with

Cluster 001 and work upward until you reach Cluster 100.. "Pneproblem with this

solution, however, is Ihat you are giving out the residential clusters flrst end

waiting for the "noisier" nalse zones until later. There is a chance that the quality

of the interviewing will change as interviewers galn,experlonce. In ad_Jitlon, since

the survey will t_ke approximately two months to complete, the noise environment

might actually change because of e change in the seasons. Therefore, the best
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solution in giving out clusters is Io make sure that there is no systematic bias.

Either take the table of random numbersand select the order _n which clusters are to

be assigned (choose a page; take the First t'wo numbers in your telephone number as

the column and row numbers; then taking three digits at a time, select clusters until

all 100 clusters have been chosen; iFa number comes up a second or third time,

then you will obviously disregard it as the cluster has already been chosen), or else

divide up your cluster llst into f_flhs (001 - 020, 021 - 040, 041 - 06'0, 061 -080,

081 - 100) and systemat{cally balance the distribution Frarneach oF the fifths.

Determining which clusters go to which inter,..iewars is a less systematic

decision. Some of"the issues to be considered are: (1) donrt a:sign interv{ewors to

the same neighborhoods in which they llve ; (2) try to belance travel _'imesacross

interviewers _e.g. if'an _nterviewer has a short h'_p tar hisor her Firstcluster, then

he or she should make a longer trip For the next cluster, and vice verso);' (3) try

to balance the distribution of males and Females for dlf'F'er_.ntoroas oF the ci_ soas ta

avoid introducing a systematic b_as; (4) h'y to balance the dTsh'ibutlon of clusters

by soclo-economlc variables (e.g. no one interviewer shouldhave only middle-class

clusters). At the same time, there will be exceptions to lhese prlnalples: IA)

minority group interviewers will be very valuabJe For interviewing in rninorily

neighborhoods; don't, however, excluslvely ossfgn only these types oF neighborhoods

to such interviewers; (B) somepeople will be afraid to go into certain neighborhoods

(e.g. ghetto areas, poor areas, minority areas); if an interviewer has such fears,

respect them for you are liable to have more diff'_cultles by insisting; (C) interviewers

with special language skills should be assigned to neighborhoods in which they can

use these skills; also, For indlvlduel respondents around the city, thesespecially

qualified interviewers should be used; (D) you may have to edjust interviewers

acoordlng to special circumstances (e.g. some interviewers tan'l" obtain a car on a

certaln day). The general rule is that no systematic bias should be introduced by
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interviewer assignments; just as cluster, households and respondentsare setected

randomly, so too sbeu/d interviewers be assigned randomly. Pract{co(ly, however1

you may hove to violate this rule occasionally in order to obtain an intervlewl and

since you are dealing with c complex human problem (and not a random mathematical

one), tact and flexibility are very important.

It may be necessary to reassign interviewers occasionally. For example,

(F one parHcular interviewer has difficulty in obtaining an interview from a particular

respondent (for whatever reason), then send another interviewer who may have better

luck in obta[nff_g consent. The non-interview checklist on pages ii and ill of the

questionnaire should give useful information For making this assessment. You may even

need to assign a third [nterviewer in exceptional cases. However_ dan Jr overload

interviewers with assignments. Forty interviews should be the maximum number For an

fndividual.

4.4.1 Logging of Questionnaires

Each cluster must be logged on both the Field Log Sheet (Form J)

and the Interviewer Log Sheet (Farm K). Figures 4.4-1 and 4.¢-2 give

examples of Filling out the Forms. By using the forms, it is possiLlleto keep track of

questlonna[res and interviewers.

The Field Log Sheet lForm J) is organized by c{uster. It records the

respondent [D number, the date on which the questionnaire was asslgnedl the

Interviewer ID number, the date on which the quesHonnalre was returned and lagged_

and the result of the interview - completed (C) or non-lnterv[ew (N). The ]nterv{ewer

Log Sheet (Form K) keeps track of the [ntervfewers. The form records the cluster number

to which the interviewer has been asslgnedt the respondent ID number, the date on

which the questionnaire was asslgneds the date on which the questionnaire was

returned_ the number of calls that were made on the household_ and the result of
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FORM J

FIELD LOG SHEET
Page / of

Cluster _ OJ_:_

Respondent Date Interviewer Date Result:
ID _ Assigned ID # Returned C/N

/

Figure 4.4-1. ExampleField LogSheetFilled Out



PORM K

INTERVIEWER LOG SHEET

Page-_ oF ('_
r_te,,,ie,,,or_._v/_ L_p_- ID_ ,_-

Cluster Respondent Date Date Number of Result:
ID # Assigned Returned Calls C/N

<o=<,,-o._- oJ _/= _/,o .y c

6_R_ 0 2_ -o4" J /t)

I

Figure4.4-2. Example interviewer Log SheetFilled Out



the interview attempt - completed (C) or non-lntervlew(N), it is recommended that

you use a separate Interviewer Log Sheet each time an interviewer is given a new

cluster. This will make it possible to keep track of any intervleweHs work on a

particular cluster.

4.5 Managln 9 the Field Operation

4.5. I Monitoring Assignments -

One of the major tasks is to monitor the quality of the interviewing.

The office personnel (editor, valldaters, coders) will catch various mistakes that

have been made and Feedback mustbe given quickly to interviewers to prevent the

same mistakes in the future. At the same time, monitor the overall work of the

interviewers. As a general rule, aim for at least a 70% completion rate (that is,

70% of the t_usehoids contacte_ should glve completed interviews). Ideally,. if it

is possible to have a higher acceptance rate, this will improve the overall accuracy

of the study. Therefore_ 70°,/0should be thought of as e m.!prmum acceptance rate.

Perlodioally check the overallef'fioieney of the survey. The informatlon

on the Field Log Sheet (Form.J)makes it possible to calculate an on-golng acceptance

rate (the number of completed interviews dlvlded by the total number of households

contacted so far)t and this percentage con be watched over the succeedlng weeks.

If the rate starts to drop below 70% , diagnose why this is and take corrective action

(e.g. interviewers may be getting sloppy or rushing too qulckly; a holiday may be

approaching; etc.). Discussion of the problem with the intervlewers is a good way

Io analyze the problem.

Similarly, monitor the aooeplance rate of individual interviewers From

the information on the lntervlewer Log Sheets (Form K). Some interviewers get

consistently hlgher acceptance rates than others. Concentrate the effort on improving

the acceptance rate of those interviewers who get low acceptance rates, lower than 70%.
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Also, monitor the total output of individual interviewers. Some interviewers

consistently contact many households, and others contact very Few. There is a

"work rate" vs "success rate" trade-off. Think of Four b,pes. Type I interviewers

contact many households and obtoln hlgh acceptance rates_ Assuming that the

qualily of the information is good, such people are ideal interviewers. Type 11

interviewers contact many households but obtain low acceptance rates. In thls

case, the work rate of these interviewers is good, but Forsome reason they are

getting too many refusals or not making contact with households. You will have to

diagnose what the problem is and try to help them. Possibly you will

have to slaw these interviewers down in order to bring their work rate into balance

wlth others or you may have ta talk to them to flnd out why they are gettlng too

Fewcompletlons. But it is important tllat the problem be corrected quickly as a

blas is liable to be introduced _nto the results (i.e. certain clusters have been under-

sampled). Type Ill interviewers contact Fewer households but obtaln high acceptance

rates. These people are generally successful in their attempts, but try to increase

their work rate. Examine the time period it takes For them to 61nishan interview;

perhaps they are taking too much time. Look at the Call Record Sheets For their

questionnaires to see their work pattern; perhaps they are working too Few days a

week. Type IV intervlewers contact Few households and obtain low acceptance rates.

In this case, somethlng is daFinltoly wrong and it needs to be investigated. If a solutlon

can't be found, perhaps it would be best to release these interviewers From the study.

4.5.2 . Responding to Field Problems

Aside from monitoring the overal) work rate and acceptance rate, it

will be necessary to respond to various Field problems that emerge. Baslcally, there

are three sourcesof problems: materials, interviewers, and respondents.
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Problems with Materials

Problems with materials can occur because an interviewer does not have

enough questionnaires or related moterTals, a page in the questionnaire is m_sslng,

or same of the materials have been spoiled. The obvious solution to these problems

is to get the materials to the interviewer quickly. Be sure that you change your

logs to incorporate these [acts (e.g. For a spoiled or incomplete questionnaire,

give the same identifying' numbers to the questionnaire and recbrd that a sub-

stitution was made).

Problems with Yntervtewers

Problemswith interviewers can come up [or a number of reasons. Most

inquiries From interviewers came up because the interviewer dld not understand the

rules and proceduresof interviewing. For example, the interviewer may call up

because he or shecannot locate the correct respondent. The answer must bet "You

must interview only that respondent. "Do not intervlew anyone e se at that address .

Or one member of the household may tnslst on speaking Foranother (e.g. a husband

who insists on speaking Forhis wife, where his wife _s the respondent). Remind

the interviewer that only the chosen respondent con be interviewed. IF a household

member refuses to allow the respondent to be interviewed le. g. o husband refusing

to allow his wife to be |ntervlewed, a parent" refusing to allow a son or daughter to

be interviewed), explain to the interviewer "You must interview the respondent and

no one else at that house. IF the person won't allow the respondent to be interviewed,

then you must leave and the interview will be o non-lntervTew". The response in ell

cases must refer i_ the rules and procedures of interviewing.

Other kinds of" problems have to do wlth interviewers [indlng it diPficult

to go to certain parts of the city. For example, sometimes interviewers object to

going to cortoln areas of' the clty in the evening (areas wlth mlnority groups, areas
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which the interviewers think are "high crime" areas, _tc.). Sending along an escort

may be the best solution. Or an inlervlewer may suddenly Find that his or her car

has broken down, and it is imposslble to get to a certain place that day. Try to

Find transportation or else you may re-asslgn the household to another interviewer.

It is quite impossible to llst each and every contingency which could come upr so

think through each problem as it arises.

Sometimes only senslble advice can solve a problem for interviewers.

An interviewer cannot make contact at a household because the residents ore away on

holiday. Tell the interviewer to ask the neighbors when they will be returning.

A pQrtlcular respondent is sick in the hospital. Tell the Tntervlewer to find cut when

the respondent will get out. A particular respondent is incapable or is too sick to

be _ntervlewed. If there is no chance of recovery in the immediate futurer declare

the household as e non-lntervlew. The study has been scheduled to Finish in 10 days, and

a r,_spondent will , be available in 2 weeks time; 4 days won't be disastrous in terms

of Finishing Ihe study. On the other hand, a respondent is abroad and won't be back

For6 weeks, when the study is Finishing in 2 weeks. Then you will have to declare

the household as a non-lnterview.

The guidelines are to refer to the basic values of the study..oh]ectlvity and

ethical responsibility. First, never make a decision v2nlch would harm the objectivlty

of the _mple or affect the objectivity of" the _ntervlewing process. Second, never

make o decision which would be unethical in terms of the professional role of on

interviewer.

It may be necessary For you to go out to the Field to inspect a situation.

For example, if an _ntervlewer is having difficulty getting inslde a security building, you

may need to telephone or visit the manager of the building in order to get permission

to list and ;ntervrew. A certain amount of flexlb[lily on your part is absolutely essentlol.
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In summary, problems with interviewers are human interaction problems in

mast cases, and you will have to apply logic, sensttivlty, tact, awareness, and

• openness in solving these prablems. Remember, all interaction with inl_rviewers

doesnJt end with the training session. All information that you gather about inter-

viewers - their errors, weaknessesr strengths - must be communicated back to them.

This is a continual process and will help to improve the quality of the interviewing.

Problemswith Respondents

Similar problems can occur wile respondents. Many respondents are

suspicious of being interviewed. They may have fears about being token advantage oft

having scmeleing sold to them, having their household looked over Forpassible

burglary, or even robbed _n their own home. Because these Fearsexist, you must

emphasize to the interviewers the importance of maintaining an ethical, professional

role. If the interviewers are sensitive to respondents, if they show the proper

credentials, if they take pains to answer all respondent questionsopenly and

honestly, then in the vast majority of cases no dlffiaulttes will occur. The intro-

ductory letters sent Io the .'households before the interviewers arrive will also help

diminish any suspiclon_ though householders are still Hable to be somewhat cautious.

The Informed Consent Statement will also help legitimize the study. The

Inf'armed Consent Statement explains the general purpose of the survey and asks for

the participation of the respondent. The respondent is agreeing to participate

voluntarlly. Two copies of the statement are signed both by the respondent and the

|ntervlewer. One copy is given to the respondent and the other is brought back

to the office, where yau should keep it on file.

Some respondents may require better identification than what the inter-

viewers show. You may have to write a letter to ask for partlclpatlan tn the study.
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The respondent may telephone to learn the purpose of the study. Sensitivity to

rresldents_ fears on your part will help to keep high interview completion rates and

w_]] also help in creating a good image For the study. Respondents talk to other

people, after all, and when a cluster has been selected For interviewing, it is

possible that neighbors will eventually share their stories. Newspapers may Find out

about the study as well and may want to do o story. Consequently, it is important

to keel, an ethical and open public image.

Sometimes one member of the household insists on being interviewed instead

of the respondent. In this case, [nsist that only the respondent can he interviewed,

and if the member of the household refuses to allow the interviewer ta talk to the

respondent, then the household is declared a non-intervlew. Also, same of the

interviewers may get themselves into difficult situations with respondents.

Sometimes husbands or wives become jealous of interviewers of the opposite sex

talking to their mate. Inslruct the interviewers to always sit in a place which,

while private, will not incur gossip or Fx_sslbleill Feelings from other members of the

household.

Difficulties also occur in making contact with respondents. Security

buildings are a case in point. It may be necessary Foryou to talk Io the manager

of such a bulJding to gain his or her cooperation in the study. Or interviewers may

have dTff|culty in locating anyone from a partlcular household. The useof the

Reverse Telephone Directory may be useful in looking up o number; don't do this,

however, until at least three call attempts have been made on the house. Interviewers

may get lazy and may try to do their work by telephoner a behavior which could

lower the acceptance rate.
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4.6 Sorting Out Questlonnalres for Edltln 9 and Codlng

After questlonnalres are returned From the Field, a process of sorting

occurs, as the questionnalre moves through the varlous stages of editing and codlng.

Rrst, the questionnalres mustbe logged. Then the completed questionnaires are

sent to edltlng while the non-interviews are put aslde in a separate pile.

Probably the best way to keep track of 1he office process is to use large boxes.

On the Front of the questlonnalre there is an edltlng checkllst. As a questlonnalre

passes from one step to another in the office procedure, the responslble indlvldual

dates and inltlals the questionnaire. IF these questionnalres are stored in boxes,

the sortlng procedure can be kept track of easily as the questionnaires at any one

step are always physically isolated from questlonne ires at another step. The

questlonnalres are moved Fromone box to another as they passthrough the office

procedure untll the end, whereupon they are put back into envelopes cacordlng to

cluster.

Thls procedure was used in Allentown and it proved hlghly successful.

Figure 4.6.1 illustrates the process of edltlng and codlng. Eleven boxes are used.

4.7 Q.uestlonnalres Edlted for Completeness and Consistency

Edltlng is the processof checklng Forcorrect respondent selection and for

completeness and conslstency of inFormatlon. One person can edlt aJl the questionnalres.

The editor should chock for cerlaln sources of error and should attach paper cllps

for all questlons. The edlter should write, with a colored pencil different from the

red color usedby the coders.

1. The editor shouldcheck that the roster has been Filled out correctly and

that the correct respondent has Been selected Far interviewing. IF the roster

has been incorrectly Filled out and a wrong respondent has been selected,

the editor shouldwrlte in colored pencil "incorrect respondent" across the
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Front, and the questionnaire is invalid. The _ntervlewer must then

return to interview the correct respondent.

2. The editor should check Fora mistake that might Tndloate that the

wrong respondent has been selected. If on the Roster one person is

indicated as the respondentr hut there is evldenco that another person was

intervlewedr then this might suggest that the wrong person was inter-

viewed. This evidence might be: a) the person who agrees to be

telephoned For validation on page 17 is not the sameas the listed respondenb

b) the sex of"the respondent listed on the roster differs From that checked

In Blr or c) the Informed Consent Statement was signed by a

person Other than the respondent.

3. "i'he editor should make certain consistency checks which while nat

invalldatlng the questionnaire might invalidate certain questions.

a. that the age 'of the respondent reported in Q22 on page 13 is the

same as that reported on the roster. IF there is a slight discrepancy,

the answer to Q22 will be taken as "real" and the editor should mark

on the roster what the age is (without erasing the original reported

response).

b. that the total number of personsin the household (Q29) is equal to

or greater than the number of adults in the household.
%

Any mislakes on these should be marked with a paper dllp and noted in colored pencil.

These will act as a "flag" For the coders.
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BOX SYSTEM FOR SORTING THROUGH OFFICE PROCEDURES

J Accep,ed Se,ected f_ 1"o I.oo-,o,_,_,°..I_°oo_,,oo_,lI .,.o0
e,ox 4

• Complete I
_S •

_ _x 6

To I "Co_ing

/
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C_i_ .

Clmed-.Ended I

Coding
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I
Box 10 ]
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I

,'" Open-End_ct J

C_dlng
Complete
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J OUalllonnaite| Flied

In £nvolap_t by

. crultels

Figure 4.6..1. Example Box System for Sorting ThroughOf'tlc* Procedures
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4. The editor should check that all instructions have been Followed

correctly.

a. that all A-B questions (Qb, QI0, QI3) have been f'illed out

correctly;

b. that all SKIP instructions _QI9, Q24) have been Followed correctly;

a. the TIME BEGINNING (pg. vii), TIME INTERVIEWED ENDED

(pg. 18), INTERRUPTION: # OF MINUTES (pg.18), and TOTAL #

OF MINUTES (pg. 18)have been completed. IF not1 the editor

should calculate the TOTAL # OF MINUTES.

If a mistake has been made, a comment should be made in colored pencil in the left

margin and a paper clip should be attached.

5. The editor should examine whether oil questions have been completed.

For every question _hlch is not completed, end in which nothing is

written by the intervlewert a paper clip should be attached and a note

in colored pencil made.

These five points are listed on the Editor's Checklist (Figure 4.7-1). You should

photocopy this sheet and give it to the editor.

The editor should also pay attention to any irregularity in responses or

patterns wh ich might suggest that the interviewer recorded answers incorrectly.

Any mistakes by an interviewer should be recorded and communicated to the

interviewer. In addltlonl the editor should be encouraged to make notes on the

quality of information presented by the in_ervlewers (e.g. some interviewers'

handwriting is difficult to read; some interviewers give too little information on the

open-ended questions). The editing role is an extremely important one For not only

does it check on the correctness of" the respondent selecHont but it is the source of"

extremely valuable feedback to interviewers.
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Be Sure to Check for the Following:

1. That the Selection Roster has been correctly filled out and that the correct
respondent has been selected. IF the correct respondent has not be_cfed,
write "[NCORRECT RESPONDENT" across the front of the questionnalre end
contact the Field Director IMMEDIATELY.

2. That the person chosen as the selected respondent is actually the person who was
interviewed. Check that:

a. the personwho agrees to be telephoned for verification on p. 17 is the
sameas the selected respondent;

b. the sex of the respondent listed on the Selection Roster is the sameas
that checked in B1; and

¢. the Informed Consent Statement was signed by the selected respondent.

]F there is any problem, contact the Field Director IMMEDIATELY.

3. That there is consistency between several items:

a. that the age of the respondent as reported in Q22 (p. 13) is more-or-less the
same as that reported on the Selection Roster. The age may differ slightly
because the person who reported on the Selection Roster may not be the same
personas the selected respondent. But if the age on Q22 differs from that
reported on the Roster, check that this _s not altered the order of" listing
on the Selection Roster.

b. that the total number of persons in the household (Q29) is equal to or
greater than the number of adults living in the household, as reported an
the Selection Rester.

IF tbere is any problem, contact the Field Director IMMEDIATELY.

4. That all instructions have been Followed correctly:

a. All A-B questions (Q5, Q10, Q13) have been filled out correctly;

b. All SKIP instructions (Q19t Q24) have been followed correctly; and

c. The TOTAL # OF MINUTES (p. 18) has been correctly calculated.

Any mistakes on these questions should be marked in colored pencil to the left of
the question. Mark the page with a paper clip. ::

5. That all questions have been completed. For every question which is not complete,
make a note to the left of the question in colored pencil and mark the page with a
paper cffp.

Figure 4.7-1. Editor Checklist
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After the editing has been completed, the quest{onnalres are dated and

initialed by the edlter and placed in the' "Editing Complete" box.

4.8 Validation of Selected Questionnaires

Valldatlon is the process of telephoning the respondent and checking

sevehal aspects of the intervlew. In order ,censure a high quality of interviewing,

validation of some questionnalres is done in order to check whether interviewers

have followed the correct procedures. The tntervlewers know that a cerla(n percent-

age of their interviews will be valldated, but they don't know which ones.

Se|ect some of the questionnaires in the "Editing Comp(ete" box for

validation. Put them in the "Selected for Validatlon" box while Ihe remainder will

be p/aced in the "To Codlng" Box. The criteria for se(ectlng questionnaires depend

partly on resources. Ideally, if staff are available, all questionnaires should be

validated. Practlcal)y, however, this is usually impossible; therefore, the following

set of rules can be followed:

I. For each interviewer, all questlonr_alres Fromthe First assigned cluster

should be validated.

2. Ten percent of the remaining questlonnalres for each intervlewer sheuld

be validated (select these randomly).

3. Any questionnaire for which the editor was doubtful that the correct

respondent was interviewed should be validated.

4. Any questlonnalre for which there are any doub_ about the accuracy

of the intervlew should he validated.

Valldatlon is an extremely important step since it helps ensure quallty

intervlew[ng. Inform the valldatars that they are to look For dlscrepancles between

reported answersan the questionnaire and what the respondent saysover the telephone.

They should record dlsc.repanc[esso they can be communicated to the interviewers.
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Form k (in Appendix H) is used for the valldatlon interview. The Form

is divided into two parts -a telephone call record sheet on which are recorded the

attempts to locate the respondent, and eight Factual questions which are used For

validating against the intervleweds recorded responses. The valldator wilb there-

Fore_ have to prepare these farms bebre telephoning, so that any differences can be

discussed quickly.

The rule For telephoning is to make Four attempts to conlact the respondent.

IF after Four attempts the respondent still cannot be located, the questionnaire _s

removed From the validation process (it would be too expensive and would take too

long to pets|st). Howeverl if this happens, and if someone else isat homer have the

valldator verify that the respondent does llve at that address.

The next eight questions are all Factual. The First one verifies whether the

interview, in fact_ took place. Questions 2 through 6 assessanswers to Factual

questions which can be compared to the interviewer's recorded responses. Question

7 assesseswhether the interviewer asked the income question and whether he or she

used response cards. Finally_ Question 8 is another Factual question. In addition,

any comments the respondent makes about the _nterview or about the _ntervlewer should

be recorded VERBATIM. Thls is often the mostuseful information about interviewers

and can help you give immediate Feedback to them on their interv_ewlng style.

If there are a number of differences between the recorded responses on the

original questionnaire and what the respondent told on the telephone, you must

assessthis.. If there are one or two differences, consider this as "random error. "

People change their answers to questions, even factual ones, or the interviewer may not

hove heard properly. Accept the orlglnal answeras the correct one (unless the respondent
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is;nslstent over the telephone). But if there are more Ihen a couple of differences,

find out immed_ately_y. A good rule here is fo validate all the completed quest_onnokes.

[or the partlcu{ar ;ntervlewer to see if there is a systematic blas being introduced (e.g.

some interv;ewers systematically avoid osklng income questlons). Also1 d;scuss

these differences wlfh the interviewer soas to rectify the situation as soon as

possible.

]_ you find that an interview was never aomp]etedr even though the inter-

viewer reported it completed_ you must, naturally, remove the inlerv_ewer from 1he

study and vol;date all of h;._ or her previous interviews. It is essential to catch any

"cheating" immediately.

After validation, the validator dates and _nitlals the questionnaire and

places it in the box labeled "To Coding".

4,9 Co,.dilng of ,Quesflonrva!res

4.9.J Edited Quesffennah'es Lo_q_edby Coding

After o questionnaire has been completely edited and after it has been

validated (if it was selected for thls), then it is transferred to the ."To Editing"

baxt arwh;eh point it is logged in ceding. The Cod;ng Log Sheet (Form M), like

the F[eid Log Sheet (Form d)rls organized by clusters. Th_sform makes it possible

to keep track of which questionnaires have passed to coding, and it con be compared

with the Plaid Log Sheet, which tells which questionnaires te expect. Figure 4.9-I

gives an example of a Coding Log Sheet.

The Coding Handbook (Appendix I) gives detailed cadlng instructlonss and

is to be used by all coders. There are some additiona[ points which should be discussed.

a
rl
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P_KM M

CODING LOG SHEET

• Page / of /

Cluster _ a_2

ID _ Interviewer ID // I Date LaggedRespondent by Coding
.,. . ,i

o_- o_- 4_.... _/_ , "

o÷_'-o_I _ _/_I

o_8-o_ _ 7/6
• , ,,.

Figure 4.£-1. Example Coding Log Sheet Filled Out
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4.9.2 Training Session for Coders

The four coders should come out of" the same pool as the interviewers and

should part_clpate in the same tralnlng sesslon (Section 4.3). After the third day,

howeverr the coders should be selected and given special Ira]nlng for two days.

The training consists of"practice -coding questionnaires; the practice interviews

that ore being dane in the class can be used for the codlng.

Give the coders coples oF the Coding Handbook and tell Ihem to read it

quickly aver night. By the next mornlng_ they will have only a general idea oF the

detatlsr but their experience with the interviewing training should allow them to

learn very quickly. SIt dawn and concentrate on the close-ended questions,

explaining how coding involves fransf'errlng answers into numeric aod_. Continue until coders

are f.amillar with the proaessl don_t introduce the Pouropen-ended questions.

As 1hey complete the coding of. practice intervlewsr gc over each

questionnaire w_th them and explain all mlslakes. Pay particular attenllon to

sloppy handwHtlng which is illeglble_ mff;-codes¢ the coding of. "No Answers"t and

the skipping over of" blank spaces. Explain that"a keypuncher _,i II have to read the

numbers inside the boxes so that the numbers written there must be legible.

AFter a day of praatiaing, take two of" the four coders and start them on the

open-ended codlngr while the other two coders continue wlth the closed-ended

questions. Because open-ended coding involves looking up a code in the Coding

Handbeokr the two coders should concentrate their eft'arts only an the open-ended

coding. The two other coders should code exclusively closed-ended questlans.

This is important because coders must get _nto a kind of 'menfal setj tc code.: iF they

change _asks_thls _set' is broken and many mistakes will occur.

4.9.3 0pen-ended Codln_

The greatest difficulty in open-ended coding is trying to Fir"answers into
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the defined categories. Thls will require some lnterpretaHon in lhat the coders

will have to understand the meaning of a response in order to Fit it into the closest

category. But it is important that you do not convey to the coders that they can be

loose in fitting responses into categories. They should try to judge what the meaning

of a response is, and to whTch category it belongs; they should not try to read any

extra meaning into a response. This is liable to be particularly relevant For the

occupational questions (Q25, Q25A). There are 14 general occupational categories

which cover major occupational sectors of the economy. Listing 14categories

simplff|es the analysis of occupations, but it does involve some over-slmpliFicatlon;

if each and every occupaHon were to be coded, the llst would extend to almost e

thousand individual occupations. Tl'e coders will have to learn what the general categories

ere, and _bat types of occupations Fall within them; then when a particular occupation

is encountered in Q25 and Q25A, they should be able to judge Fairly accurately to

which group the occupation belongs. Only if they cannot fit on occupation into a general

group should the miscellaneous category be used (code '[5 _ _n the occupational

classification). If you really get stucl_use the llst of occupations that the U.S.

Census Bureau uses from which many of the general categories were taken.

With Q3 end Q4, there are both general categories and specific codes

within these categories. But the basic principles are the same. The coders must

learn the meaning of each of the general categories, and then try to Fit the answer

_nte the category which Fits closest. Qn!y if" the categories cannot fit should the

various mJscel]aneous ca tegodes be used.

]n all cases, the coders- whether closed-ended or open-ended, should

always refer to the Coding Handbook when they have o problem. Also, when you

make quality control tests on them, conHnually refer to the handbook. Do this in
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order to establish lhe pattern of looking up the correct answer in the handbook if a

problem is encountered. DO NQT encourage the habit of guessing. If coders don't

knew the answer to a problem, and if they can't Find it in tile handbook, then they

should ask questions rather than make arbitrary interprelations.

4.9.'4 Quality Contrgl of.Codlng

The best way to do quality control of coding during the Field operation is

to check each and every questionnaire. While th_sseems l_ke an enormous work

load, it is the only way to guarantee good quality in coding. You will find that

literally dozens of different I-_,pesof"mislakes occur. Even coders who are extremely

thorough and competentwill make occasional mistakes. It is important to realize

that small mistakes can hurt the reliability of y©ur results. Rememberj the computer

program is "dumb _ in the sense that it can only read numbers. If a number is incorrectly

recorded, then the machine will accept this as readily as if lhe number was correct.

A qualily con_ol computer program has been designed to check For gross errors, but

small ones cannot be checked. Errors, even small ones, can seriously distort

the information, so it is important to minimize their impact if not eliminate them

altogether. Theref"ore, accept the responsibility of checking each and every

questionnaire in order to reduce mistakes.

Quality con_oi checking follows the sequence of ceding. After a

questionnaire has been logged by coding, it is placed in the "To Closed-Ended

Coding" box (box 7). From there, the coders responsible for closed-ended coding

take it and code the closed-ended questions. They then place the questlonnalre in

the "Closed-Ended Coding Complete" box (box 8). Take the questionnaire out of

this box and check it. Change any mistakes that occur by erasing the wrong answer and writing

the oar,act one _n the rlght-hand margin of the questlonnaire_ in red pencil. Keep track of
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mrstokes in order to give feedback to the particular coders. After the qualify

control of the closed-ended questlans, place the checked questionnaire in the

"Qualify Control of Closed-Ended Coding Complete" box (box 9). From there,

the open-ended coders take it and code the open-ended questlons, placing it

in the "Open-Ended Coding Complete" box (box 10). At this polnt, you will

then check the open-ended questlons, afterward placing it in box I] - "Qualify

Control of Open-Ended Coding Complete". later, place the questionnaire

in |Is cluster envelope for f,lnal storing. At each step in this process, the box

on the front of the questionnaire is initialed and dated at the appropriate spot.

4.9.5 Management of Cod_g

You will find that codlng tends to work Tncycles. For the f'kst two

weeks of the field operation, there will be few questtonnalres to code. After the

first meetlng, inmrvlewers will return with completed questionnaires and the

coders will have much work to do immedlatoly. After a week or so, however, the

work load will drop off until another batch of questionnaires is returned. If there

are regularly scheduled meetings with the interviewers, the questionnaire return

cycle will probably occur throughout the study. This may posea problem, however,

depending on the financial arrangements with the coderst because there will be

days when the coders have little work tb do. If posslble, schedule coders to work

only three days a week, and the work may be spread out more evenly.

4.9.6 Final Check

After ell the questionnaires have been coded and checked, one last

qualify control check on all the questionnaires should be made. Though this will

be an exhausting three or four day operation, it is the only way to catch mls_kes

and, thereby, guarantee the overall qualify of the result.
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4.10 Keypunch nq of Data for Analysls

Finally, the information From the questlonnakes is keypunched on to

common 80-column computer cords. The questionnaire has been designed so that

a keypuncher can punch directly from the Form, [ol[owlng the rlght-hand margin.

Contact a local keypunching Fkm and explain the nature of the task. Many

keypunch organizations ore unfamiHar wilh this type of workr so it is important

to completely explain the format.

I. There are four computer cards per questionnaire.

2. All cords start with the respondent ID number. Many keypunch

machines ore capable of autemat_cally punching in the respondent

ID number on each cord (columns I through 5). Be sure Io check

this passib_llb/as it will help reduce punching errors.

2. The START and END of each card is indicated in the rlght-hand margln.

4. The card number is recorded at the lop right-hand corner - the cTrcled

number.

5. The number directly above each block indicates the column number on

the card in which that number.should be ver_flad.

Most keypunch organi"zations con complete this lask in a couple of days. If you

arrange the task a few weeks beforehand, it will be possible .'to get the punched

cardswlth_n a week after submitting them.

Be sure that the punched cards are verified. Verification is basically the

re-punching of the cards in order to check for mistakes. This _sessenffal to reduce

keypunching errors. It is _mpertant to request this verlflcafion since many

keypunch organizations will not do _t unless asked.

Be sure to have the keypunch organization produce two duplicate copies of

lhe decks to insure, against lossor damage to the original deck. This is a very

easy process which takes 5-10 minutes.
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4.11 Preparation of Physical Monitoring Data for Analysis

If the physical monitoring survey has been taken, you will also prepare the

acoustical data for analysis. It may be that this physical data will not become

available for a considerable Hme after the interviewing is complete. It mlght, therefore,

be decided to analyze the social survey data First. For this reason, the physical data

is being prepared on a separate data deck from the social survey data, and will be

added to the analysis computer program by the systemsprogrammer.

The physical data will give noise levels in terms of day-night sound level _Ldn)

for each cluster. That is, each cluster that has been selected will have a unique noise

level associated with it, and it is assumedthat all residents in cluster 001 are exposed

to roughly th_s level. I:or example, cluster 001 may have an kdn of 64. dB wh_le cluster

002 may have an Ldn of 73 dB. it is assumed that all residents in cluster 001 are

exposed to 6# dB while all residents in cluster 002 are exposed to 73 dB. While th_s

may not be strictly true, greater accuracy would require piecing a m_crophone in Front

of' each household separately; the value obtained is considered to be a valid

approxlmatlon.

The data for assigning noise levels to each cluster come from three sources.

F}rst, f'or the airport and railroad zones, noise levels are calculated using noise

prediction methodologies (see Section 4.2 for airport zones and Section 4.4 Jar railroad

zones in the Acoustical Survey Manual). That _st for all clusters assigned to airport

or rc_ilroad zones, you will use slmple arithmeHc procedures to calculate a single /dn

value for each of the noise zones (two airport, one railroad). Then, all clusters

withEn a_rport or railroad zones will be assigned the single value f'or that zone.

Second, Foroil other clusters, 20.-minute measurementshave been carried out

and a special optional computer program available from EPA will have reduced the data

into an esHmate of kdn for each cluster. F_gure 4.11-1 gives an example of the type

of printout that will be produced. It is important to reallzee hawever_ that the

physical monitoring site location numberswill not normally correspond to the cluster

numbers. The physical monitoring sampling framework measures at all cluster sites,
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*Indicates 24 hour data available For these sites

Figure 4 11-1 Example Computer Printout of Acoustical Measurement Data Reduction Program Showing Correspondence

of Ph/sical. Monitor ng Sites with Social Survey Clusters



but also at a number of other sites. Inthe physical monitoring program, sites are

labeled by noise zone, so that the numbers may not correspond to the cluster numbers.

You will go through the computer output and mark the corresponding cluster number

adjacent to the physical monitoring s_te numbers. F_gare 4.11-1 gives examples of

how cluster numbers are matched to physical monitoring site numbers. In this example_

the numbers rend to correspond, but this won't always be the case. For examplet

cluster 001 corresponds to site R1; cluster 002 corresponds to site _; cluster 003 to R3,

and so Forth. However_ sites R13, R141 R15, R181 R22, R23t R28and R2.9do not have

corresponding survey clusters associated with them. For each cluster corresponding to a

measurement site, the estimated Ldn, rounded off re a whole number_ will be taken for

the noise level at the cluster. In the g_ven example, cluster 001 hasoil Ldn at" ¢3.2,

which, when rounded off, becomes 43; cluster 002 has an kdn at" 68.7 which, when

rounded off, becomes 69; cluster 003 has an Ldn of 62.7 which, when rounded at"f,

becomes 6,3, and so forth. A halt" deelbet or more is always rounded up.

Third,. the physical monitoring team may also have dec_ded to take 24-hour

measurements at someof the sites. Since 24-hour measurements are more accurate

than 20-mlnute measurementst fl_e values obtained For these sites should be used instead

of"the values printed from the 20-minute measurements. In the abo_,eexample, 24-hour

measurements have been taken at sites R2 (corresponding to cluster 002), R7 (corresponding

to cluster 007)_ and RIg (corresponding re cluster 010). The values t"orthe 24-hour

measurements at these sites, therefore, should be used instead of the values on the

computer printout (the 24-hour values are nor shown here_ but the 20-minute values

on the printout are crossedout).

At the conclusion of this procedure, you should have a llst which gives a

unique kdn (in whole numbers) tar each and every cluster. The list should look llke
this:
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Cluster E Ldn

001 4,3

002 69

003 63

004 55

0O5 82

006 65

100 75

4. 11.1 Prepering the Physical Data Deck

AFter you have compiled the Hst of Ldn'S for each cluster, it _san easy

task to prepare the data deck far analysis. F_gure 4.11-2 gives e computer coding

farm which you will Fill out, tear off, and give to a keypuncher to punch. All the

necessary information _salready ceded on the form with the exception of the noise

levels for each cluster. You will write in the Ldn values in the appropriate two

spaces for every cluster. IFwe take the above list as an example, on the card

marked "RECODE... " wfiere ff says "DBLEVEL, " for '(1 = )' you will write '43' in

the two columns, Far '(2 = )a you will write '741 in the two columns, and so Forth.

Each of the expressions inside the parentheses match the kdn values with the

assoclated cluster number. Cluster 001 _wr{tten as _I j an the computer form) has an

Ldn value; cluster 002 has an Ldn value_ and so on through cluster 100 which also

has an Ldn value. Be sure that you enter an kdn value for every clusterr and be sure
that your handwriting is legible.
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After you have Finished Filling out the forint tear _t outt and give _t to o

keypunch operator who will punch these cards and verify them. Then_ wrap a rubber

band around the punched deck and _ubmlt it to EPA along with your survey data

card deck. The computer analysis program will now be abte to _ncorporate the actual

physical noise levels into the analysis of the survey data to determine the relation-

ship between the resldents j attitudes and the actual noise levels to which they are

exposed.

Additional information regarding the Acoustical Measurement Survey and the

data reduction computer program is available in separate mcnuals from EPA.

o
I"1
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CHAPTER 5

Anab, s_s of the Data

5.1 Overview of Computer Programs

The survey data will be revlewed and analyzed _n three stages. A different

type of computer program_ with a unique purpose, is used at each stage. These are:

the Cleaning Program; the Variance Program; and the Statlstlcal Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS) Program. Details of these programs are available in a separate manual from EPA.

5.1.1 Cleaning Program

The cleaning program was devised to check the data for obvious errorst and for

consistency. The basic way in which the program works is to read through the numbers

punched in every column of every computer card submitted for analysts. For each

column_ a range or set of numbers is speclfled. These are the possible numbers which

may have been coded For that column; for ex_mple_ Column 10 of Card 01 must be

punched with a number between 1 and 7 since the number in this cblumn indicates AR

(Area Number), and there can only be 1 to 7 areas. The program, then_ checks for any

numbers besides 1 through 7, since these would indicate an error. These specifications

have been set for every single column of every card in the data deck. Addfflonally, the

program checks that information is consistent. For example, Column 22 of Card 01t

which indicates Total # on Lish must always be equal to or greater than Column 23 of

Card 01t R (Respondent) # on List. If' this _s not the case_ then there is a coding or

punching error.

Having gone through the data deckr the program will list the locations of all

errors - the respondent ID number and the column whlch is in error - so that the type of

error can be determined - keypunchlngr coding_ or other (e.g. _ cards out of order_ etc.).

Then the problem can be investigateds often involving a referral to the original

questionnaire. Finallyt the errors can be corrected.

The data will be re-checked by the cleaning program to verify the correction

of m|stakes. Only when the deck is determined to be completely "eleant ' that ist when

It meets ol.._lthe speeiffcatlons and has no errors, will the data proceed to the second stage

of analysis.
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5.1.2 Variance Program

The variance program calculates a measure of variability tar particular

sample characteristics (e.g., age, health), and attltud_nal variables (e.g., evaluation

of public services). It is calculated by the Fallowing formula:

In the above equation, X denotes a respondent's score an

a variable, R denotes the mean oF the variable, n denotes the total number of respondents,

¢ denotes the total number oF clusters which had respondents, n denotes the number oF

e (_ 700 ,
respondents w_thin the cth cluster, and F is the sampling Fraction defined by ,_ =_--_S _.

The measure is obtained in order to check the preofsion or consistency oF data which is

gathered using the method oF "cluster sampling, " Cluster sampling is done because it

|s e_'Ficient _n terms oFcost and time; however, it tend_ to add to sampling variability.

ThZseffect is expected to be m_nimal. In the pre-test in Allentown, Forexample, the

variability was approximately 4%; that rsr the sample provided estimates whlch were

consistent with one another within a plus or m_nus range oF 4%. The variance program,

then, calculates the variability For the sample so that the exact eFFectof"cluster

sampling ;s known.

5, 1.3 SPSSProgram

The "statrst_eal package" is a program which has the ,:apabillty to generate

statistics which are mast interesting and most meaningful Forattffudinal data. Per

example, Frequency distribution;: can be generated, and the mean, standard dav_atlon,

variance, and so Forth, are calculated. Two-variable tables can also be genera|ed,

and the ¢hJ square statistic presented. More complex multivariate analysis, such as

regressions and stepwise regressions, ere also available in the statistical paakage.

Acoord_ng to the schema For data analysis presented in Section. 5.3, specific

dlstributlonsr tables, and regression analyses will be generated.
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5.2 List of Variables

This section presents a llst of the variables derived from the questionnaire.

There are two types of variables: basic and complex. A bas_ovariable relates to a

single item on the quest_onnalre - either a questiont a preceded item such as card

numbert or an item from the checklist on the last page of' the questionnaire. A

" complex varlable_ on the other handt is a combinaHon of a set of basic varleblesr

and is computed by an arithmetic calculation such as ad;41ng the values of variables

together_ or squaring the value of a variable.

In the following llsts_ the variables are presented sequentially to correspond

to the numerical order of questions on the questionnaire. The "Variable Name" is the

name given to the variable in the SPSSprogram. In addltlont a "Variable Label" is

assigned to each variablet and provides more information to describe the variable.

Therefore_ whenever a variable is analyzed in the SPSSprogram_ its Variable Name

and Variable Label ore used to identify it.

5.2.1 List of Basic Variables

Question Varlable Variable
Number Name Label

Preeoded ID Respondent Identification Number

Preeoded NZONE Noise Zone

Precoded AREA Residential Area of the City

Preeoded CLUSTER Cluster Number

Precoded crrY City

Precoded LABEL Respondent Se{ectlon Label Number

Call Record Sheet CALLS Number of Calls to Make Contact

Call Reaord Sheet CMPDAY Day of Interview Completion

A3 QA3A Number of Adults on List

A3 QA3B Respondent Number on List

A3 QA3C Reported Sex of Respondent
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Question Variable Variable
Number Name Label

A3 QA3D Reported Age of P_spondent

1 Q1 or YRSRES Years of Residence in Area

2 Q2 or EVALAREA General Evaluation of Area

• 3 Q3A First Area Like - Specific

3 QgB Second Area Like - Specific

3 Q3C Third Area Like - Specific

4 Q4A First Area Problem - Specific

4 Q4B Second Area Problem- Specific

4 Q4C Third Area Problem - Specific

5Q Q5A Severity of Traffic Problem

5b Q5B Severity of Polluted Water Problem

5o Q5C or NOISPROB Severity of Noise Problem

: 5d Q5D Severity of Crime Problem

5e Q5E Severity of Run-Down Area Problem

5F Q5P Severity of Unclean Air Problem

5g Q5G Severity of Parking Prab{em

5h Q5H Severity- Inadequate Law-Income Housing

6a Q6A Evaluation of Quality of Schools

6b Q6B Evaluation of Police Protection

6c Q6C Evaluation of Fire Protection

6d Q6D Evaluation of Recreation FaciliHes

6e Q6E Evaluation of Garbage Collectioa

6f Q6P Evaluation of Hospitals and Health

6g Q6G Evaluation of Public Transportation

"h Q6H EvaluaHon of Street Maintenance

61 Q6! Evaluation of Sewage and Drainage

6j Q6J Evaluation of General Pollution Control

6k Q6K or NSECONTL Evaluation of Noi_e Control
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Question Variable Variable
Number Name Label

7 Q7 or HEALTH Rati,g of Overall Hea)th Condition

8 Q8 or QUIET Quietness or Nols_ness of Area

9 Q9 or ANNOY Overall Annoyance to Noise

10a Q10A Noise Interference During Sleeping

10b Q10B Noise Interference During Conversing•

1Do QIOC Noise Interference During Reading

10d QIOD Noise Interference During Resting

110 Q11A Morning

11b Q11B Afternoon

1lc Q11C Evening

1Id Q11D N ighttlme

11e Q11E All the Time

11f Q11F Noise Never Annoys

12 Q12 Noise Affects Physlcai-Emotional Health

13a Q13A Noise Affects Headaches

13b Q13B No_se Affects Tiredness

13c Q13C Noise Affects krltabillty

13d Q13D Nolse Affects Hearing Loss

13e Q13E Noise Worsens ExisHng Health Problems

14 Q14 Accustomed .to Noise

15a Q 15A Use Soundproofing

15b Q15B Close Doors-Windows

15o Q15C Use Radio-TV-eta.

15d QISD Weer Earplugs

15e Q15E Change Steeping Quarters

15f Q15F Considered Moving

15g Q15G None of these
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Question Varlable Variable
Number Name Label

16a Q16A Complain to Neighbor

16b Q16B Cat,tooted Of:ficlal

16c Q16C TookLegalAction

17a Q17A or TRAFFIC Annoyance to Traffic

17b Q17B or MTRCYCLE Annoyance to Motorcycles

17c Q17C or TRUCKS Annoyance to Trucks

17d Q17D or BUSES Annoyance to Buses

17e Q17E or AUTOS Annoyance to Automobiles

17f Q17F or HIGHWAY Annoyance to H_ghways or Freeways

17g Q17Gor RECRLVHC Annoyance to Recreatlonal Vehicles

17h Q17H or GRBGETRK Annoyance to Garbage Trucks

171 Q17} or EMERGVHC Annoyance to Emergency Vehicles

17] Q17J or ENTMTCTR Annoyance to Entertainment Centers

17k Q17K or PETS Annoyance to Pets or Animals

171 Q17L or NBRHOMES Annoyance to Neighbors' Homes

17m Q17Mor AIRCONDT Annoyance to Air Condlt_oners

17n Q17Nor GRDNEQPT Annoyance to Lawnmowers-Gar'don Equipment

17o Q17Oor gETS Annoyance to Jet Airplanes

17p Q17P or SMLPLANE Annoyance to Small Airplanes

17q Q17Q or HCOPTERS Annoyance to Helicopters

17r Q17R or TRAINS Annoyance to Trains

17s Q17S or CONSTRCN Annoyance to Construction No_se

17t Q17T or COMINDUS Annoyance to Commerce-lndustry 'Equipment

17ua Q17UA Annoyance to First Other Noise Source

17ub Q17UB Annoyance to Second Other Noise Source

18a QI 8A Manufacturer

18b Q18B Operator-User

18o Q18C Local Government
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Question Variable Variable
Number Name Label

18d 018D State Government

18e Q18E Federal Government

18F Q18F No One P_sponsible

19 Q19 Community Should Have Noise Control

19a QI9A Nothing Can Be Done About Noise

19b Q19B Not Bothered Enough By Noise

19c Q19C Not the Responsibility of Community

19d Q19D Too Costly

20 Q20 Extra Taxes For Noise Control Program

21a Q21A Make Noise Sources Quieter

21b Q21B Community Pfannlng and Zoning

21e Q21C Building Codes

21d Q21D Curfews

2 le Q21E Fines

21F Q21F Berrlers

21g Q21G Trafflc Planning

21h Q21H Public Information Campaign

22 Q22 or AGE Age of Respondent

23 Q23 or EDUCLVL Educational Level of Respondent

24t 24a Q24 Present Employment Status

25, 25a Q25 Occupation

26 Q26 or INCOME Yearly Household Income
%

27 Q27 Racial Heritage of _spondent

28 Q28 or OWNER Ownership Status of House or Apartment i

29 Q29 Number of Personsin Household :

Calculated TIME Time of" Intervlew in Minutes

B1 QB1 or SEX Sex of Respondent

B2 QB2 Building Capacity
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Question Varlable Variable
Number Name Label

B3 QB3 or STRTDIST Distance from Bufldlng to S_reet

B4 QB4 Construction Typeof Building

B5 QB5 Sex of Interviewer

B6 QB6 Languageof Interview

IF PHYSICAL MONITORING IS CONDUCTED, THEREIS"ONE ADDJTIONAL

VARIABLE.

PhysicalMonitoring DBLEVEL Noise Level

5.2.2 List oFCompoundVariables

Var}ables
IV_king Up Variable Variable
Compound Name ,,, Label

Q10 through Q10D ACTIVITY Nake _'nferFerenceDuring Activities

Q12, Q13A through HLTHPROB Noise Impact'on Health
Q13E (standardized)

QbA, QbB, QbD URBPROB Severity oFMajor UrbanProblems
through QbH

Q6A through Q6K PUBSERV General Evaluation of Public Servlces

Q15A through Q15E PREVENT Number of Persona/Preventive Actions

Q16A through Q16C COMPLNT Public Complaints Made

Q19, Q20, Q21 SUPPORT Support for No_seControl Program
(standardized)

Q9 HIGHLY Percentage Highly Annoyed

IF:PHYSICAL MON.rI'OR[NG IS CONDUCTED, THEREIS ONE AD01TIONAL
VARIABLE.

DBLEVEL DBLVLSQR Noise Level X Noise Level
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5.3 Levels oF Analysis

The data analysis provides information on three leve/s. The First level

presents data on the cffy as a whole, The second level presents data comparing the

areas oF the city wffh one another, while the third level looks at the interrelationship

between various Factorsaftrectlng individuals. Therefore, From the first level of

analysis, you wl/I know what the clty as a whole Feelsabout noise; Promthe second

levelr you can say how the diFFerent areas vary Fromone another; and Fromthe third

level, you can look at why people have the perceptions and attitudes they do.

5.3. ] The Ana,lysls Schema

The method For hand/[ng the data is a causal path schema in which an assumed

set oF hypotheses is /inked to form a chain reaction. The first llnk is assumedto influence

the second links which is assumed to influence the third link, and so Forth.

The schema is a set oF hypotheses which simplifies analysis by imposlng order

on the data. Consider that in this questionnaire, there are more than 100 variables.

]f each variable were compared with every other, there would be more than 20,000

comparisons; iF a table were presented For each comparlson_ there would be more than

20t000 tables. The impossibility oFhandling this information is apparent. By imposing

a schema, however, the amount"of infarmatlon to interpret is considerably slmpliFied.

While the schema gives considerable informctlans h" is not as com.plex as a total output

oF the questionnaire data would be.

Within each link in the chain, the hypothesis isanalyzed in three ways.

First_ simp/e descriptlon. Thls involves the indlvldual varlables and their dlstdbutions,

means and standard deviations. Basic informaHon about the cffy is provlded (e.g.,

what do the residents think? What range of answers do they give?) Seconds tabular
,,, ,,

description. Selected relationships between variables are explored. Normally t this is

done by looking at tables comparing two varlables (cross-tabulations). Thls tells

something about the wax one variab/e changes in relation to another (e.g., how does

annoyance change in the various areas oF the city? How doesa :ersonJs health

a
i1
t)
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condition affect their annoyance to noise?). Finally, For every Irnk in the cbeln_

a third level of analysis is provided to give more detailed and more accurate informa-

tion, mulfi-variate descrlpt_on. Thls involves a number of multiple regression equations.

In a multiple regression analysis, a number of ;ndependent variables is

assumed to influence a dependent variable. This analysis tokes the Formof

= .. x +C +e
y alxl +a2x 2 +a3x 3+ " an n

where

a1...o n are regression coefficientst

x 1...Xn are variables,

C is a constant, and

e is the error term.

For example, consider the determinants of noise annoyance. How much is annoyance

due to the actual physical no_selevel around an _ndivldual's residence.'? How much is

it due to the individual's age (older persons may be more sensitive)? How much

is it due to the individual's educaHonol background (e.g., a more educated individual

may be more aware of the problems of no_se)? A regression equation having all three

of these possible causes (physical noise level, age, and education)

as independent variables and annoyance as the dependent variable Facilitates this

analysis. It will tell how much each of the individual variables cbntributes to the

overall annoyance in relation to the other variables. It may be the case, Forexample,

that the physical noise level is the dominant variable and the social variables ere

unimportant. Or that age :may be extremely important1 but that

educatlon ;s nat. Certainly, then, the interpretation of the results is complex. To

simply the analysis, a stepwlse regression procedure is used in which only the most

significant independent varlables are brought into the equation - one step at a time.

Thus_ only the mostsalient explanatory factors are _dentified.
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5.3.2 The Causal Path Model

The analysis utiHze_ 11 conceptual groups. Each of"these is assigned a

symbol f'or identification.

1• Properties of the Noise Environment (NOISE)

a. Noise Zone

b. Noise Level Iif physical monitoring is complete)

2. Characteristics of" the Population _C]TYPOP)

c. Residential Area of the C_ty

d. ResidenHaI-Housing Characteristics of the Population

e. Social Characteristics of the Population

3. General Health Characteristics of the Populatlon (HEALTH)

f. Rating of Overall Health Condition

4. Perception of the Na_se Environment (QUIET)

g. Quietness or Noisiness of the Area

5. Perceptions of Problems in the Area IPROBLEMS

h. Perception of Noise as a Problem

i. Perception of Urban Problems

6. EvaluaHan of the Area (EVALUATE)

• ]. General Evaluation of the Area

k. ReasonsFor Liking the Area

I. Evaluation of Public Services

7. Extent to Which Norse AFfects Residents (EFFECTS)

m. Extent' to Which Noise Interferes wffh ActiviHes

n. Extent to Which Noise AFfects Health Conditions

o. Extent Accustomed to Noise

p. Most Annoying T;me Period

£3
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8. Annoyance toNo_se (ANNOY)

q. Overall,Annoyance to Noise

9. Noise Sources Which Are Annoying (SOURCES)

r. Annoyance to Specific Noise Sources

10. Measures Taken to Reduce Noise (MEASURES)

s. Preventive Actions Taken

t. Public Complaints Made

11• Support for a Nai_e Control Program (SUPPORT)

e. Willingness to Support Noise Control

Some of the groups have sub-groups which are discussedshortly. The 11

groupings ore used in the causal path model, but group 9 is also analyzed separately.

Groups 1, 2, and 3 are defined as the ultimate independent variables in the model.

They are assumed to be "given" conditions and are nat explained_ that is, the nolse

environment, the residential area of the clty, and residential-housing characteristics,

the social characteristics, and the general health condition of the respondent are

considered properties of the individual, independent of noise impact and perception

of"noise. While there are interrelationships between these givens, for the purpose of!

the analysis, they are assumed to be independent predictors of noise perception and

impact.
i

; The causal chain operates in the Following way. The first three (1,2,3)

groups affect the ;ndividual's perception of how quiet or noisy the area ;s (group 4).

These Four groups, in turn, affect the individual's perception of problems in the

area (group 5), whlch all in turn influence the individual's ewluatlon of the area

(group 6). These six groups then camblne to affect the individual's health and

activities (group 7). These seven groups combine to influence the annoyance to

noise (group 8). Specific noise sources that might affect individuals are analyzed at

this point. On the basis of this inFormatlont it is possible to understand how the first
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eight groups plus the specific sources influence preventive measures taken by the indlvl-

dual (group I0). PlnalJy, the 10 groups (including group 9) combine to influence the

individual's support for a noise control program (group 11). Figure 5.3-1 illustrates the causal

chain. The model is cumulative in that effects become additive.

For example, the following relationships are suggested by 'the model. First_

the individual's background charaoteristlos-his or her residential and housing

characteristics (CITYPOP), hls or her health condition (HI_ALTH)t as well as the

actual noise environment in which he or she lives (NOISE)- affects the individual's

perception of the noise environment (QUIET). The individual items making up the

background characteristics - items a through f- are tested against how quiet or noisy

the individual perceives the area to be. In the multiple regression model, the question

"How much do these three groups (1,2,3) explain the indlvidual's perception of noise?"

is explored. The assumption is that characteristics of the individual partry account For

th_ individual evaluation of the area and sensitivity to noise.

Second, the model suggeststhat the perception of problems in the area

(PROBLEMS) is a product of the individual and residential characteristics of the

respondent (NOISE, CITYPOP, HEALTH)_ as well as duo to tile perception of the noise

environment (QUIET). Tile model tests the assumption that the perception of noise

(QUIET) influences the perception of problems (PROBLEMS) by introducing QUIET as

an independent variable to predict PROBLEMS. Subsequentlyt the evoluation of the

area (EVALUATE) is ossumed to be a product of all the previous products; that is_

people will evaluate the area pasitively or negatively depending on how noisy it

aotually is (NOISE), how noisy or quiet they perceive it to be (QUIET), how many

other problems they perceive in the area (PROBLEMS)_ end their own particular back-

ground and residential charaoteristlos (CITYPOP, HEALTH).

The model proceeds in a similar manner through the 11 groups. Finallyr thent

it argues that support for a noise control program (SUPPORT) is a function of the noise

environment in which the indlvldual lives, the background and health characteristics

of the individuab the resldentlal and housing characteristics, the perception of the
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HEALTH

Figure 5.3-1 .A Causal Path Model of Noise Perception and Impact



noise environment, the perception of problems _n the environment_ the evaluation of

the area, the extent to which the individual is affected by noise, the annoyance

reaction to noise, and the extent to which preventive measures have been taken to

reduce noise.

5.3.3 Specific Variables Making Up Conceptual Areas

The 11 conceptual groups outlined in P_gure 5'.3-1 are actually a set of variables

which _naorporate the entire questionnaire. Many of the variables are examined only

by themselves. Others are brought into the muir;pie regression equations. Some new

variables are created by comblnlng several variables. Each of these 11 groups is

discussed below. A variable is referred to by its "Variable Name" given in the l_st of

variables in Section 5.2. At the end of each discussion, those variables used _n the

multiple regression models are de_'_ned;they are called _ndlces.

Properties of the No_se Environment (NOISE)

This group is made up of three variables. Before physical monitoring is

completed, there is only a crude measure of the no_s=envlronment- the noise ::one

(NZONE). The zones ore numbered so that higher numbered zones are assumed to have

higher average noise levels and thus the codes provide a rough measure o£ noise environ-

ment. However, if physical monitoring data is available, the noise environment can be assessed

more accurately, in this case1 each cluster will have a unique day-nlght noise level -

Ldn. This information will be brought into the analysis as a variable called DBLEVEL,
Noise Level.

if DBLEVEL is defined, howeverr an additional varlab_e is also created. This

Is DBLVLSQR_ or Noise Level X Noise Level. This is basedon the assumption that the

indlvldual_s perception and reaction to no?seare not a linear function of the actual noise

Jevelt but rather a curvi/inear relation (increasing in a quadratic manner with exposure

to noise). Thust a quadratic component is defined to test the assumption.
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For cross-tabulations,, only the linear component is used_ For multiple

regresslons, however, both the |inear and quadratic variables are used. (Note that

_f physical monitoring is not complete, NZONE _sused in regresslons, but it _snot

squared.) These two indices are used in the regression analysls:

Note: The computer program usesthe variable name DBLEVEL _n regressions whether or nat
physical monitoring data are available. If the data are not available, DBLEVEL takes
the value of NZONE for each case and the variable DBLVLSQR is not computed.

1. Noise Level (DBLEVEL)

2. Noise Level X Noise Level (DBLVLSQR)

Character[silos of the PopulaH,on (C]TYPOP).

This group is made up of three sub-groups: the residential area of the city,

the residential-houslng charaaterisHcs¥ and the soclal characteristics of the resldents.

ResldenHa! Area of City

Since areas typically differ from one another, especially as they affect

residents, this gives greater inslght into the d_stribution of noise and the soc_al reactions

to it. This variable - the residential areas of the city (AREA)- is used in the cross-

tabulaHons to contrast w|th various reactions to noise; it is not used in the mulHple

regression models.

Res!de nt iaI-..Housi.ng Characteristics

This sub-group is made up of two finer sub-dlv[sians: the residential status of

the respondent, and the housing characteristics of the respondent. The resldentlal

status ;s one variable - the years of residence in the area (Q1 or YRSRES). This

variable is used For beth cross-tabulations and for the multiple regression models.

The housing characteristics of the respondent are measured by four varlables:

(1) the ownership status of the house or apartment (Q28 or OWNER); (2) the number of

Families fiv_ng in the residenHal building (QB2); (3) the distance from the building to

the street (QB3 or STRTDIST.I;and (4) the type of construction of the building (QB4).

The ownership status (OWNER) and the distance from the building to the street (STRTDZST)

are used in both the cross-tabulatlons and the multiple regresslbn analysis, whereas the

3 other two variables are used in cress-tabulations only.
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Therefore, three indices are used in multip/e regression modets:

1. Years of Residencein Area (YRSRES)

2. Ownership Status of House/Apartment (OWNER)

3. Distance From Building to Street (STRTDIST)

Social CharacterisHes

This sub-group has two subdivisions: the demographic charecter|stlas of the

resldents, and the soaio-economic characteristics of the residents. The demographic

characterisHcs are measured by the age (Q22 or AGE)r sex of the respondent (QB1 or

SEX)r racial heritage (Q27)_ and the size of the household (Q29). Sex is coded as a

dummy variable (females are scored 'I' and males are scored '0'). AGE and SEX are

brought into the multiple regression models, aswell os used in cross-tabulatlons.

The scala-economic characteristics ere measured by the educational level

(Q23 or EDUCLVL), the employment status (Q24A), the occupaHon of the respondent

(Q25t Q25A), and the income level of the household (INCOME). Educational level

and income are used in the multiple regression models.

Therefore, ther_ are four indices which are used in the multiple regression

models:

1. Age of Respondent (AGE)

2. Sex of Respondent (SEX)

3. Educational Level (EDUCLVL) .

4. Yearly Household Income (INCOME)

General Health Character,s,los (HEALTH)

This group is made up of a general question asking Foran evaluation of the

respondent's general health condition (Q7 or HEALTH). It is used in the mulHple

regression models and is, therefore, an index:

1. Rating of Overall Health Condltian (HEALTH)
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Perceptlon of the Noise Environment(QUIET)

This groupconsistsof one variable assessingthe quietnessor noisinessof the

area in which the respondent lives (Q8 or QUIET). The varlable is scoredso that "Very

Quiet" is hight and "Very Noisy" is low; it is used in both crass-tabulatlonsand

multiple regressionequations.

1. Quietness or Noisinessof Area (QUIET)

PerFeptionof Problemsin the Area (PROBI:EMS)

This group is madeof up three sub-groups: (1) a list of problemswhich the

respondentmentions spontaneously(Q4A, Q4B, Q4C); (2) severity of noiseasa problem

(QbC or NOISPROB); and (3) the severity of certain major urban problems: Traffic

Congestion (QbA)_ Polluted Water (QbB)I Crime (QbD), Run-DownArea _nNeed of

Improvement(QbE)r Unclean Air (QbF)I Parking (QbG)t and Inadequate Low-

Income Housing (QbH).

The first sub-group- llst of problems- is presentedas a list giving the

relative frequencies of the varlous problems. This list is presented in the Coding

Handbook. The secondsub-group- severity of noise as a problem - is usedin both

cross-tabulatlonsand in multiple regressionmodels. The third sub-group- an

indexof the severity of urban problems (except f.ornoise)- is defined by taking the

average evaluation of"severity for the seven items makingup the index (QbAI QbB,

QbD, QbE, Q5F, Q5G, Q5Hor URBPROB). Thus, two indices are defined:

I. Severity of Noise Problem (NO[SPROI})

2. Severity of Major Urban Problems(URBPROB)

Evaluation of the Area.(EVALUATE)

This group is madeup of"four sub-groups: (1) a general evaluation of the

area (Q2 or EVALAREA), (2) a list of reasonsfor liking the area (Q3A, Q3B, QSC),

(3) the evaluation of.several public services: Quality of.Schools(Q6A), Police

Protection(Q6B), Fire Protection (Q6C), RecreationFacilities (Q6D), Garbage
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Collection (Q6E), Hospitalsand Health Facilities (Q6F), Public Transportation (Q6G),

Street Maintenance (Q6H), Sewage and Drainage (Q6I), General Poflut_on

Control (Q6J), and (4) Evaluation of Noise Control (Q6K or NSECONTL)o

The list of reasonsfor liking the area is presentedin tabular form, giving

the frequencies of different reasons; the codesore presented Tnthe Coding Handbook.

The general evaluation of the area is usedas an index in the multiple regressionmodels.

Also, an index of the evaluation of various public services }s defined by taking the

average evaluation Forthe 10 public services(Q6A - Q6d or PUBSERV). The evaluation

of noise control _sa separate index. Therefore, there are three indices:

I. General Evaluation of Area (EVALAREA)

2. Evaluation of"Public Services (PUBSERV)

3. Evaluation of Noise Control (NSECONTL)

Extent to Which No_seAffects Residents(E1:PECTS)

The group is madeup of four sub-concepts: (1) the extent to which noise

interferes wffh activities (Q10A - Q10D or ACT1VTTY);(2) the time period during which

no_seis mostonnoylng (Q11A - Q111:); (3) the extent to which the respondent has become

aacustamedto noise(Q14); and (4) the extent to which noiseaffects health conditions

(Q12_ A13A- Q13E or HLTHPROB).

The first sub-groupt ACTIVITY_ is made up of bur variables indicating inter-

ference with (a) S[eeplng_(b) Talking or L.[steningto the Radio, (c) Reading, and

(d) Restlng. The secondsub-group is one question which assessesthe mostannoying

time perledl QI1. The third sub-group assessesthe extent to which the respondenthas

becomeaccustomedto no[se_Q14. The fourth sub-groupassesseswhether the respondent

perceivesnoise asaffecting his or her health (Q12) and five _rtiaular symptomswhich

might be impacted: Headaches(Q13A), Tiredness(QI3B)I Irrltability (Q13C)_ Heorlng

Lossor Difficulties (QISD)r and Causingon I:xlstlng Health Problemto Worsen (Q13E).

Thesesfx latter varlables are combined to form an index of general health effects

causedby nolse (HLTHPROB).
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There are two indiees_ therefore_ which are used in the multiple regression

models:

1. Noise interference During Activities (ACTIVITY)

2. Noise Impact on Health (HLTHPRQB)

Annoyance to Noise (ANNOY)

This group is made up of" one variable assessing the degree of annoyance to

noise in the area (Q9 or ANNOY). It is calculated in two ways: (1) as a seven-polnt

scale_ and (2) as a dummy variable whereby 'Tremendously' or 'Highly' Annoyed are

scared as _1* and other scale points as '0% The first use (ANNOY) assessesthe overall

annoyance reaction and _sused as an index in the multiple regression equations. The

second use calculates only the percentage who are highly annoyed (or mare); it is used

in cross-tabulations where the percentage of highly annoyed is a more sensitive variable

of noise impact. Thus¢ there is one index:

1. Overall Annoyance to Nolse (ANNOY)

Spe,,cif"lcNoise'Sources Which are Annoying (SOURCES)

in Q17t the respondent is given a llst of 20 noise sources and is asked to rate

how annoying each source is. The responses give a specific analysis of the types of

noise sources that may be impacting the residents, it is presented in cross-tabulations

in order to understand how sources vary according to area and according to noise zone.

All 20 sources (TRAFFIC to COMINDUS) are also used in subsequent multiple regression

equations.

Preventive Measures Taken to Reduce Noise (MEASURES)

This group is made up of" two sub-groups: (1) preventive measures taken

personally to reduce noise (Q15A through Q15P ar PREVENT)_ and (2) public complaints

made (Q16A through Q16C or COMPLNT). The first sub-group is made up of"a list of

several preventive measures which may have been taken to reduce noise: Using Insula-

tion or Soundproofing (Q16A)_ Closing Doors (Q15B)_ Masklng Noise with a Radlo or

TV (Q1,5C)_ Wearing Earplugs (Q15D)_ Changing Sleeping Quarters (Q15E)_ and Considered

Movlng (Q15P). An index is made up from these six variables- Number of" Personet

Preventive Actions (PREVENT).
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The second sub-group Hsts three possible public complaints that might have

been made: Complaining to a Neighbor About Malting Too Much Noise (Q16A)_

Writing_ Telephoning or Visiting an OFficial (Q16B)_ and In[tloting Legal Action (Q16C).

These three items are combined into an index- Public Complaints Made {COMPLNT).

There are_ thereforer two indices which are used in the multiple regression

models:

1. Number of Personal Preventive Actions (PREVENT)

2. Public Complaints Made (COMPLNT)

Support for a Noise Control Program (suPPORT)

This group [s made up of five sub-groups: (1) which body should be responsible

for reducing no[se {Q18); (2) whether the respondent supports a no_se control program

(Q19); (3) why the respondent feels there should not be a noise control program_ if

he/she does not want one (Q19A); (4) the willingness to pay extra taxes for a noise

control program (Q20); and (5) a list of possible noise control options: Making No_se

Sources Quieter (Q21A)_ Community Planning and Zoning (Q21B)_ Building Codes (Q21C),

Curfews (Q21D)s Pines for Making Too Much Noise (Q21E)_ Barriers (Q21P)r Traf'f'[o

Planning {Q21G)_ and Public information Compolgn (Q21H).

Three items are combined to form an index of support for a noise control

program (SUPPORT): whether the respondent supports a no_se control program_ the

willingness to pay extra taxes for a noise control programs and the number of possible

noise control opHons that the respondent wants.

There ist therefore_ one index usedin the multiple regression models:

1. Support for Noise Control Program (SUPPORT)
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5.3.4 The SPSS Output: SpeciFic Frequency Distributions, Cr.oss-Tabulations,

and Regressions

The data output _sordered according to the ! ] groups.

Group 1: Properties oF the Noise Environment (NOISE)

1. Distributions:

a. NZONE

b. DBLEVEL (iF physic a! monitoring complete)

Group 2: Characteristics of the Population (CITYPQP)

1. Distributions:

a. AREA

b. AGE

c. SEX

d. EDUCLVL

e. Employment Status (Q24)

F. Occupational Group (Q25)

g. INCOME

h. Racial Heritage (Q27)

i. YRSRES

j. OWNER

k. Household Size (Q29)

..l. Building Capacity (QB2)

m. Construction Type (QB_-)

2. Cross-Tabulations:

a. AREA x NZONE

b. AREA x AGE

c. AREA x EDUCLVL

d. AREA x Employment Status (Q24)
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e. AREA x Occup_tlonal Group (Q25)

f. AREA x INCOME

g. AREA x YRSRES

h. AREA x Household Size (Q29)

'group 3: General Health Cheracteristics (HEALTH)

1. Distributions:

a. HEALTH

2. Cross-Tabulations:

a. HEALTH x AREA

b. HEALTH x DBLEVEL (if"physical monitoring is complete)

,Group 4: perception af the Noise Environment (QUIET)

1. Distributions:

a. QUIET

2. Cross-Tabulat ions:

a. QUIET x AREA

b. QUIET x D BLEVEL(iF physical monitoring is complete)

Group 5: Perception of Problems in the Area (PROBLEMS)

1• Distributions:

a. List of Specific Problems (Q4A, Q4B, Q4C)

b. NOISPROB

¢. Other Urban Problems (QSA, QSB, QSDI QSE, QSF, QSG,
aSH)
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2. Cross-Tabulatlons:

a. List of SpeciFic Problems (Q4A, Q4B_ Q4C) x AREA

b. NO]SPROB x AREA

c. NOISPROB x HEALTH

d. URBPROB x AREA

Group 6: Evaluation of the Area (EVALUATE)

1. Distributions:

o. EVALAREA

b. List oF Reasonsfor Liking Area (Q3At Q3Br Q3C)

c. Rating oF Public Services (Q6A- Q6d)

d. NSECONTL

2. Cross-Tabulatlons:

a. EVALAREA x AREA

b. EVALAREA x QUIET

c. List of Reasonsfor Liking Area (Q3At Q3B, Q3C) x AREA

d. Rating of Public Services (Q6A - Q6J) x AREA

e. NSECONTL x AREA

f. NSECONTL x NOISPROB

Group 7: Extent to Which Noise A_f'eats Resid._nts (EFFECTS)

1. Dlstrlbutlons:

a. Four Activities (Q10A - Q10D)

b. Time Period (Qll)

c. Accustomed to Noise (Q14)

d. Noise Affects Health (Q12)

e. Five Symptoms Caused by Noise (Q13A - Q13E)
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2. Cross-TabulaHans:

a. Noise Affects Health (Q12) x AREA

b. Noise Affects Health (Q12) x AGE

e. No_se Affects Health (Q12) x SEX

d. Noise Affects Health (Q12) x Occupational Group (Q25)

e. Noise Affects Health (Q12) x HEALTH

F. Noise Affects Health (Q12) x Accustomed to Noise (Q14)

g. Four Activities (Q10A - QIOD) x DBLEVEL (if physical mon_torlng

is complete)

Group 8: Annoyance to Noise (ANNOY)

1. Distr/buHons:

a. ANNOY

b. HIGHLY.

2. Cross-Tabulations:

a. ANNOY x AREA

b. ANNOY x NZONE

c. ANNOY x Construction Type (QB4)

d. ANNOY x QUIET

: e. ANNOY x Noise Affects Health (Q12)

! F. ANNOY x Accustomed to Noise (Q14)i
i
! g* HIGHLY x DBLEVEL (if physlcai monitoring is complete)

Group 9: Speciflc Noise Sources Which Are Annoying (SOURCES)

I. Distributions:

a. All 20 Noise Sources (TRAFFIC to COM1NDOS)

b. Other Noise Sources Mentioned (Q17UA, Q17UB)
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2. Cross-Tabulations:

ao All 20 Noise Sources (TRAFFIC to COMINDUS) x AREA

b. All 20 Noise Sources (TRAFFIC to COMINDUS) x NZONE

Group 10: Preventive Measures Token to Reduce Noise (MEASURES)

1. Distributlons:

a. Preventive Actions (Q15A - Q15G)

b. Publlc Complaints Made (Q16A- Q16C)

2. Cross-Tabulations:

a. Preventive Actions (Q15A-Q15G) x AREA

b. Preventive Actions (Q15A-Q15G) x Accustomed to Noise (Q14)

c. Public Complaints Made (Q16A-Q16C) x AREA

Group 11: Support for a Nolse Control Pr,ogram (SUPPORT)

1, Distributions:

a. Body Responsible for Reducing Noise (Q18A - Q18P)

b. Community Should Have Noise Control (Q19)

o. Why No Noise Control (Q19A-Q19b)

d. Extra Taxes for Noise Cor;trol Progrem(Q20)

e. List of Noise Control Options (Q21A - Q21H)

2. Cross-Tabulations:, , ,, ,,

.' a. Community Should Have Noise Control (Q19) x AREA

b. Community Should Have Noise Control (Q19) x Occupational Group (Q25)

c. Community Should Have Noise Control (Q19) x INCOME

d. Community Should Hove Noise Control (Q19) x AREA

e, List of Noise Control Options (Q21A - Q21h) x AREA
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Group 12: Multip!e Regresslon'Models"

All multiple regression models use a "stepwise" procedure where only the most

significant variables are brought into the equation. If physical monitoring is not complete,

DBLEVEL assumesthe value of NZONE for each case and DBLVSQR is not computed.

3. Multiple Regression Models

Dependent Variable Independent Variables

a. DBLEVEL AGE, SEX, EDUCLVL, INCOME1 YRSRES, OWNER

b. HEALTH DBLEVEL, DBLVLSQR, AGE, SEXI EDUCLVL,

INCOME1 YRSRESt OWNERI STRTDIST

c. QUIET DBLEVEL, DBLVLSQR, AGE, SEX, EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH

d. NOISPROB DBLEVEL, DBLVLSQR, AGE, SEX, EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH,

QUIET

e. URBPROB DBLEVELI OBLVLSQRr AGEI SEX, EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRESI OWNER, STRTDISTt HEALTH

QUIET, NOISPROB

f. PUBSERV DBLEVELt DBLVLSQRr AGEI SEX1EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH,

QUIET1 NOISPROBt URBPROt3

i g. EVALAREA DBLEVEL,DBLVLSQRIAGEs SEX,EDUCLVL,
INCOMEI YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH,

QUIET, URBPROBs PUBSERV

h. ACTIVITY DBLEVELs DBLVLSQR, AGEs SEX, EDUCLVL,

INCOMEI YRSRESsOWNER, STRTDISTs HEALTH,

QUIET, NOISPROBs URI3PROBr PUBSERVt

EVALAREA
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Dependent Variable Independent Variable

i. HLTHPROB DBLEVEL, DBLVLSQR, AGEt SEX_ EDUCLVLs

]NCOMEt YRSRESI OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH,

QUIET, NOISPROB, URBPROB, PUBSERV,

EVALAREA, ACTIVITY

j. ANNOY DBLEVELt DBLVLSQR, AGEI SEX, EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH,

QUIET, NOISPROB, URBPROB, PUBSERV,

EVALAREAI ACT_/ITY, HLTHPROB

k. PREVENT DBLEVEL, DBLVLSQRr AGI:, SEXt EDUCLVLI

INCOME, YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST/ HEALTH,

QUIETI NOISPROB, URf_PROB, PUBSERV,

EVALAREA, ACTIVITY, HLTHPROB, ANNOY,

TRAFFIC to COMINDUS

I, COMPLNT DBLEVELt DBLVLSQRr AOEt SE/t EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRES, OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH,

QUIET, NOISPROB, URBPROB, PUBSERV,

EVALAREA, ACTIVITY, HLTHPROB, ANNOY,

TRAFFIC to COMINDUS, PREVENT

m. SUPPORT DBLEVEL, DBLVLSQR, AGE, SEX, EDUCLVL,

INCOME, YRSRESr OWNER, STRTDIST, HEALTH1

". QUIET, NOISPROB, URBPROB, PUBSERVt

EVALAREA, ACTIVITY, HLTHPROB, ANNOY1

TRAFFIC to COMINDUS, PREVENT, COMPLNT

4. Correlation Matrix

a. All variables used in regression ana[ys_s.
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Group 13: CharacterlsHcs of the Survey

1. Distributions:

a. Day oF Interview Comp#etion (CMPDAY)

b. Number 06 Cal)s to Make Contact (CALLS)

c. Number oF Adults on List (QA3A)

"', d. RespandentNumber on List (QA3B)

e. TimeoF Interview in Minutes (TIME)
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